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Introduction  

This is a draft for a long-awaited method of musicological analysis of music designed for 
identification, classification, and interpretation of music structures found in recordings of solo 
musicking within any form of traditional music. This includes but is not limited to solo songs, 
instrumental solos, and leading parts (melody) in a monodic composition (e.g. a song with instrumental 
accompaniment), ranging from Western tonality to ekmelic (indefinite-pitch based) modes of Yakuts.  
The music systems that are left behind by this method are rhythm-based varieties of music, such as 
Kumi-daiko in Japan, and timbre-based music, such as compositions designed for Jew’s Harp. The 
exclusion of percussion band and drum circle music from pitch-based analysis is obvious. Less 
obvious, is the exclusion of “timbral music” which is often perceived as containing at least some pitch-
like content. Robert Walker (Walker 1997) points out that Canadian Inuit, West Coast Native people, 
and Australian Aborigines do not distinguish between melody and vocal timbre in their languages - 
which suggests that music makers in these cultures think musically in terms of timbre rather than 
frequency.  
There are many reasons - syntactic, semantic and pragmatic - to distinguish between such timbre-
oriented forms of music and frequency-oriented music, conventional in the West (Aleksey Nikolsky et 
al. 2020). The multi-dimensional nature of timbre (McAdams and Giordano 2016) encompasses the 
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parameters that closely relate to frequency: e.g., harmonicity and register, the changes in which can be 
easily imagined in terms of high/low (bright/dark) opposition, usually associated with pitch (Volodin 
1972), and can be used in place of pitch hearing by young children (Teplov 1947, 179–92), or adult 
music-users in some non-Western traditional cultures (Schneider 2001).   

In “timbre-based” music, such as playing on the Jew’s Harp, it is exceedingly difficult to identify the 
musical structures because of the great importance of nuances in articulation and the contribution of 
resonance in controlled registers (Ledang 1972). The deep throat techniques of singing also involve 
sub-harmonic resonance of the chest (e.g. Kargyraa), creating a very complex interplay of spectra and 
dynamics in the spectral flux (Lindestad et al. 2001). Neither the graphic representation of frequency 
analysis, nor the spectral analysis are sufficient to reflect the musically important acoustic changes 
here. These require some means of imaging the configuration of parts of the vocal apparatus, such as 
high-speed photography of a laryngoscope, used in conjunction with kymographic images of the 
changes in the glottal pressure collected by a specially constructed face mask. Such data then requires 
special computer-aided music analysis techniques (Eerola 2009), as well as means of interpretation of 
that analysis (Mazepus 2009).  
However, less complex cases that border between music and non-music (e.g., melo-declamation, 
poetic and liturgical recitative, rapping) can be effectively analyzed using the method proposed below 
– as demonstrated in the example of a playful vocalization during having a meal by a 3-year-old girl. 
Although many reputable scholars, such as Steven Brown, refuse to acknowledge those forms of 
vocalization that do not use sustained discrete changes in pitch as “music” even when their performers 
and audiences consider them as music, if we are to avoid a huge taxonomic mess, they have to be 
identified as “music”. Take rap, as an example. Say, we agreed that “rapping” is not “singing.” But 
there are lots of rap songs, where rappers use discrete pitches, and place them in tune with the chords 
of the keyboard synthesizer. In such cases, a rap song undoubtfully constitutes singing. However, rap 
music users do not distinguish between the two types at all. How are we going to distinguish which rap 
does and which does not constitute music? And how about such rap songs that use discrete pitches in 
the chorus section only, keeping the verse indefinite in pitch?  
The same problem occurs even in the classical music tradition. Recitative semplice in French and 
English operas could be scored or spoken: e.g., Bizet and Balfe have it notated in some operas, and 
written down as words only in other operas. In the Russian Imperial opera productions recitative was 
always sung out - even in those operas, such as Italian or French, that originally used recitative secco 
(that in other countries was usually performed parlando – i.e., in a talking manner). Operas by Russian 
composers rarely, if ever, use parlando in recitatives. So, is operatic recitative music or not?  
The analytic procedure that I propose below, is, in fact, going to answer such questions. The analyst, as 
an outside observer, will objectively find out whether he is dealing with music or non-music – and this 
is even at the absence of any information coming from performers and/or listeners about such 
borderline cultural phenomenon. If it constitutes music, it ought to have some kind of “tonal 
organization” (TO) – a method of integration of successive tones by matching one or few aspects of 
expression, namely:  

1) Melodic contour (the consecutive “linear”, or “horizontal”, aspect of the pitch domain) - 
consecutive changes of the fundamental frequency (FF) between the consecutive tones within 
the same timbral register & voice/part – determined by the relation of the intervallic size of a 
frequency change to the Temporal Coherence Boundary and the segregation of audio streams 
that result from it (Noorden 1975, 3:40–67); 

2) Harmony (the concurrent “vertical” aspect of the pitch domain) - consecutive changes in the 
relations of harmonics between the harmonic series of the concurrently sounding tones – 
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determined by the number of harmonics that share the same frequency values in the harmonic 
series of each of the concurrently sounding tones (Benson 2007); 

3) Musical texture (the aspect of the pitch domain that formally integrates consecutive and 
concurrent relations of tones) - a specific type of arrangement of all musical sounds within a 
musical work – determined by the number and relations of familiar conventional structural 
components in grouping of tones, themselves forming stereotypes of arrangement specific to 
certain genres (Huron 1989); varying along 3 axes: density, range (Benward and Saker 2009), 
and functions (W. T. Berry 1987); 

4) Musical form, or thematicity (the aspect of the pitch domain that content-wise integrates 
consecutive and concurrent relations of tones) - changes of the thematic material, that is a 
complex of musical structures consecutively ordered within a music work (Mazel 1979) – 
determined by the choice between 4 options: repetition, variation, contrast or recapitulation of a 
specific thematic material - identified by some salient feature(s) (Réti 1951); 

5) Rhythm (the consecutive aspect of the time domain) - relative duration of consecutive tones is 
quantized according to a certain division ratio (2,3…) – determined by the grouping of the 
consecutive tones based on their perceived proportions of duration & position within a group 
(Jones 2016); 

6) Meter (the grouping aspect of the time domain) - number of unstressed beats grouped together 
with the stressed beat before the occurrence of the next stressed beat, perceptually and 
statistically prevailing in a musical movement – determined by the grouping of beats based on 
the perceived periodicity of stresses generated by longer and louder tones as well as changes in 
melodic direction and harmony (Jones 2016); 

7) Tempo (the aspect of speed in changes within the time domain) - the average pace of beat 
within a sizeable span of musical movement, which retains a specific character of motion – 
determined by the interaction of the pace of beat and the rhythm, which determines the choice 
of a tempo by a music-maker (London 2004) and enables an “absolute tempo” (i.e., the optimal 
pace for a given music piece) (D. J. Levitin and Cook 1996); 

8) Articulation (the agogic aspect of the time domain) - the manner of attaching / detaching of 
successive tones within the same register and part/voice – determined by the extent of actual 
shortening or extending a nominal rhythmic value, so that the tones either become detached or, 
in contrary, overlapped  (Keller 1973); 

9) Dynamics (the consecutive amplitude domain) - changes of amplitude between consecutive 
or/and concurrent tones within the musical texture – determined by relative increase or 
decrease in intensity of a particular tone, textural element (e.g., melody, bass), component 
(chord), segment (accompaniment) or the entire musical texture (Todd 1992); 

10) Timbral quality (the consecutive timbre domain) - selection of a type of musical instrument 
and vocals most suitable for a specific expression – determined by spectral characteristics of 
individual instruments and vocals (Schneider 2018);  

11) Register (the grouping aspect of the timbre domain) - contrasting changes in tonal quality 
between timbrally homogenous groups of tones within the ambitus of a music work -
determined by the gradations in higher/lower placement within the ambitus that is employed in 
a music work, while accounting for timbral similarity in sound quality between adjacent pitches 
(e.g., registers that are darker/lighter or thicker/thinner in sound) (Drabkin 2001).  
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The consistent use of patterns of expression for a number of these aspects, representing all four 
domains – frequency, duration, amplitude and timbre (e.g., melodic contours, rhythmic figures, 
dynamic and registral contrasts) – testifies that we deal with music, even if what we are listening to 
does not sound anything what we habitually consider to be music. Absence of such patterns testifies 
that what we hear is not music, even if for some reason there are people who believe that this is music 
(e.g., the sounds of Aeolian harp). There could still be uncertainty, if patterns are observed only in just 
a few aspects of expression. However, this problem can be potentially resolved by establishing whether 
the observed patterns utilize “classes” of any kind:  

• pitch classes (a limited set of degrees reserved for melody-making);  
• melodic contour classes (a set of shapes of contrasting directions of various steepness and/or 

successions of their changes); 
• harmonic classes (a limited set of dyadic intervals and/or chords for constructing a musical 

texture); 
• textural classes (a set of allowable components – e.g., melody and Alberti figuration); 
• form classes (a number of musical themes – recognizable salient combinations of sounds 

engaged to express a particular character); 
• rhythm classes (a number of rhythmic values engaged in a composition); 
• metric classes (a number of periodicities in a metric grid – e.g., marked hyper-downbeat, 

downbeat and beat; or, periodic patterns, such as repetitions of the following metric figure: 
downbeat / beat / half-beat / half-beat); 

• tempo classes (a number of musical movements engaged in a composition); 
• articulation classes (a number of contrasting styles of connecting consecutive tones within a 

composition – e.g., non-legato, legato, staccato); 
• dynamic classes (a number of contrasting dynamic gradations – e.g., forte, mezzo forte and 

piano); 
• timbre classes (a number of contrasting sounds produced by the same vocalist or musical 

instrument – e.g., arco, pizzicato, and col legno on a violin); 
• register classes (a number of zones of different tonal coloration in a composition – e.g., full 

voice, falsetto, and crooning half-voice). 
Consistent use of such classes characterizes music - highly untypical for verbal speech in natural 
languages. Unlike speech, music is designed for holistic appreciation of sounds per se (Patel 2010a), 
therefore relying on an ongoing integration of the perceived sounds – in contrast to the reliance of 
speech on segmentation of sounds (Bregman 1994). Hence, matching of sounds in a chosen aspect of 
expression, in effect, generates musical modes: a set of matched pitch classes. For melody it would be 
a set of matched pitch classes that generates a melodic mode with a certain number of “degrees” of that 
mode’s scale. For harmony, it would be a set of matched harmonic classes that generates a harmonic 
mode with a certain number of legitimate intervals and chords (which may or may not coincide with 
the melodic mode). For rhythm it would be a set of matched rhythmic values that generates a rhythmic 
mode with certain permissible divisions and patterns (e.g., “dotted rhythm”), and so on. 
Each of the listed eleven aspects of expression might potentially contain a musical “mode”, which in 
this case can be defined as a set of classes that are recognized as “euphonic” (i.e., pleasantly matching 
one another in a particular aspect) within some user community that conventionally ascribes certain 
semantic value to that set. For example, a specific melodic mode may be found suitable for a lullaby 
but unsuitable for a march. A specific harmonic mode might suit a sad expression but not a happy one. 
A specific rhythmic mode might be appropriate for a slow couple dance but not for a leaping male 
dance. The semantic information, of course, needs to be collected from the observation of musical 
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behavior and from the interviews of experts in a user community. But the presence of classes and 
modes can be established by musicological analysis of a sound recording or a live performance alone. 

This is exactly what the method of music analysis presented below offers to a researcher: the ability to 
detect the presence of musical means of expression and to estimate the relative share of such means of 
expression for each of the aspects. The opportunity to quantify the findings allows a researcher to 
objectively establish which specific structures are engaged for musical expression. This is not limited 
to the pleasant expressions alone. The notion of “euphony” encompasses not only pleasant states 
(relaxation) but unpleasant states (tension) as well. Each mode, no matter to which aspect of 
expression it belongs, as a rule generates tension and relaxation, the interchanges and gradations of 
which make an auditory aspect musically expressive. Within this context, even unpleasant tension 
becomes an organic part of euphonic aesthetic experience: i.e., an intense expression of sadness can be 
perceived as “sweet”, if it is conveyed by a melodic mode.1  

The entire analytic procedure described below ends with the analyst defining “stable” degrees that are 
responsible for relaxation versus “unstable” degrees that call for the continuation of music and are 
responsible for generating tension. I propose a new way of visualizing music for the convenience of 
grasping all principal aspects of expression at a single glance. Similarly, I propose a new way of 
visualizing a melodic mode in order to see which degrees of it are stable and which are unstable.   
In the following section, I will discuss the objections to the analysis of music structures set forth by 
numerous Western ethnomusicologists and present the sources that I used to formulate this new 
analytic method. This combines the theoretical and practical approaches elaborated in Russia and its 
neighboring states of the former Soviet Union with those of Western scholars of psychology of music 
perception and semiotics.  

Analysis of music in Russian and Western musicological approaches  

Music that is based on frequency organization, even when it uses indefinite intervallic typology, can be 
effectively analyzed by using the principles forged by Russian music theorists within the frame of the 
intonation theory by Yavorsky/Asafyev, and the theory of the musical mode, founded by Yavorsky 
(Yavorskii 1908). 2  Much of this work has been done at the Moscow Tchaikovsky Conservatory 
(Krader 1990), Boleslav Yavorsky’s alma mater, where he coined both, his theories of mode and of 
intonation (Protopopov 1930), and taught them afterwards. Asafyev (Asafyev 1952), the most 
distinguished developer of Yavorsky’s ideas, directed his research lab at Moscow Conservatory from 
1943 until his death. Lev Mazel (Mazel, 1952; 1982) and Sergei Skrebkov (Skrebkov, 1967; 1973) 
were the primary music theorists who defined the method of intonational analysis of music form, both 
of whom spent their lifetimes teaching at the Moscow Conservatory. Their colleague, Viktor 
Tzukkerman implemented intonation analysis as part of his integrative structuralist analytic method 
that became the standard for Soviet analysis of music form (Tzukkerman 1965). Noteworthy, 
Tzukkerman implemented such analysis on models of art music as well as traditional folk music 
(Tzukkerman 1975). Viktor Beliayev was another musicologist from Moscow Conservatory who 

 
1 This is in opposition to the dodecaphonic series that is “invented” by a serialist composer, disregarding the 
idea of matching the tones in a “euphonic” manner. Artificial techniques of experimental music of the 20th 
century are not suitable for the analysis proposed here.  
2  The brief overview of this is available in the Chapter “Investigation of Melodic Harmony: Mode and 
Intonation” (Nikolsky 2015). The term “musical mode,” used henceforth, can be defined as: “mode is the 
generalization of types of melodic motion in relation to intervallic structure of these types” (Beliayev 1990, 
225). 
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expanded the modal theory onto the field of comparative ethnomusicology (Beliayev 1990). His and 
Mazel’s pupil, Eduard Alekseyev, extended the modal framework to include music systems based on 
indefinite pitch and laid down the theory of modal evolution (Alekseyev 1976; 1986; 1988).  
The Achilles heel of Soviet era’s modal intonational analysis, which limited its international 
acceptance (aside from political issues), was its reliance on the theory of music form, mastery of which 
required years of professional training, including extensive ear training, theory of harmony, 
counterpoint and analysis of music form, as well as achieving proficiency in performance and 
interpretation of music (Khannanov 2005). Not only the principles of analysis relied on advanced 
musical skills to discriminate the fine details in melodic, harmonic, and textural hearing, they also 
required extensive knowledge of the music literature across a variety of styles and genres – only then 
would an analyst be able to grasp which features of musical expression in a given sample are important 
for TO and which are not. To make analysis even more challenging, the corpus of works listed above 
only provided the general guidelines and examples of identifying a musical mode and its principal 
intonations. Their ultimate application required an analyst to exercise a great deal of exceptions and 
exemptions from the rules, very much dependent on their expertise and intuition. That is why two 
experts could come to two different conclusions in relation to TO of a particular music work. In this 
sense, modal analysis in Soviet musicology remained an art, albeit based on a scientific approach to 
musical structures. Its artistic component was responsible for a “literary,” metaphoric and hyperbolic, 
flavor in writings on modal and intonational analysis, most of all noticeable in Asafyev’s oeuvres – in 
contrast to the concise and accurate style of scientific language.  

This makes the corpus of literature on intonation and mode in Soviet musicology not really 
instrumental for a modern Western researcher without a profound musicological training to establish 
the TO in a given musical work – even if he is fluent in Russian and has access to these books. 
Reading them would only provide general guidance – far from the practical ability to infer the 
compositional principles in a totally unfamiliar style of music. The general principles of Russian 
musicological analysis have to be reformulated in a way that would be understandable for a non-
musicological scholar, while reducing and simplifying the task of interpretation of musical structural 
data to the bare minimum – which is exactly my purpose here.  

I have to mention that the reliance of the Soviet modal analysis on the universal framework of rational 
taxonomy of schemes of TO (Kholopov 1988, 115–45) has been viewed very critically by the Western 
ethnomusicologists, especially towards the end of the 20th century. The very idea of cross-cultural 
application of the same analytical procedure to all varieties of musical works has been qualified as 
Eurocentric and reductionist in relation to the wealth of idiosyncratic features of every culture – often 
viewed synonymously with the authoritarian treatment of culture by the Communist authorities in the 
former countries of the Warsaw pact. Indeed, the Soviet establishment pursued a policy of musical 
nation-building in all the republics and autonomous districts of the union, all based on the model of 
methodological study of Russian folk music and cultural policies of its promotion in public 
performances – which had a Procrustean effect on those local traditions, that for some reason, did not 
fit in the Communist doctrine (Frolova-Walker 1998). Indeed, Western music theory was used as a tool 
for combing the local cultures in a supposedly “civilized” way, bringing them in accordance with the 
Spenserian-based model of social progress, where “symphonic music” occupied the highest rank, 
according to Bolshevik collectivist industrial ideology (During 2005). However, the ill effects of 
administration of a cultural policy do not necessarily equate with “ill” principles of investigation of 
music that were officially endorsed by the policy makers. Asafyev’s theory of intonation, as a 
sociogenetic foundation in semiosis of every musical culture, might very well hold true despite its 
superficial similarity with the Marxist dogmas (Zemtsovsky 2002a).  
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The greatest difference that separates the former Soviet approach to ethnomusicology from that which 
has become dominant in the West starting from the 1970s, is the departure of the latter from scientific 
scholarly methods, such as analysis of musical structures and laboratory research, increasingly 
perceived by Western scholars as futile attempts to reach an unobtainable ideal – instead focusing on 
musical performance and its social context (Myers 1993, 222–23). Izaly Zemtsovsky writes about this 
global divergence:  

“… for many years, the prevailing opinion about the text was that it ‘is the primary reality and 
the starting point for any of the subjects of the arts’ (Bakhtin 1976:135). Today, another 
opinion is of at least equal importance: ‘the starting point for any of the subjects of the arts’ is 
the human being rather than the text. This new attitude requires a new methodology.” 
(Zemtsovsky 1997) 

The turning point was marked by Kenneth Gourlay at the 1979 Oslo Conference of the IFMC by a call 
for “humanizing ethnomusicology” that would abandon “the pretense of objectivity” (Gourlay 1982). 
Timothy Rice reflected this departure in his influential article “Remodeling Ethnomusicology,” where 
he overviewed the subject coverage of the 1979-1986 articles in Ethnomusicology journal, which 
reported that music analysis occupied only a 10% share versus 34% of social processes, 22% of 
history/change and 17% of individual processes (Rice 1987). Rice found this proportion to be “well-
balanced,” and dedicated just one paragraph to the discussion of the importance of music form for the 
ideal model of study that he advocated. Ever since then, the share of the analysis of musical form has 
been waning further in all ethnomusicological papers. Jeff Titon went as far as defining 
ethnomusicology as “the study of people making music” (Titon 2015) – and not “the study of music” 
as the term “musicology” suggests. Paradoxically, this modern Western “people’s ethnomusicology” 
rejects Soviet ethnomusicology that held music as belonging to people and reflecting the people, yet 
conducted its study in an objective and structural way.  

From the scientific perspective, Western-style “people’s ethnomusicology” is not fundamentally 
different from “journalist”-style stories about music. Such stories could, perhaps, uncover important 
cultural artifacts, if the author managed to intuitively grasp the cultural characteristics of his subject, 
but could hardly contribute anything to understanding how exactly music works across different 
communities of music users. Even the most inquisitive journalism is no substitute for science.  
Of course, not all Western ethnomusicologists abstain from the study of musical structures in their 
research (a notable exception is Simha Arom and his school) – just as not all Soviet and post-Soviet 
musicologists prioritize the study of musical text over the study of humans generating that text and 
consuming it. The specialization of Russian musicology into the fields of music theory and 
ethnomusicology/folkloristics, pretty accurately reflects this division of priorities which, nevertheless, 
does not cause exclusion of the non-prioritized data from investigation of both parties: theorists pay 
attention to sociological aspects of music they theorize about, whereas ethnomusicologists use music 
theory in evaluation of the collected samples of music. In this respect, the Russian musicological 
tradition is not nearly as marginalized as the Western one.  

The only notable methodological development that made an impression on post-structural Western 
ethnomusicology was the promulgation of linguistic approaches to music, derived from analogies to 
structural linguistics, in the 1970s. However, ethnomusicologists who became attracted by this 
approach were strongly criticized by the mainstream followers of Merriam and Blacking (Feld 1974). 
Blacking, in particular, was categorical in his denial of any value in the autonomous analysis of music 
structures: 

“Functional analyses of musical structure cannot be detached from structural analyses of its 
social function: the function of tones in relation to each other cannot be explained adequately as 
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part of a closed system without reference to the structures of the sociocultural system of which 
the musical system is a part, and to the biological system to which all music makers belong.” 
(Blacking 1974, 30–31)  

Not all ethnomusicologists were so categorical. Thus, Harold Powers thought that at least “some music 
may sometimes be more efficiently interpreted by discussing it as though it did have a life of its own,” 
depending “on the role of that music in the culture in question” -  but rushed to add: “and of course this 
last question cannot be resolved by music-analytical methods of whatever origin” (Powers 1980, 8). 
Although Powers admitted the parallels between phonological and musical TO in isolated cultures, 
such as Southern and Northern Indian ragas, he warned that there was “little comparative basis for the 
new linguistics-based music-analytical literature” (ibid.). He emphasized that synchronic linguistics 
had grown out of matching different languages “not against borrowed models but against each other” 
(p.9) – therefore suggesting the impossibility of formulating a “universal grammar” approach in 
relation to the world’s musics. Regrettably, the consensus in Western ethnomusicology since the 1960s 
has rolled towards the conviction that any research of musical structural universals is, by definition, 
ethnocentric and inadmissible for ethnomusicology (Nattiez 2012).  
The renowned implementation of the ideas of “universal grammar” in music, in the form of the 
generative theory of tonal music (GTTM) by Lerdahl and Jackendoff (Lerdahl and Jackendoff 1985), 
and its structurally more elaborated implementation in pitch space model (Lerdahl 1988) has received 
solid confirmation in experimental studies (Krumhansl, 1996; Bigand, Parncutt, & Lerdahl, 1996; 
Cuddy & Smith, 2000; Smith & Cuddy, 2003; Frankland & Cohen, 2004; Lerdahl & Krumhansl, 2007; 
Hutchison, Hubbard, Hubbard, Brigante, & Rypma, 2015). However, all of these studies were based on 
samples of Western tonal music. Very few studies explored whether the principles of the “pitch space” 
model are applicable to other types of music. Costas Tsougras extended the GTTM model to cover the 
tonal space of modal music represented by seven diatonic modes (Tsougras 2003), later tested on 
modern folk-style Greek piano music, resulting in the update of the GTTM model with six more rules 
and numerous modifications of the original rules (Tsougras 2010). This updated model was 
demonstrated to handle the TO in modal music in its computerized analysis. The developmental study 
of the applicability of the updated modal GTTM principles to the perception of music by children 
found that 6-year old non-musically-trained Macedonian children perceived the grouping structures in 
Greek folk-style music in accordance with the GTTM model (Koniari and Tsougras 2012). 

Although the acceptance of the GTTM somewhat softened the position of the “hardliner” 
ethnomusicologists, they nevertheless criticized this theory for its reliance on the hierarchic, 
architectonic, and metric organizations of the tradition of Western classical music, as well as the 
dependence of its analysis on the notation in the musical score rather than live sound (Feld and Fox 
1994). Only recently, musical analysis has begun to find a way, albeit somewhat twisted, back into 
Western ethnomusicology. Analyzing sound came into the scope of anthropology, specifically, its new 
field of research of the sonic dimensions of social experience - investigated by the discipline of 
multisensory ethnography. However, such studies are severely limited to specific sites and to social 
identities, harnessed by those sites (Faudree 2012). The musicological analysis here does not consider 
musical structures and lacks the concision necessary to identify the exact makeup of music - therefore, 
overall, it remains rather useless for understanding the TO of music.  
Although a music-maker is influenced by his physical, social, and cultural environment in his 
preference for certain schemes of TO, this extra-musical cultural information is not primary for 
creative decisions in musical composition – even in the indigenous pre-industrial cultures that are 
highly syncretic. The most immediate and direct factors responsible for a music-maker’s commitment 
to this or that method of combination of tones depend, first and foremost, on the inherent acoustic 
properties of these tones and psycho-physiological responses to these properties. The behavioral and 
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social patterns of music use can arise only upon the establishment of the sensorial and perceptual 
schemes of handling related acoustic information. In order to build a construction, one has to prepare 
the materials first. The long period of musical “silence” in an infant – prior to musical babbling – 
constitutes exactly the time of passive learning of sound models and mastery of the basics of motor 
operations in verbal and musical vocalizations. There are no musical compositional activities taking 
place during that period of infancy. The connections between musical TO and non-musical 
environmental organizations are acquired later in life.  
Therefore, musical structure comes first, and its extra-musical semantic attributes come second. It is 
the physical manifestation of some acoustic property of a sound that determines the range of extra-
musical entities that can be possibly linked as semantic referents to a given acoustic property when it 
is turned into a musical sign.     
An infant learns a “sound object” first. Only afterwards, does he learn to employ it as a sign. This sign 
is originally purely iconic: a salient feature of the physical manifestation of this sign dictates to which 
object of reality the sign can be semantically connected. Such potential real object has to share the 
salient feature of the same kind with the sound object. Thus, a very long-duration sound can be linked 
to a very stable large object (e.g., building), and cannot be linked to a very small constantly moving 
object (e.g. humming-bird). The child establishes the repertory of such connections prior to starting to 
use them actively in musical expression. Once the extra-musical links become consciously recognized, 
their use becomes increasingly more automated, until the entire link (between a long rhythmic-value 
and a stable object) acquires permanence and homogeneity, so that it is not the processing of one entity 
that triggers connection to another, but rather both entities form the “one”, and are activated by the 
mind as “one”.  

In spite of such unity, in the conception of musical expression, the decision of which musical element 
to use, is governed by the psycho-acoustical properties of musical signs rather than their extra-musical 
referents, since unlike verbal speech, music’s chief purpose is not to convey factual information about 
reality. Instead, music conveys emotional information that originates from reality. And for this 
purpose, the most affective attributes of sound (pitch, rhythm, metric pulse, loudness, articulation, 
style, etc.) are by far more important than their extra-musical correspondents. A music-maker thinks in 
terms of these musical structures, and not in terms of real objects that resemble these structures, while 
composing music. For this reason, no anthropological analysis can substitute musical analysis in the 
study of music. And even the attempt by Thomas Turino to employ Peircean semiotics for 
ethnomusicological research (Turino 2014) falls short of addressing the need for surface level analysis 
of music.  
There should be a reliable syntactic parsing of a music stream in place, before any semantic analysis 
can take place.  
Here, the French school of semiology comes closest in Western musicology to facet such tonal analysis 
that is capable of handling pre-diatonic forms of music. Nicolas Ruwet employed the taxonomic 
procedures of linguistics to define paradigmatic analysis that distinguishes between parametric (binary) 
and non-parametric (gradient) elements for the purpose of segmentation of music, noting that their 
distinction can be inverted in different cultures, so that an element that is recognized as parametric in 
one culture might be regarded as non-parametric in another (Ruwet and Everist 1987). Using few 
samples from monody of the 12-14th centuries, Ruwet demonstrated how a procedure of segmentation, 
based on the criteria of repetition and transformation, could disclose the code of a musical sample 
without resorting to considering that sample’s message or the context of its creation.  

Ruwet’s approach was elaborated by Jean Molino, who sought to reduce the range of segmentation 
options by distinguishing between three kinds of paradigms: poietic (production), neutral (text), and 
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aesthetic (reception), selecting them in an analytical procedure according to the complexity of a work 
(Molino 1990). Molino’s theory armed a researcher with a tool to neutrally identify the rules of 
combination in any form of music. Jean-Jacques Nattiez took it a step further. He postulated that 
“neutral level” analysis was methodologically necessary for semiotic investigation for two reasons:  

1) both, production and reception, are processes, whereas TO can be identified only by grasping 
the entirety of a musical work – upon completion of the processes 3; 
 

2) in order to judge poietic and aesthetic paradigms, one must have material description of a work, 
without which, neither processes can be synchronized, nor can their paradigms be inter-related 
and analyzed (Nattiez 1990, 138–39).  

The idea of the neutral level analysis came under fire, not only from Western ethnomusicologists, but 
Western music theorists as well. Robert Hatten called it “a theoretical fantasy”, arguing that there was 
no way for an analyst to avoid the influence of the poietic or aesthetic paradigms, and that a more 
accurate way would be to call this level “hypothetical” rather than neutral (Hatten 1992). Kofi Agawu 
was even more negative, considering neutral analysis an obstacle for elucidation of the symbolic aspect 
of music (Agawu 1991, 12).  

Both arguments completely ignore the findings of developmental epistemology and psychoacoustics. 
There is convincing evidence of automatic or nearly automatic encoding for at least some basic 
structural features, such as pitch, duration, loudness, location, and timbre (Trainor, Mcdonald, and 
Alain 2002). During infancy, children perceive music in nothing but a “neutral” way, because poietic 
and aesthetic schemes of perception have not yet been formed. The capacity for automatic processing 
of pitch and rhythm/meter supports one of the most popular modes of listening to music – background 
listening. Although it does not allow for the perception of the entirety of the music form, which Nattiez 
was talking about, nevertheless, it allows for perception of such structural features as melodic intervals 
(Trainor, Mcdonald, and Alain 2002), chords (Justus and Bharucha 2001), and probably even textural 
patterns – at least in two-part texture (Fujioka et al. 2005). It seems that automatic processing of music 
generally occurs when violations of musical expectancies in the time-frequency domain take place 
(Näätänen et al. 2007). A number of studies suggest that attention may not be required for perceptual 
organization to occur in relation to musical stimuli (Alain and Winkler 2012). In fact, there is evidence 
coming from the study of waking adults, sleeping newborns, and anesthetized animals and humans, 
that stimulus anticipation and extrapolation, sequential stimulus–rule extraction, and pattern and pitch-
interval encoding constitute automatic auditory intelligence (Näätänen et al. 2010).  

So, there actually is such a thing as “neutral analysis” that unveils the basic surface-level structures of 
TO without the involvement of attention, in an immanent way, as a sound-object, “separated from the 
person producing it [music] and the person listening to it” (Molino 1990, 152). And intonational 
analysis, conducted in a “neutral” manner, following Tsougras’ steps in extension of the GTTM model 
to the domain of modality, should theoretically be able to capture the characteristic traits of pre-
diatonic TO.  

Emic approach versus etic approach in musical analysis 

The next issue of controversy is whether surface level musical analysis should be conducted in emic or 
etic terms. Kenneth Pike coined their opposition in 1957 in the field of linguistics, using the term 

 
3 This argument is the same as Ernst Kurth’s theory of music as a dynamic process (Kurth 1991) and Asafyev’s 
dialectics of musical “Form-process” and “Form-crystal” (Tull and Asafyev 2000). 
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“emic” to refer to cultural phenomena as they appear to actors who are involved in the production of 
cultural artifacts (“insider view”), whereas “etic” refers to a cross-cultural outlook at the phenomena of 
a certain culture (“outsider” view”) (Pike 1967). Marvin Harris extended the emic/etic opposition into 
the field of social sciences, understanding “emic” as focusing on one specific culture that was 
experienced mentally by an “insider,” whereas “etic” - as cross-relating two or more cultures, where 
the observed phenomena would appear behavioral rather than mental to an “outsider” (Harris 1964). In 
the following few decades this antithesis has become viewed as a dichotomy, penetrating into the fields 
of psychology and other disciplines, while obtaining wider and wider connotations (Headland 1990).  

The emic/etic opposition itself obtained an “emic” or “etic” flavor, disclosed in the debate between 
Pike and Harris. Thus, to Pike – etics and emics, both, presented different types of analysis, 
respectively, physical or cultural, that a scholar was free to choose depending on the application – an 
outsider could learn to analyze like an insider and vice a versa (Pike 1990). To Harris, as well as for 
other anthropologists, an “outside” scientific view was bound to misrepresent the “inside” scientific 
view, demanding that the “emics” of the observer must be categorically distinct from the emics of the 
participant, so that the analyst should be concerned only with the behavioral data obtained from 
observing the participant, using nothing but tools of observation (Harris 1990). If Pike’s approach held 
mental and behavioral aspects as interconnected, Harris segregated them and claimed that cultural 
anthropology was inherently unable to account for the mental.     

In relation to ethnomusicology, the problems of insider/outsider approaches were discussed at the 32nd 
World Conference of the International Council for Traditional Music in Berlin, 1993. For 
ethnomusicological analysis, the complementarity and inseparability of emic and etic views was 
generally recognized. Inference of organization in a particular piece of music was seen as fitting a local 
insider’s “emic” data into a general “etic” category (e.g., the taxonomy of organology applied to the 
musical instruments found in use in a particular culture) – disregarding whether that category was 
actually recognized by the insider’s music theory (Baumann 1993).  
Alvarez-Pereyre and Arom  (1993) pointed out that music analysis was unique, in that for every 
particular culture, the medium and units of estimations had to be identified anew (as to which acoustic 
features of a sound were musically relevant for a given community), as well as the procedures 
necessary for validation of the discovered basic units. Both tasks demanded a combination of 
“insider’s” and the “outsider’s” information. However, Kubik later called into question the reliability 
of this approach. He saw the insider/outsider opposition as an unjustified reduction of the emic/etic 
dichotomy, since the former presented the view of a person (concrete perspective), whereas the latter - 
a general standpoint (abstract perspective). Kubik held this distinction important, since a person could 
always learn about other cultures, so a perfect case, neither of insider, nor outsider, was possible in real 
life (Kubik 1996).  
So, what should we do if the investigated musical culture is advanced enough to contain its own 
codified music theory, a form of notation, and methodology of study – such as in Arabic, Persian, 
Indian, Chinese, Korean, and Japanese music systems? Would it be possible to cross-examine them 
using the proprietary emic framework for each one of them, as Kubik enthusiastically claimed?  

• We could follow the terminology and methodology of a native music culture when we try to 
analyze its TO. The pros of this approach are: minimal distortion of the original concepts 
underlying the music making, and objectively verifiable criteria of analysis – determined by a 
set of rules as defined by the native music experts or codes of music theory. The cons are: the 
difficulty, if not impossibility, of cross-cultural comparisons, where each culture would possess 
its own framework of music theory (different cultures find different acoustic features important 
to various degrees); inability to analyze those music systems that lack rational criteria (e.g. 
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based on mystic principles); and confusion in cases where the opinions of the native sources 
diverge. It should be noted that many traditional musics of folk type are based on a system of 
beliefs that contradict the principles of scientific investigation. The scientific method itself is a 
product of Western civilization – just as the opposition of ethic to emic - foreign to many non-
Western cultures (Messner 1993). Also, real understanding of a native music theory would 
demand learning the native language (since every translation, to some extent, distorts the 
original meaning) and native music-making – a timely endeavor, hardly affordable by anyone 
but a devoted enthusiast.  

So, should musical analysis be emic and remain the privilege of a handful of polyglot 
ethnomusicologists, like Kubik? 

• We could convert the terminology and methodology of a native music culture to some 
standardized layout of technical description. The pros of this approach are: the ease of cross-
cultural comparisons, ability to study every form of music, identify and resolve disputes over 
TO, and convenience of examination of vast volumes of data. The cons are: the dangers of 
distortion and misunderstanding of the musical attributes that are crucial for a given music 
culture – especially, where the original concepts have no direct correspondences in the Western 
music. However, the deficiencies of such conversion can be justified by the fact that all 
humans, despite their cultural differences, share essentially the same sensory apparatus of 
hearing, so that the WYSWYG (what you see, what you get) approach to the auditory data is 
inevitable, even within a strict emic framework. Thus, infants’ perception of an indigenous 
music does not occur in terms of the music theory of that indigenous music, which infants are 
not yet capable of knowing, but in terms of general acoustic categories. Yet, as far as I know, 
no cultural anthropologist has ever questioned the authenticity of child’s perception of native 
culture. 

Out of these two options, only the second, etic, is capable of securing the categorization of musical 
structures, sufficient for their cross-examination with other musical structures within the same music 
work, across various samples of the same musical genre or style, across various implementations of the 
same genre between different cultures, and between different historic varieties of the same style or 
genre within the same cultural tradition. The emic option makes it impossible to go beyond the 
examination of a single synchronic and diachronic variety of a given type of music. Therefore, the 
ideal strategy to reduce the downsides of an etic approach would be the consultation of the emic native 
music theory in the course of a conversion of the native musical concepts into the standardized etic 
framework, optimized for the needs of scientific cross-cultural investigation. But this option raises 
other questions. Which exact method should be chosen for representation of the frequency aspect of 
music structures?  

The most common means of graphic representation of music in a way that is convenient for 
comparative analysis has been Western conventional musical notation. It allows for easy estimation of 
the changes in pitch for a variety of melodic and harmonic conditions, and even enables the audiation 
of the notated music while sight-reading it. However, this notation is considerably limited in what it 
can reflect, since it has been designed for representation of Western tonality and pretonal diatonic 
forms of TO, typical for heptatonic modes. And even in relation to such music, notation cannot 
adequately convey the nuances in tuning, such as slight sharpening of a leading tone towards its 
resolution in the upper tonic, and in articulation, such as glides into and out of a tone, as well as pitch-
bending during its sustain.  
Ethnomusicologists have developed extra signs to reflect such expressive deviations from tuning (e.g. 
by the mark of a quarter-tone or ¾-tone alteration of a particular note), as well as portamento gliding 
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signs between specific notes, however the available signs are not precise and can easily misrepresent a 
pitch value in a musical mode (Hood 1971, 50–122). Yet another downside is that this more specific 
notation is hard to read even for regular musicologists without  special ethnomusicological training 
(Reid 1977). Moreover, despite all their training, even professional ethnomusicologists do not 
transcribe the same tune in the same way: when notating the very same tune, they demonstrate 
considerable differences in their notation, especially in regards to unstable pitches and metric 
organization in free musical styles (List 1974). 
An excellent demonstration of the fault-proneness of Western notation was provided by a critical 
examination of transcriptions of archive field recordings of Lithuanian traditional songs, undertaken 
with the help of software-based frequency analysis, followed by statistical analysis of frequency values 
(Ambrazevičius and Wiśniewska 2008). The results demonstrated that the conviction that Lithuanian 
folk music was one of the most “chromatic” amongst Western cultures, common amongst 
musicologists, turned out to be erroneous. Most instances of chromatic alterations, notated in the 
transcriptions, presented an exaggeration of the expressive tuning that in fact should have been notated 
as a slightly flexed diatonic degree. Thus, transcribers had been biased in interpreting the ambiguous 
pitches as chromatic alterations of the diatonic degrees, rather than as discrete semitonal degrees.  

The principal difference between the two is that a chromatic alteration presents a discrete pitch class, 
whereas an expressive inflection of a degree does not – being just an expressive performance rule 
applied to a diatonic pitch class. This difference can be revealed by the statistical analysis that accounts 
for the stability of tuning of a degree under question: if all its instances in a music work demonstrate 
little variance from the mean value that is consistently different from the mean values for the closest 
proximal diatonic degrees, then the degree under question must be a chromatic pitch class, and not an 
expressive exaggeration of a diatonic pitch class. 
Even more challenging, are the situations where the tuning system for a non-Western mode is 
represented through the conversion of its degrees to the closest approximations of a degree in the 
Western well-tempered system. Even between two heptatonic systems with their tuning based on the 
circle of 5ths, such as Turkish makam versus Western classical music, there are discrepancies large 
enough to cause a Western listener to hear a Turkish degree as a chromatic alteration of a normative 
degree, whereas according to the Turkish rules, such a degree would be diatonic. Moreover, there is a 
substantial difference between the intervallic values of the different historic tuning systems as well as 
their respective notations within the makam music system itself (Yarman 2007).  
If we prefer the emic notation in favor of Western notation, then it remains unclear as to which of the 
alternative native Turkish notations to employ for the representation of music, since each faces the 
same problem of being potentially distortive towards that music which was not created by an adherant 
of that notation. This leaves us with the requirement to know all of such notations in order to 
adequately represent Turkish music. Clearly, emic notation is not an option, even for 
ethnomusicologists. There are hundreds of notations known in the world’s music, and mastering each 
of them takes a long time. Besides, many of them are not even meant to be used for reading music, 
instead they are conceived to demonstrate the rules of native music theory. 
However, conversion of native music forms into Western notation has been known to cause severe 
distortions in representation of TO. The adoption of Western notation for makam in the 19th century 
has been criticized for its misrepresentation of Turkish TO by leaving out its important tonal aspects. 
The reader of that notation ought to know makam practically - well enough to identify which musical 
elements were implied by the musical context, but happened to be omitted from the musical score by 
its notator (Ayangil 2008). Such error correction, however, is hardly possible when the non-heptatonic 
music systems, such as gamelan modes, become converted into Western notation (McGraw 1999). 
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Still, even non-frequency based music, e.g. hiriula music of the Huli of Papua New Guinea (Pugh-
Kitingan 1977) is often represented in Western notation, its obvious misrepresentation 
notwithstanding.  
The technical problems of fixing a musical sound in order to analyze it has led many 
ethnomusicologists to cast doubts on whether objective analysis of foreign music is at all possible 
(Jairazbhoy 1977). Perhaps this solipsistic conclusion is to blame for the growing trend in American 
schools of ethnomusicology, since the mid-1970s, to altogether drop musicological analysis of music 
in favor of studying the performer rather than the text – to the extent that many recent research papers 
are being published without a single example of structural analysis to support the author’s claims, 
basing the latter on entirely behavioral, and not musicological, data (Zemtsovsky 2002b). 

Abandoning musical text in sake of musical behavior is symptomatic of the overall heavily leaning of 
Western ethnomusicology away from comparative musicology to fractured sociomusicology of 
isolated musical communities (Nettl 2010, 70–92). This trend is driven by a Europhobic swing, called 
forth to compensate for the earlier Eurocentric bias in ethnographic research prior to the mid-20th 
century, by avoidance of any direct comparisons between different music cultures altogether, 
especially those involved in establishing cultural evolution (Savage and Brown 2013). Textless 
ethnomusicology, based primarily on study of rites and theoretic constructs such as musical identities, 
is indeed bound to lack objectivity, verifiability, and predictive power expected from a scientific 
investigation. Blacking was wrong when he said: “Unless the formal analysis begins as an analysis of 
the social situation that generates the music, it is meaningless” (Blacking 1974, 71). As Nattiez puts it:  

“if culture really produced music, we would be able to insert all the cultural data into a machine 
and generate music from it” (Nattiez 2012).  

It is not culture that produces music. Culture does not have ears and mouths. It is a person who 
produces music. And the person makes decisions as to what tone to connect to another tone based on 
the acoustic properties of these tones and psychological reactions to these properties – and not based 
on the presence or absence of certain rites in his native culture.4 

No phenomenological study of music is possible without controlling for the correspondence between 
specific musical structures and specific sensory response to them. And some form of fixing the sound 
is necessary to critically examine music. There is no substitute for this. Alan Lomax adopted the 
generic “phonic” approach to the sound, in his theory of “cantometrics”, in order to avoid any form of 
notation by direct reference to the salient characteristics of sound recording in categorization of music 
(Lomax 1978). However, a mere categorization of sound of a recording, as proposed by Lomax, is not 
sufficient to establish TO. Just as no real study of phonology of a language is possible if all the 
information is limited to the general “phonic” impression of the language (e.g., Italian language “song-
like” vowel-based, as opposed to, say, Polish) – by the same token, no investigation of TO in music is 
possible without looking into musical structures, which therefore have to be somehow fixed.  

 
4 The emic investigation without a textual reference can easily mislead the researcher. If a native musician 
reports that the melodic intonation A bears a cultural connotation A, and the intonation B – a connotation B, 
whereas neither acoustic analysis nor critical audition (e.g. blind test) reveal any difference between the acoustic 
parameters of intonations A and B, then the reported differences of the cultural connotations should be regarded 
as imaginary, fictional (perhaps of religious origin) – an impression of a particular individual rather than a 
musical idiom in a repertory of his native music culture. That which cannot be perceptually recognized cannot 
have a function in the interpersonal communication of any information. And the latter makes the cultural 
conservation impossible – without which the reported connotation is bound to die with the death of that 
individual, even if he indeed is capable of somehow distinguishing between A and B.   
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Already, in 1951, Charles Seeger proposed the Melograph for the mechanical transcription of 
monophonic field recordings, by outputting a graph of pitch against time, traced on suitable graph 
paper (Crossley-Holland 1974). Many of its shortcomings that were reported by ethnomusicologists 
were resolved in the following years of technological advances in audio frequency tracking. The recent 
advances in computer technology have brought into consumer market software applications, such as 
IntelliScore or PitchScope, reliable automatic frequency recognition for monophonic music based on 
Western temperament and music of related closely related tuning systems, represented in Western 
notation.  

Experimentally verified results feature up to 85% recognition rate for solo vocal performance 
transcribed with the help of Tony, an Open Source software developed at Queen Mary University of 
London (Mauch et al. 2015). Commercial software, such as Intelliscore, is likely to boost even greater 
accuracy (because of nearly 20 years of this software development). Although automatic polyphonic 
pitch tracking lags behind monophonic in accuracy, and provides acceptable results only in simple 
mono-instrumental applications, such as piano music, it can be quite effective in interactive 
applications, involving a user’s corrections (Duan and Benetos 2015). The possibility of training the 
software algorithms in audio recognition of frequencies and large scale utilization of such data, as well 
as integration of information from multiple expressive aspects of music, still leaves much room for 
greater improvement (Benetos et al. 2013).  

Currently, the effort in this direction is carried by joint exploration of many researchers who are 
cooperating in the project of Music Information Retrieval (MIR) - an emerging interdisciplinary 
research area that encompasses all aspects of accessing massive digital music databases, such as 
automatic pitch extraction, transcription, search for a particular feature. Despite minor pitch and 
rhythm inconsistencies, it is nevertheless a fairly reliable technology (Tzanetakis et al. 2007).  
The very possibility of automatic and semi-automatic frequency transcription goes to prove the 
inadequacy of Blacking’s claim that a purely etic approach to frequency analysis is bound to fail in 
establishing the TO, and therefore is inferior to an emic approach. The way a computer program parses 
an audio stream, extracts salient acoustic features and categorizes them into known classes according 
to general rules (and their contextual exceptions) is in imitating the biological means of the auditory 
analysis employed by the human ear – which is capable of providing algorithms for successful 
recognition of the most complex forms of organization, namely textural (Cambouropoulos 2008).  

Theoretically, if a child’s ear is capable of recognizing basic music structures prior to the acquisition of 
competence in his native music system, then a computerized procedure for identification of the 
elements of TO in a sound of a musical work should be possible without interpretation of these 
elements in terms of an indigenous music culture. A computer’s frequency processor is in the same 
position as a child’s sensory frequency processor.  
Emic pitch competence is the product of a higher order frequency processor module that is constructed 
on the basis of the lower order etic pitch module during early childhood. This comes as a result of the 
development of inborn cognitive capacities’ interaction with the child’s cultural environment. The 
support for this postulate is already provided by the success in software development for pitch tracking 
in music that does not use Western tonality, and therefore strongly relies on emic conventions: folk 
music (Pinter 1999), jazz (Lartillot and Ayari 2012), popular music (Ryynänen and Klapuri 2008), 
flamenco (Kroher and Gómez 2016), non-Western classical traditions, such as North-Indian (Chordia, 
Godfrey, and Rae 2008) and South-Indian Carnatic music (Krishnaswamy 2004).  
Some progress has been reported, even in relation to the automatic transcription of music of cultures 
associated with ekmelic TO, such as Australian Aboriginal music – specifically didgeridoo songs 
(Nesbit, Hollenberg, and Senyard 2004). The capacity of software algorithms to identify the pitch 
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changes according to the schemes of TO that are different from Western tonality in its mainstream 
manifestation in classical music of the common practice period, goes to prove that the “etic”-based 
method of frequency tracking can effectively handle the task of “emic”-like pitch discrimination.  

Audio features extraction: problems and solutions 

Ideally, only after the basic etic rules are applied to a raw audio stream, should the emic rules be 
considered. The etic-based parsing would work its way up in the process of bottom-up categorization, 
constituting the initial sensory phase in processing the audio information.  
Emic-based categorization would work in the manner of top-down categorization of the “eticly” 
identified auditory patterns, constituting the secondary perceptory phase. For the frequency domain, 
this secondary phase would result in the experience of a particular pitch value according to a given 
music system.  
At this level of competence, an expert listener would be able to proceed to the tertiary phase, and 
connect the consecutive pitches into a meaningful melodic intonation – at first, hypothetically, where it 
is then confirmed or corrected by the melodic context – leading to the quaternary phase of generating a 
sample of the music according to the inferred rules, and testing to see if emic experts can differentiate 
the generated sample from the ingenuous music.  

The model of this procedure was successfully trialed by Simha Arom in Central Africa (Arom, 
Fernando-Marandola, and Marandola 2007). By successfully completing the quaternary phase, a 
researcher would be qualified to generalize the semantic information that corresponds to a given 
melodic intonation. For the researcher who is incompetent in the emic music theory, the frequency 
analysis will stop at the point of transition from primary to secondary phases, where the acoustic 
parameters of frequency, spectral content, timing, and amplitude are converted into sensory data to 
provide the context for extraction of pitch.  
This is exactly the point at which the modal analysis that I propose should start. Its purpose is to define 
the salient features in TO, based on the incidence, variance, and distribution over the entire frequency 
range in the use of certain frequency values within the ambitus of a music sample. Identification of the 
most important frequency zones, their mean values, and those functions between such zones that 
sustain throughout the musical composition or its complete section will disclose the objective tonal 
material of a musical work – the matter out of which the music is built. Once defined, this material can 
be used to figure out the method of its integration into a cognitive unity of a musical mode.  

All of this can be done and should be done before seeking the emic information. Otherwise, emic 
attribution can be wrong. 

As I demonstrated in supplements for “Evolution of Tonal Organization in Music Optimizes Neural 
Mechanisms in Symbolic Encoding of Perceptual Reality,” a mode that emic experts consider to 
belong to one music system, can, in fact, constitute an entirely different music system (Aleksey 
Nikolsky 2016, Demonstration 1, Ex.3). A good example of this is falak - a genre of professionalized 
traditional music of Pamir region (divided between Tadjikistan and Afghanistan). Falak is known as an 
art-song with accompaniment, characterized by the subject of fatality, and often included in the funeral 
custom or in lyric poetry with tragic love subject, usually sung to Rubáiyát lyrics (Sakata 1983). 
According to the interviews of the Tajik Falakkhoni (performers of Falak), Falaki Pomiri (Falak from 
the Pamir region), in a broad sense, is an improvisation style without pronounced rhythmo-metric 
organization. While in a narrow sense, it is a genre of funeral rite which can constitute part of a lyrical 
cyclical form of maddokh, thereby comprising a particular type of a musical work (Azizi 2009).  
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All of these implementations of Falak utilize a canonic modal system, chormuqom (“four maqams), 
alternatively known as chormodaron (“four mothers”), the signature of which is the usage of four 
classic maqamat modes in a single work, in a strict progression of one mode after another. Azizi dates 
the separation of chormuqom from Arabo-Persian tradition by the 18th century, and refers to the 
practices of the schools of important Falakkhoni: Odina Khoshim, Davlatmand Kholov, Gulchehra 
Sodiq, Akai Bulbul, and Mahmadsafar Murodov - in demonstrating the similarities between 
chormuqom and shashmuqom (“six maqams”), which is a Bukhara version of the well-known Persian 
dastgah system.  

Tying falak to dastgah might appear very sound on paper, supported by the provenance of the emic 
grammar collected through the interviews of musicians. The problem though is that the acoustic 
analysis of the musical intonations of a Falaki Pomiri from Badakhshan shows no evidence of a 
maqamat-like diatonic tetrachordal organization. Instead, it contains consistent use of microtonal 
gradations, where the same gradient pitch increments are retained throughout the melodic phrases, 
including leaps to and from the same microtonal pitch levels of the registral positions.  

The permanence of tuning of such leaps should be taken as an indication that they act as degrees of a 
microtonal mode rather than the “chromatic” melodic inflections of a diatonic mode. The progression 
of 5 consecutive semitones, often found in a falak melody, completely contradicts the codified music 
theory of maqam, which follows the diatonic principle of distributing degrees within a tetrachord base 
(Shumays 2013). Quite in contrary, the essence of TO in falak seems to be the idea of cascading 
semitonal declinations, where each semitonal intonation (that has a qualia of “lamento” intonation in 
European and Middle Eastern music) becomes expressively exaggerated by compressing it smaller 
than a semitone.  

Falak sets its modal organization for a stepwise descending progression by “naturally chromatic” 
degrees (not conceived as chromatic alteration of a diatonic degree), and resorts to microtonal 
alterations of the semitonal degrees in order to stress the melodic functions of auxiliary and 
appoggiatura melodic motion for the overall melodic diversity. Such modal principle has nothing to do 
with tetrachordal organization of the maqam and dastgah music systems. It could have been that the 
tetrachordal organization was originally pronounced in falaks of the 18th century, but gradually the 
popularity of the microtonal embellishments and vocal styles with deep vibrato, which characterize 
maqam, led to the formation of new practice rules (Yöre 2012).  

Over the course of time, these practice rules could have evolved into oral theory rules to eventually 
produce a new undocumented scheme of microtonal modal organization. To support this hypothesis, it 
should be pointed out that the contrast between maqam and falak tonal organizations is definitely 
realized by Falakkhoni, and put to expressive use in modal organization of the adjacent movements of 
cyclic music forms, such as a transition from introductory section of ghazal to the falak section in “Zi 
durî” by Gulchehra Sodiq (Spinetti 2007).  

Noteworthy is the failure of emic music theory to adequately capture the essence of TO in falak, when 
all master performers described their melody production to an ethnographer using terms that were 
formed within an outdated historic practice which nevertheless remains to be highly venerable. 
Unfortunately, these terms poorly match the new forms of expression that these master performers 
intuitively learnt through imitating the performance style of their teachers. The contradiction between 
the new “expressive rules” employed by their teacher and the “textbook” definitions of the music 
system somehow eluded the attention of these musicians.  
If musicologists have no problem admitting that the theoretic framework of the Guidonian hexachord 
system cannot be applied to the tonality of the 18th century, despite the Guidonian hand still being used 
in teaching music in Catholic countries (i.e., by Padre Martini, the famous teacher, whose pupils 
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included Mozart), then why do so many ethnomusicologists blindly believe that emic theory is always 
more reliable than etic theory? By their standard, Guidonian hand should substitute Riemann or 
Schenker in explanation of harmonic organization of Mozart’s symphonies.  
Music practitioners often preach one set of rules (usually written) while following another set of rules 
(usually unwritten), without realizing it. Such situation is likely to occur in a music culture that utilizes 
some form of notation for archiving, teaching, learning, or performing music. Scripting tends to 
capture a particular approach to music, and conserve it even when the original intention passes through 
substantial transformation – without accommodating adequate changes in notation.  

In case of Guidonian hexachord, it was the mnemonic use of the hand that conserved it throughout 
centuries well into the 19th century (Weiss 2005). In case of falak, it was the old traditional notation of 
andzhad used for teaching (Azizi 2009). And lately, adoption of Western notation in teaching 
shashmuqom has not helped to resolve the already accumulated contradictions between falak theory 
and practice, as Western notation is poorly suited to indicating microtonal inflections.  
Thus, the Western notation of the Adinabeg’s falak song from Fayzaband, Afghanistan, performed by 
Mark Slobin, is entirely misleading in projecting a simple diatonic TO, confusing even the notator who 
sees simplicity as the chief characteristic of this falak: “he [Adinabeg] hits a total of only three pitches” 
(Slobin 2011, 23–26). This estimate comes in striking contradiction to the multitude of microtonal 
degrees that one hears on the soundtrack of this tragic conflicting love song, representative of Tajik 
Falaki Pomiri (Slobin 2003).5 
It is only the “etic”-based approach to the raw acoustic material of a song which is capable of 
preventing any form of a cultural bias - be it due to the presence of “musical accent” in production and 
perception of music by the music-maker and the listener whose native music systems are foreign to 
each other, or due to blindly following a prescriptive orthodox music theory in lieu of a new 
unorthodox oral set of theoretic rules that actually govern the production and perception of that music.  

As such, it becomes clear that modal analysis of a particular piece of music has to start from frequency 
analysis, and proceed towards the identification of regularities and patterns in organization of a 
melodic line. This task greatly benefits from graphic representation of melody. 
Already, in 1951, graphics supported by Charles Seeger’s Melograph offered 2D plotting of frequency 
values over a timeline (Crossley-Holland 1974). The spectrogram view of melody, common for 
modern audio editing software, has introduced yet another form of representation by combining the 
options to see 3D surface plot and 2D waveform views that can be accompanied by display in 
conventional Western notation (Pintér and Pinter 1995). This representation represents a step forward 
compared to Melograph’s graphics. But it is useful for the analysis of TO of only such music whose 
music system is known a priori, before having been analyzed. Even in such a case, the analysis would 

 
5 To be honest, I must report that my own first impression from hearing falak (in the Smithsonian recording of 
the Falak-i badakshani) was similar to Slobin’s in that I was under the impression that it used only a few (four) 
pitches. It is only after I listened more carefully, numerous times, and made my acoustic measurements 
following the procedure of intonational analysis, that I could see that my ear was significantly “simplifying” the 
real melodic line, and that this simplified interpretation of the song was inadequate. Scarcity of the degrees is 
usually associated with expression of simple ideas, such as children’s music (e.g., lullabies), basic activities 
(e.g., working song), or religious applications related to chanting or psalmody (where scarcity of tones is 
supposed to keep one’s attention on the important religious text). Falak’s expression differs from typical forms 
of oligotonal music by highlighting intense emotional state of suffering, complex mix of simultaneous grief, 
love, hopelessness, and vulnerability, which are conveyed primarily through the melodic TO rather than the 
lyrics. 
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fail to reliably tell where it is that we have two different types of modes that share the same intervallic 
typology (e.g., diatonic heptatonic modes) and where we have just one mode that is distorted by the  
performer’s induced expressive tuning (Ambrazevičius and Wiśniewska 2008). Evidently, graphic 
representation needs to reflect additional acoustic information in order to capture the differences 
between varieties of the same typology of TO.  
James Reid’s proposal of the “graph notation” points at the direction of how the analog graphic 
representation of an audio file can be accompanied with the combination of numerical and graphic 
notations to reflect the exact frequency values of different tones and their deviation from the normative 
degrees (Reid 1977). Reid suggests indicating degrees by dotted horizontal lines, spaced vertically by 
gaps whose size incrementally represent the frequency intervals between adjacent degrees – and the 
exact frequency values expressed by the Western letter notation with specification in cents (i.e., F#+49 
– meaning, 49 cents above F#). The downside of this notation is the reduction of degrees to Western 
temperament, which is justified only in relation to tempered music systems. For non-tempered systems, 
a better alternative would be to indicate frequency values in Hertz. Also, Reid’s method applies only to 
such music whose mode is already correctly identified. In no way does this method help to resolve the 
controversy of falak. 

Plotting of frequency data, collected from the spectrogram through computerized frequency analysis 
onto the staff view, where each line would represent a degree in a mode, proportionally spaced from 
neighboring lines, would be sufficient to demonstrate the prevailing TO in most cases of emmelic 
(definite pitch based) modes: pentatonic, hexatonic, heptatonic, and diatonic music systems. But how 
can we handle the non-diatonic micro-chromatic music, ekmelic music, and those oligotonal modes 
that use a mixed ekmelic/emmelic design, where some degrees are fixed in their frequency value, 
while others are not?  
The problem is that emmelic TO features the pitch set classes (PSC) – the specific combinations of 
tones with preset intervallic values (that a music-maker is supposed to know and commit to pre-
conceptually) in advance, before actually composing a piece of music. Then, the job of the listener is to 
recognize that PSC by its characteristic intonations (Rahn, Bigand, and Poulin-Charronnat 2004) and 
map all the detected frequency changes onto the degree-gridlines of a familiar specific mode (Bigand 
et al. 2003). In case of modulation, the listener is supposed to identify the point at which the earlier 
gridlines have stopped matching the new pitches, with most pitches falling off the “degree” lines, and 
to find another PSC whose gridlines would be the closest to what he is actually hearing. However, 
ekmelic modes do not possess such PSCs. Ekmelic degrees are functional and relative in their 
intervallic values. An ekmelic singer does not know in advance what exact intervallic distances are 
going to occur between the degrees of a musical mode: some degrees can float further apart from each 
other as the singer gets more excited, or get closer when the singer relaxes, while some other degrees 
can keep their registral position fixed throughout the song. There is no pre-compositional knowledge 
on the part of a music-maker in ekmelic music, so as there is no error-correction tool for the ekmelic 
listener to recognize the extent of expressive tuning of a particular degree chosen by the performer.  

In emmelic music, it is the knowledge of the repertory of common modes that enables appreciation of 
expressive tuning, since listeners can always round an ambiguous pitch to the closest degree and verify 
if this rounding occurred in the right direction by listening to the melodic context of the melodic 
intonation in question. Such a verification strategy in processing the exaggerations of intonations 
through their expressive tuning was established by Arvindh Krishnaswamy in his study of South-
Indian Carnatic music (Krishnaswamy 2004). The melodic inflections identified in its audio recordings 
did not match the pitch values prescribed by Janakiraman’s music theory which is accepted by local 
musicians in Chennai (Madras) as being the most authoritative. Various local musicians were found to 
adhere to slightly different tuning values for the same modal degrees. Krishnaswamy resolved this 
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issue by reflecting each performer’s preferred modal intonations through graphic representation of the 
pattern of fluctuation of pitch in time, for each of the instances of use of the same pitch-class.  

The advantage of this strategy is that it allows one to infer the actual pitch value in an individual 
performance in relation to the prescriptive pitch value of a music theory – establishing an individual 
tuning style. However, this strategy is applicable only to those music systems that follow a fixed 
theoretical code, and utilize a diatonic principle of tuning through the circle of 5ths (which is 
implemented not only in heptatonic but also in pentatonic music systems, such as Chinese yayue). 
Music systems that do not follow the circle of 5ths and prescriptive music theory, cannot be treated in 
Krishnaswamy’s way. 
An interesting approach was undertaken by Moelants et al. in their attempt to identify the TO in the 
music of Sub-Saharan Africa from the collection of the RMCA in Belgium, including solo pieces for 
bow, zither, flute, and lamellophones, many of which use non-diatonic principles, e.g., equidistant 
pentatonic tuning with c. 240 cent distance between the degrees (Moelants, Cornelis, and Leman 
2009). They used peak analysis to identify the onset of melodic tones to compare all the intervals 
between the identified frequencies and to establish the average frequency values in the way in which 
an octave was divided. This operation, termed “interval vectors,” was coupled with the meta-data 
(geographic, linguistic, instrumentation, and genre information about the music selection). This 
approach succeeded in getting rid of Western style categorization of pitches, replacing pitch-class 
histogram with pitch-frequency histogram – which presents a more descriptive (rather than 
prescriptive) and flexible way of finding the actual pitch values for the modal degrees in an audio 
recording, while keeping the Western “cents” as basic units of intervallic measurements. However, this 
method remains limited due to its assertion that octave equivalence is a musical universal, which is 
untrue (see the respective chapter in this book).6 In reality, in a mode, lower degrees can be octave 
inequivalent to the higher degrees. Also, different registers might feature different TO.  

The issue of octave inequivalence could be handled by focusing on the relations between the changes 
in the adjacent pitch, and reflecting these relations in terms of the repertory of shapes of pitch contour - 
similar to those implemented by Van Kranenburg et al. - in a computational analysis of the Torah trope 
chant (Van Kranenburg et al. 2011). They defined the repertory of melodic intonations typically used 
in construction of a melodic formula, and scaled the contours linearly, according to the most prevalent 
pitches, reflecting the intervallic distance between these pitches. On the acquired scaled pitch contours, 
they applied an alignment algorithm, accepting the alignment score as similarity measure. Since the 
score of the alignment depended on the length of the sequences, they used normalization to compare 
the different alignment scores.  
This technique allowed for melodic analysis in terms of pitch contour segments, disregarding exact 
pitch values of the tones engaged in vocalization, while supporting correlation between different 
versions of the same chant. A similar strategy can be used in relation to analysis of indefinite pitch 
modes that share formulaic organization and speech-like indefinite pitch values.  
Depending on the extent of consistency and concision of pitch values, a contour-based approach could 
be combined with rasterization of a contour into discrete frequency and time increments – computed 
for an entire audio clip to establish the beat and the scale – as it was done by Ross et al. in the analysis 

 
6Such feature distribution approach can still be valuable in identifying a known tuning system. Classification of 
quite high accuracy of 82.38% was demonstrated in automatic comparative analysis of 1500 audio recordings 
from different traditions and styles in the distinction between Western and non-Western music (Gómez and 
Herrera 2008). 
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of the Hindustani khial songs – by means of similarity measures for time-series matching between 
different occurrences of the same known melodic intonation (Ross, Vinutha, and Rao 2011).  

The anchor tones could be identified and graded by multi-pitch representation as proposed by Salamon 
et al. for automatic extraction of the tonic in Hindustani and Carnatic music (Salamon, Gulati, and 
Serra 2012). They extracted spectral peaks and computed a salience function - a multi-pitch time-
frequency representation of pitch salience over time – based on harmonic summation of the weighted 
energies found at integer multiples (harmonics) of that frequency. Through computing a histogram of 
the pitch values for the entire clip, they obtained an estimate for those pitches that were repeated most 
frequently. the set of rules for selecting the tonic could be defined by accounting for the intervals 
between the most frequently used tones and their rate of occurrence. 

A new analytical procedure of identifying patterns of tonal organization   

The general theories of mode and musical intonation, elaborated by Russian musicologists, provide a 
methodological foundation for the application of newly discovered ways of extracting audio features 
from recordings of music. Technically speaking, the principal challenge here, is to identify the 
characteristic traits of tonal organization (TO) of music by way of frequency analysis of the audio, and 
to interpret them according to modal theory. At the core of this task, stands the procedure of intervallic 
“scaling” (Starostina 1973) – unrelated to the concept of musical “scale” as a preexisting set of tones in 
an ascending/descending order, and holding the notion of “scale” in a sense more similar to the 
representation of distances in a geographic map. Hence, “scale,” here, is a graduated range of values 
for measuring and grading the frequency relations between the tones that constitute a given musical 
work. 
Modal scaling involves taking notice of each tone found in a musical composition in its respective 
register, and establishing the intervallic typology used by the creator of that music to assign frequency 
values to each of the tones. In effect, this means deciding which tones constitute variants of the same 
pitch class:  

• which tones should be regarded as accidental deviation in tuning from the normative value of 
the same modal “degree” due to the need for expressive tuning in a given musical phrase (i.e., 
“C#” as an approximate exaggeration of “C” to emphasize its melodic motion up to “D”);  

• which tones serve as regular alterations (sharp or flat) of the same modal degree (i.e., “C#” as 
a leading tone in D Minor);  

• which tones constitute an autonomous degree in a chromatic or micro-chromatic mode (i.e., 
“C#” as a II degree in a C octatonic mode).  

Computer software significantly facilitates this task, but it still requires morphological analysis in order 
to interpret variations in tuning: mean values of the acoustic measurements should be related to the 
melodic patterns identifiable in the music (to compare tuning between different reproductions of the 
same pattern), and correlated with the intervallic distances between the neighboring tones.  
Modal scaling differs from regular diatonic “gamut” scale, created by the circle of 5ths and octave 
inversion, by defining a pitch class in reference to a particular registral position, disregarding octave 
equivalence – thereby, being able to capture non-octave discrepancies in functions of tones (i.e. 
flattened upper VII versus sharpened low VII degree in a heptatonic mode B-C-D-E-F-G-A-Bb).     
In conjunction with establishing the intervallic typology in a piece of music, modal scaling defines the 
interval set (IS) of a music work. However, in order to be able to identify intervallic typology, it is 
imperative to establish the musical objects in a music work – to find out which exact changes in pitch 
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constitute elements in TO. The starting point in this investigation belongs to distribution of syllables in 
vocalization. We have to establish which tones are interconnected, which are disconnected – and to 
reflect the gradations in their connectedness and disconnectedness.  

Articulation grading 

The issue of syllabification here should be regarded as part of musical articulation - the aspect of 
expression that has to do with the style of joining or breaking successive tones in a musical part or 
voice. The equivalent of syllabification in instrumental music would be to take a note of those tones 
that are performed legato (in a connected way) as opposed to staccato (in a disconnected way). As a 
general prosodic rule, singing multi-syllabic words engages legato articulation.  

Exceptions are rather few and limited, such as not finishing a long sung-out word at the end of a stanza 
that is to be continued, or interrupting a word in half-stanza with a caesura in order to repeat the 
interrupted syllable and, this time, to finalize it in the beginning of the following stanza (Alekseyev 
1976, 132). Such devices are rarely used for emphasis of the cadence in a musical phrase or its climax 
point, and do not contribute statistically to the definition of the pitch values within a song. 
Staccato articulation is rarely used for the entirety of a vocalization,7 unless it is reserved as a special 
effect (e.g., shivering in Purcell’s Aria of the Cold Genius from the Act III of King Arthur). However, 
staccato is quite common as a means of contrasting legato style within melodic phrases by providing 
characteristic traits to legato melodic motion that can become too smooth and generic for expression of 
a particular character. Staccato may be associated with the expression of gaiety, energy, activity, fear, 
or anger. Such semantic coloring of specific portions of otherwise prevailing legato melody often 
accommodates the distribution of steps versus leaps, where steps receive legato treatment, while leaps 
– staccato. This distribution might contribute to TO by assigning specific degrees in specific registers 
to the staccato function. Also, staccato articulation directly affects musical intonation by excluding the 
portamento sliding in and out of a target pitch, thereby confining the music to a pointilistic notion of 
pitch, which promotes a concisely defined intervallic typology. 

A few other alternative styles of articulation should be mentioned. Non-legato style should be 
distinguished from staccato by a certain naturalness in separation of tones - not involving an extra 
effort of deliberately shortening the duration of a tone. The decay phase of a non-legato tone sounds 
casual, relaxed, without much strain. It makes the impression of a deliberate cutting off of the tail of a 
tone that is responsible for the association of staccato with effort, versus the neutrally casual non-
legato. Much of this impression depends on the perception of beat: staccato tones are shorter than the 
beat or a binary fraction of the beat (½ or ¼), whereas non-legato tones are about equal to the beat.  
Non-legato melodic motion usually comfortably “walks” together with the beat, without bouncing, 
hopping or startling that are characteristic of staccato motion. For TO, non-legato is useful in revealing 
the gravitational relations between tones of the melody: the pairs of unstable and stable tones usually 
require legato connection, making non-legato indicative of the absence of subordination between the 
non-legato tones. In a melody that is not committed exclusively to just one articulation style, legato is 
likely to reflect subordination of an unstable tone to a neighboring anchor tone, which often forms the 
nucleus of a melodic motif, extrapolating the legato articulation on the entire motif. Non-legato, on the 
other hand, more often than not, reflects coordination between adjacent tones - when they belong to 

 
7 Continuous staccato is more often found in vocalizations of 1–3-year-old infants, probably representing the 
playful attitude of the child, whether experimenting with disconnecting tones, half-consciously humming in the 
background to some engaging activity, or resorting to the staccato style to enact a particular character in a play. 
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the same class within the tonal hierarchy (or at the complete absence of hierarchic organization, all 
tones united by heterarchic relations).  

Marcato style can also be important for TO. Marcato (from Italian "marcare" - "to mark") implies a 
forceful attack at the onset of a tone, which should coincide with marking that tone’s frequency value. 
The attack phase of a marcato tone should appear amplified as compared to its sustained phase. 
Marcato is a dynamic articulation: it articulates the flow of music, not by regulating the duration of a 
note, but by controlling its loudness. Marcato melodic motion resembles a stamping gait, where each 
foot is hit against the ground with excessive force. This should explain the association of marcato with 
the expression of intensity and strength. For TO, marcato is important because it is likely to fall on the 
anchor tones (e.g., the opening of “This Old Man”). Or, if it falls on unstable degrees of a mode, it 
changes the melodic function of that degree (more on that below) by charging it with greater stability 
so that it can stand up against the stable degrees in a melodic opposition (e.g., the opening of “Les 
Moissonneurs” by Francois Couperin).  
Accounting for articulation styles allows the analyst to establish the way in which the creator of a 
melody intended its tones to be connected or disconnected. Psychoacoustic research has established 
that in order for a person to hear two consecutive tones as connected, they have to be separated by no 
more than one second. Actually, the breaking point seems to be around 800 msec, but our ear 
compensates for the break by extending the "echo" of the last heard tone (Huron 2001). This is how 
our ear deals with melodic phrases performed with staccato articulation. The longer is the gap between 
two sounds, the less helpful is the echoic memory - and the more separated both tones appear.  

However, temporal continuity is by far a default method for melody making. David Huron reports that 
statistic analysis of vocal melodies reveals 93% of all melodic tones to immediately follow one 
another. For instrumental melodies this percentage is even higher - 98% (Kubovy and Howard 1976). 
So, not any pause in a spectrogram is to be taken as a sign of a break between intonations. Thus, 
Example 22 (from Part-3) demonstrates staccato singing, where the shortest break between two 
intonations is 450 ms, and the longest gap between two tones of the same intonation is 200 ms. In case 
of staccato style, the relative size of a gap becomes the most important for detection of intonations – 
combined with other factors: patterns of syllabling, pitch change patterns (e.g., repeat) and timbral 
similarity of tones within the same intonation. 
Each syllable of speech usually serves as a unit of tonal value, commonly resolved into hearing a 
particular pitch even in verbal patterns of non-tonal languages (Patel 2006). The same power that binds 
syllables into a word, usually binds musical tones used for each of the syllables into a musical motif 
(even in staccato singing). Such grouping effect must be taken as a rule. On the other hand, breaking of 
such grouping usually constitutes a special effect of playing against the expectations of the listener, 
such as at a climactic point in a melodic formula, sentence, or phrase.  
The importance of this rule for TO is that the musical tones used for each of the syllables are going to 
be more tonally autonomous than the tones that are used for singing out a single syllable. In the latter 
case, the change in frequency could constitute: 

1) alternation of degrees (e.g., I-II-I); 
2) melodic embellishment (e.g., a shake, a trill or a grace-note) of a single degree – differing from 

1) by assigning a shorter time value and softer dynamics to the changed pitch; 
3) timbral embellishment (e.g., vibrato or tremolo) – differing from 1) in the same way as 2), and 

differing from 2) by having a pronounced pitch-bending (gradual change of a pitch value) and 
possible timbral recoloring. 

Such changes within a syllable present the greatest measure of tonal integration into a group, and 
therefore produce the weakest articulation grading – each of the frequency values here are the lowest in 
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their discreteness, except the frequency that marks the onset of the syllable. This frequency becomes 
perceptually salient and receives a higher grading in articulation compared to the frequencies that 
follow the onset of the syllable.  
Similarly, the pitch value of a musical tone that initiates the word should be taken as more important 
than that of other syllables. The beginning of a word attracts attention to the corresponding pitch value. 
Thereby, the distinction between different tones within the same syllable presents the first level of 
hierarchy. The second level is comprised of syllables within the same word. The third level regards the 
relation of different words within a phrase. The pitch value of a musical tone that initiates the phrase 
usually bears modal importance by marking an anchor degree (“tonic” or “dominant” in emmelic 
mode, or ƒ-opp in ekmelic mode). Of similar importance, is the pitch value of the first syllable in a 
word that terminates the phrase. It usually is either most stable or most unstable in a mode. 
This gives us a 5-level hierarchy, from the elementary level to the highest (Table 1):    

Table 1. Tonal hierarchy based on syllabic distribution of pitch changes, graded for each 
of the hierarchic levels for the modal analysis of music. The hierarchic levels are defined in 
relation to their musical and verbal structural functions – each receiving a corresponding 
number of articulation rating grades (AR), from the lowest 1 grade for 1st hierarchic level, to 
the highest 5 grades for 5th level. The column “Mark” shows the symbols used for displaying 
AR in the graphic representation of melody. 

Level Pitch change type Mark Music structural function Speech structural function AR 
1 Melismatic:  

Frequency change 
within a syllable 

(…) Embellishing a musical intonation 
by introducing a melodic or 
timbral fluctuation in it. 

Breaking a syllable into constituent 
phonemes, usually based on vowel-
consonant contrast.  

1 

2 Mono-syllabic: 
Frequency change 
between syllables8  

- Emphasizing a musical intonation 
by stressing its alternating tones 
in a clearly defined tuning. 

Breaking a word into constituent 
syllables, as in hyphenation, 
emphasizing its articulation.  

2 

3 Lexic:  
Frequency change 
between words 

, Emphasizing a motif by marking 
the pitch value and the opening 
intonation of the head of a word.   

Breaking a phrase into constituent 
words, and setting one of them as 
principal in relation to the other(s)  

3 

4 Phrasal cadential:  
Frequency value of the 
last word in a phrase 

. Marking the cadential modal tone 
for the end of a musical phrase 
or sentence to stress its stability 
or instability. 

Segmenting the streak of words 
into intonational phrases by 
applying some contrast at a 
termination point 

4 

5 Phrasal initiating:  
Frequency value of the 
initial word in a phrase 

! Marking the initial modal tone for 
the musical phrase or sentence 
to stress its stability 

Emphasizing the importance of a 
whole sentence by stressing its 
start in relation to other ones 

5 

The frequency change within a syllable (a sing-out) constitutes the sub-elementary level in tonal 
hierarchy. It is the least important for the definition of TO in the sense that it is the most superfluous in 
the exact choice of pitch values for the melody: its embellishing functionality makes the frequency 
change sort of optional – it is possible to proceed to one or other auxiliary tone, with little melodic 
difference. Such melodic motion is common for production of embellishments and melodic variants, as 
well as for passing progressions from one register to another.  

 
8 “Frequency change between the words” applies to the change in pitch between the end of one word and the 
beginning of another – not between the beginnings of two adjacent words.  
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Melismatic singing generally produces the impression of legato passages. An embellishing tone is 
often deprived of its autonomous pitch value, presenting an inflection of a principal tone that opens the 
embellished intonation. 
Mono-syllabic musical intonation constitutes the elementary level of tonal hierarchy. Mono-syllabic 
tones stand out as clear-cut and modally significant. They comprise a stock of melodic tones in the 
majority of vocalizations and form the foundation for TO. Syllabic singing generally produces the 
impression of marcato (dynamically accentuated) or sostenuto (rhythmically sustained to the full 
value) articulation. In both cases, pitch changes become rhythmically emphasized. The pitch values of 
each of the syllables usually present discrete modal degrees, which can be “natural” or “altered” 
(sharpened or flattened).  

Frequency change between words is usually responsible for forming the surface level for musical 
phrasing by generating motifs and selectively stressing one of them against others. It can be regarded 
as a compound level. The more syllables in a word, the stronger its motivic power, especially if that 
word is semantically significant in a phrase. Emphasis on a particular motif usually produces 
functionality in a mode by making some degrees more semantically important than others. Motivic 
segmentation of melody often places staccato articulation (shortening of a tone so that the succeeding 
tone becomes separated by a tiny gap) on the last tone in a motif that corresponds to the last phoneme 
of a word. This staccato lightening of the last tone makes the latter less tonally important compared to 
the tone that opens a word. 
Marking the frequency value of the last word in a phrase defines a melodic cadence, and exercises a 
higher order power over phrasing. Cadence sums up a phrase or a sentence by evaluating its tonal 
content: whether it is overall “affirmative” or “interrogatory.” Such evaluation brings attention to the 
expression of the entire phrase/sentence. Emphasis on a termination point usually involves 
characteristic modal degree(s) – those tones whose relations to other degrees are unique to a given 
mode (e.g., G# in a harmonic A-minor mode due to its dissonant tritone relation to D and a weird-
sounding augmented 2nd in relation to F). Hence, cadences usually reveal maximal stability or 
instability by either terminating the most unstable modal tone with most stable tone, or vice versa.  
Cadences generate higher order compound structures between musical phrases. Unlike the possible 
staccato endings of a regular word-motif, cadential tone always receives, as a rule, stress of sostenuto 
articulation, followed by a pause. 

Marking the frequency value of the first word in a phrase often defines the stability axis for the entire 
mode, initiating the melodic motion from its most stable or second most stable modal tone. Especially 
for the opening phrase in a song, its initial tone establishes the frame of tonal reference, and therefore 
is either “tonic” or “anchor.”9 Certainly, there are other possibilities, but it is important to keep this one 
in mind, since the tonal stability of a song’s opening has a profound effect on the entire mode. This 

 
9 “Anchor” should be distinguished from “tonic” in modal theory (Asafyev 1971, 201). “Tonicity” is a particular 
form of “anchoring” a frequency value – characterized by hierarchic subordination of many tones to one tone. 
As such, it is atypical for the earliest forms of TO, where tones usually have coordinative, rather than 
subordinative, relations. Alekseyev distinguishes between 3 levels of anchoring: 1) leaning tone (“opornyi ton”) 
that relies on the anchoring function of a registral zone; 2) stable tone (“ustoi”) that assigns an anchoring 
function to a specific pitch value defined in contradistinction to another pitch value that is recognized as 
unstable; 3) tonic tone (“tonika”) that assigns an anchoring function to a single pitch value, or two pitch values, 
in relation to all other pitch values in a mode (Alekseyev 1976, 37). Each of these anchoring levels corresponds 
to its own favorable method of TO: 1) – to ekmelic, 2) – to emmelic oligotonal, and 3) – to mesotonal, 
multitonal and diatonic music.  
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capacity gives the initial tone the upper hand over the cadential tone in TO – a rule noticed by 
Alekseyev in relation to ekmelic and khasmatonal music (Alekseyev 1976, 138).  

Perhaps, it has to do with the increased malleability of morphological units (motifs, phrases) in music 
with indefinite intervallic typology - similar to languages with fusional morphology, like Greek and 
Russian, where dependence on morphological headedness is a central component in the accentuation of 
the prosodic system – “a morphological head becomes a prosodic head, provided that it is marked” 
(Revithiadou 1999, 20).  
It should be underlined that a melisma has a pronounced weakening effect on the articulation in 
general. Frequent melismas make music sound inarticulate, too gradual. This fact has been known for 
centuries in the practice of Western music in relation to genres and styles where melismatic singing has 
become a trademark (e.g., Halelluja). The longer the melisma, the more fluent and smooth the vocal 
sounds. For this reason, the arithmetic of articulatory grading cannot be all positive. If melisma falls on 
the syllable that terminates a word or a phrase of the lyrics, then, the grading for that tone has to be 
reduced by 1 grade (to receive 2 grades for the melismatic end of a word and 3 grades for the end of a 
phrase). This reduction only affects the endings – and not the beginnings of phrases – since at the onset 
of a syllable, it is impossible to predict whether it will be treated melismatically or syllabically, and the 
onset of a phrase receives its emphasis regardless of whether or not it is followed by melisma.    
It does not matter whether the song has lyrics, is built on repetition of a single word or a personal 
name, or uses vocables – a set of meaningless syllables, applied as a pattern on musical pitches. 
Vocables still provide basic articulation by marking beginnings of syllables and their groups – in case 
there are alternations of contrasting syllables and repetitions of the same syllable. The only thing 
missing in a vocable-based song is a higher order syllabic correspondence. For a song in a foreign 
language, it is crucial to obtain emic information from a native speaker as to what the margins of 
words, phrases, and sentences in the lyrics are. 

Breathing gradation 

Respectively, each frequency change in a song should be graded according to the syllabic position, 
from 1 to 5 points. Breathing adds extra points to the syllabic gradation.  

Breathing is rarely discussed in relation to the analysis of music form, yet it constitutes a powerful 
articulation tool – more so in musical than in verbal vocalizations, since the former relies much heavier 
on the fine control of air pressure in sustaining the pitch levels. Alekseyev underlines that the modal 
analysis of non-diatonic music should start from definition of the breath cycle in music (Alekseyev 
1976, 133).  
Taking a breath interrupts the flow of music and marks the beginning of a new phrase. The deeper the 
breath (usually expressed by the increase in duration of a pause), the stronger the emphasis 
(Krivokapic 2012). That is why a longer pause between musical tones amounts to greater importance 
being assigned to the starting tone of a new phrase.  
The breath cycle imposes the “clausal structure” that determines perception of both, verbal and musical 
intonations (Fenk-Oczlon and Fenk 2009). The “breath groups” are physiologically defined by the 
breath cycle, creating phraseological units - which might very well constitute a linguistic universal 
(Lieberman 1966). The formative influence of breathing on phrasal grouping and intonation is 
pronounced in language acquisition during early childhood (Snow 2006), as well as in morphological 
organization of indigenous music that uses pre-diatonic forms of TO (Alekseyev 1976, 130).  
Asafyev regarded breathing as the determinant factor in generating phrases in, both, speech and music 
– including instrumental and dance music (Asafyev 1965, 20) – due to breath’s power to bind physical 
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motions that accompany musical intonations into motoric compounds equivalent to phraseological 
units. 

Most commonly, breath is taken between two adjacent verbal phrases in lyrics. In our articulation 
grading system, this position will amount to 6 points assigned to the pitch value of a word that initiates 
a new phrase.  
It is quite common to take a breath between two words, in which case the tone after the breath will 
receive 4 points. Occasionally, a breath can be inserted between the syllables of the same word 
(producing 3 points), or even inside a melisma (2 points). The cadential tone in a musical phrase is 
rarely, if ever, separated by a breath, but should it happen, it should receive 5 points.  
Just as a reminder, the breath not always accommodates the cadence. Alekseyev reports cases where 
the unstable tone that terminates the cadence is immediately followed by some new material, without 
any break. This usually occurs in situations where the functions of stability and instability of particular 
degrees are very clear to the performer, so that he perceives the idea of stressing them by a full stop as 
unnecessary redundancy, preferring instead to pursue greater animation and coherence of the music 
(Alekseyev 1976, 172). In situation of such “swallowed” cadential ending, the rating value assigned by 
syllabification should be decreased by 1 (5-1=4) – to reflect the fact that the normative emphasis on the 
beginning of a new musical thought is removed in sake of greater dramatic effect of a “run-in” 
sentence. 

Moreover, the duration of “breath groups” has a formative influence on the metric organization of 
music, even at the absence of a distinct beat. The frequency of occurrences of the breathing pauses 
generates its own expressive aspect of music – a breathing pulsation. This pulsation usually becomes 
synchronized with the metric pulsation through the entrainment mechanism, which probably also 
involves emotional contagion (Etzel et al. 2006). So, after a while, a music performer starts breathing 
in a cycle that coincides or stands in a multiple ratio to the downbeat of the music. If the music does 
not provide a clear regular stress, breathing pulsation becomes the primary means of setting in order 
the stream of music into “iso-metric” units.  

Nils Wallin explains that a spontaneous respiratory cycle triggers impulses in the muscles that are 
superimposed on their tonic activity, and when coupled with the oscillatory curve of respiration they 
cause regular shifting between phases. The rhythmic coordination between breathing and muscle 
contraction corresponds to the economical principle of the greatest cooperation possible through the 
greatest possible simplicity (Wallin 1983).  
Therefore, it is imperative for any modal analysis to note breathing places – caesuras - and estimate the 
duration of breathing cycles. For this reason we shall mark breathing with a checkmark at the place of 
caesura. In a longer piece of music, the size of a checkmark will indicate the relative duration of a 
pause for taking a breath. There is experimental evidence that the pause duration is determined by the 
phrase length and prosodic complexity of the conceived phrase as a measure of prosodic planning 
(Krivokapic 2012).  
Making a distinction between short and long caesuras could help to reveal the underlying hierarchic 
organization in the breathing cycle. Just as metric grid can have a few pulses running in parallel at 
different hierarchic levels, such as beat pulse at the basic level combined with the downbeat pulse at 
the higher order level (Rothstein 1989), breathing pulsation can too be complex. It can be organized in 
reference to two levels of basic (every cycle) as well as higher order hyper-pulse (every other cycle). 
The longer is the music, the more likely it is for breathing and metric pulses to be complex, since more 
musical information benefits from chunking, and higher order cycles present convenient markers for 
further chunking data up. 
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Breathing cycle can also feature a particular style, associated with semantic expression. Regularity of a 
breathing cycle is likely to correspond to the musical character that features little tension. Irregularity 
of a breathing cycle is an indicator of increase in tension, which can be temporary (at a climax point) 
or on-going in a dramatic or tragic genre (such as the earlier mentioned falak).  

Thankfully, taking breath is quite visible in the spectrogram (as irregular shape smears in the mid 
frequency range) – in case for some reason it is not clear during the audition of music. For TO, 
regularity of breathing increases the likelihood of initial and/or cadential tones in a musical phrase to 
present anchoring degrees. It also characterizes formulaic melodic structure. Irregularity of breathing, 
in contrary, allows for greater functional diversity of melody, promoting melodic elaboration.  

Melodic directionality and modal inclinations 

Closely related to breathing is yet another expressive aspect of melody – its directionality. Musical 
phrases are tonally shaped by their melodic direction. Alekseyev considers ascending and descending 
directions the primordial modal inclinations – the prototypes of “major” and “minor” of diatonic music 
systems – which in pre-diatonic music acquire tonal functions of respectively contraction or activation 
versus relaxation, or passivity (Alekseyev 1976, 143).  

The notion of modal inclination, elaborated by Russian modal music theory, is cardinal for tonal 
organization and deserves explanation due to scarcity of information about it. It takes its origin from 
the Ancient Greek concept of melodic “genus” that distinguished between 3 basic genera of disposition 
of tones: diatonic, chromatic, and enharmonic – each implementing its own method of distribution of 
intervallic distances, and each associated with a dedicated range of semantic values (West 1992).  
From our modern perspective, Ancient Greek genera presented 3 different intervallic typologies, each 
allowing for the construction of the repertory of modes, where every mode could be implemented in 3 
ways (e.g., diatonic Dorian, chromatic Dorian, and enharmonic Dorian) – each following the same 
scheme (for Dorian, the smallest interval placed at the bottom of a tetrachord, and the larger interval – 
at the top), but scaled differently depending on the choice of intervallic typology (semitone/tone in the 
diatonic, semitone/tone-and-a-half in the chromatic, and quarter-tone/tone-and-three-quarter-tones in 
the enharmonic genera).  

Here, the relation between intervallic typology and mode can be thought of in terms of electronic 
signal generation, where a signal generator produces a continuous wave signal that can be modulated 
by amplitude, frequency, phase, or pulse. Just as a wave can be sine or square and modulated by 
amplitude or frequency, the genus can be diatonic or chromatic and can be used to generate Dorian or 
Phrygian mode. 
In the process of historic development towards the 2nd century AD, Ancient Greek genera became 
reduced to a single diatonic variety, which received a new implementation in the Christian Medieval 8-
mode system. As a result of genesis of the triadic harmony during the 15-16th century,10 the concept of 
major and minor triad was formed: major associated with greater stability and happiness, and minor – 
with lesser stability and sadness (Wienpahl 1959). Under the influence of major/minor semantic 
dichotomy, Western modal theory elaborated a new meaning for the old concept of genus by the 17th 
century: the modes inherited from the Medieval music theory came to be regarded as genera, where 
major and minor triads formed at the most stable tone of a mode (tonic) were treated as generic 
categories (Barsky 2014, 40).  

 
10 For more detail on this historic development, see: From Ancient Greece to Renaissance see (Aleksey Nikolsky 
2016). 
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Contrast generated by shifting from major to minor tonic prompted German theorists of the early 17th 
century to conceptualize major and minor modes (Lester 1977). This led to introduction of the term 
Tongeschlecht (literally, "Tone gender") – translated into English from Riemann’s music dictionary as 
“mode,” or “tonal genus,” or “Clang genus” (Riemann 1896). Surprisingly, English musicology has 
not established its own term to refer to the distinction between the intervallic classes of major and 
minor, used to generate keys. The term “tonal genus” did not earn recognition, and the term “mode” 
has become extremely confusing in this context, since “mode” is already employed in reference to the 
subclass of a subclass of Tongeschlecht  (e.g., harmonic mode of C Minor key as opposed to harmonic 
mode of C Major key).   
German theory has generalized the Tongeschlecht distinction into a dualistic theory, with a strong 
Hegelian flavor, as evident in the work of Moritz Hauptman “The Nature of Harmony and Metre” 
(1853). Hauptman opposed the active “das Haben” of major to the passive “das Sein” of minor to form 
the dynamic axis of interaction between the ascending force of major and the descending gravity of 
minor (Hauptmann 1888). German theorists kept capitalizing on the “tone gender” interpretation of the 
major/minor distinction, stressing its biologic connotation: major as the embodiment of masculine, 
active, positive qualities; and minor as the embodiment of feminine, passive and negative qualities 
(Rothfarb, 1979).  
Ernst Kurth further advanced the notion of Tongeschlecht to fit into his dynamic theory of harmony 
and melody. He regarded not only the chord, but the scale of major to embed the trajectory toward the 
goal with its bi-tetrachordal structure – embodying the inherently active idea of ascension toward 
upper tonic (Kurth 1931, 205–6). Likewise, he saw the scale of minor embedding conflicting dynamic 
impetuses, with the upper tetrachord pushing up when ascending, and collapsing when descending 
(melodic minor), and the lower tetrachord directed down, indicating its melodic passivity (208-9).  
Like other ideas of Kurth that inspired Russian modal theory, melodic Tongeschlecht also resonated 
with the Asafyev’s ideas. It was Asafyev who suggested to use the term “inclination” (“nakloneniye”) 
in reference to Tongeschlecht (Asafyev 1971, 230). In Russian, this word is reserved in grammar to 
distinguish an active voice sentence from a passive one, so Asafyev’s proposition very much followed 
Hauptman’s direction. What was new, was that the term “inclination” implied the tendency of leaning 
toward something (“naklon” means “incline”).  
Asafyev considered a musical mode to constitute a unity that integrates all tones of melodic motion, 
and due to the processual nature of motion, to be experienced as a coming-into-being unity. Hence, 
major and minor present only “episodes” in the melodic motion that usually oscillates between the two, 
so that upon hearing the entirety of a musical work we estimate the overall “majorness” or “minorness” 
of it. In fact, that was exactly the contribution of Aleksei Ogolevets, a distinguished Russian 
acoustician and theorist, who developed a methodology to estimate the index of “majorness” and 
“minorness” of a particular mode based on the distribution of its tones by the circle of 5th in relation to 
its tonic (Ogolevets 1941). 
Another development of the inclination theory went toward the investigation of the applicability of 
major/minor distinction to the traditional folk music. Alexander Nikolsky (1926) pioneered this 
direction of research, overviewing and analyzing a bulk of Russian folk songs that used 
unconventional tonal organization, especially mesotonal modes. Nikolsky concluded that the modes of 
folk music used its own proprietary inclination, different from major/minor of Western tonality and 
from medieval Church modes – he qualified folk inclinations as quartal (based on the interval of 4th) or 
quintal (5th).  

Feodosii Rubtsov followed Nikolsky’s lead and established the line of historic development in Russian 
folk song: starting from what he called “neutral” inclination (instead of quartal and quintal ones that 
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Rubtsov rejected) and developing “major” and “minor” inclinations under the influence of Western 
classical music (Rubtsov 1964).  

The wide discrepancy of semantic applications of major and minor, when funeral march could be 
written in major, and wedding song – in minor, prompted viewing of the modal inclinations as 
equivalents of grammatical gender (Mazel 1972, 109–10), where a noun could be feminine, yet not 
necessarily denoting submissiveness, and masculine noun not denoting aggressiveness. Regarded as a 
grammatical form, modal inclination has greater leeway in reflecting the presence of general semantic 
tendency while allowing for exceptions. This capacity of modal inclination makes it invaluable for 
analysis of music structures.  
The truth of the matter is that both, major and minor, can be found across different intervallic 
typologies. Major can be chromatic (C-C#-D-D#-E-F-F#-G-Ab-A-Bb-B-C), diatonic heptatonic (C-D-
E-F-G-A-B-C), anhemitonic pentatonic (C-D-E-G-A), hemiolic (C-Db-E-F-G-Ab-B-C), non-octave 
hypermodal (C-D-E-F-G-A-Bb-C-D-Eb-F-G-Ab), mesotonal (C-E-F#-G-A), oligotonal (C-D-E-G), or 
can even color the ekmelic modes, evident in some examples of cultural borrowing reported by 
Alekseyev (Alekseyev 1986, 148). In all such cases, major inclination usually makes the music appear 
more optimistic than minor inclination. The term “inclination” is very valuable in pointing out such 
cross-typological similarities.  
Of course, modern psychology has the term “valence” which is employed in reference to semantic 
distinctions between major and minor. However, this term is too general and has clear individualistic 
application (two listeners might report different valence in the same auditioned sample of music). 
Musicological analysis cannot rely on subjective estimations – it has to reveal the objective features of 
musical arrangement. Here, the term “inclination” exactly captures the structural features of music: 
prominence of major 3rd for major inclination, and minor 3rd for minor – in reference to the stable tone.  
In that sense, major inclination can be successfully identified by examining the temporal distribution of 
frequencies in a melody. Another limitation of major/minor valence approach, even in relation to 
diatonic music, is its failure to account for the neutral inclination – in cases where music displays 
neither salient major nor minor 3rd stressed in relation to tonic (e.g., in pentatonic mode as in C-D-F-G-
A, where C receives much stress, while F receives none).    

Yet another inclination often found in diatonic music is the diminished inclination, produced by 
melodies that lean on the tones of the diminished triad (e.g., B-D-F). There is experimental evidence 
that non-musicians distinguish between minor, major, and diminished diatonic modes upon hearing an 
unfamiliar melody in one of these modes – with quite pronounced bundling of 3 major and 3 minor 
modes versus 1 diminished (Locrian) mode (Ramos, Bueno, and Bigand 2011). The tritone that is most 
prominent in diminished triad has been experimentally confirmed to be perceived in a way distinct 
from other intervals - associated with danger and violence (L. D. Smith and Williams 1999).  
Music in Locrian mode was reported to differ from minor by inducing the darkest sensations in 
listeners, and being associated more with anger than sadness, supported by the measures of EEG 
frontal activity (Trochidis and Bigand 2013). Another study found that Locrian mode was more 
strongly associated with loathing, boredom, and disgust than terror, fear, and apprehension, attributing 
this to the lack of melodic resolution, imposed by the “tonic” diminished triad (Straehley and Loebach 
2014).  
Like major and minor, diminished inclination can be found across different intervallic typologies: 
diatonic (Locrian mode B-C-D-E-F-G-A-B, popular in South Balkans), chromatic (two octatonic 
modes, tone-semitone B-C#-D-E-F-G-Ab-Bb and semitone-tone B-C-D-Eb-F-Gb-Ab-A), mesotonal 
(Istrian mode B-C-D-Eb-F-Gb), non-octave hypermodal (Russian “ukosnyonnyi obikhod” B-C-D-E-F-
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G-A-Bb-C). Of them, the latter received the strongest theoretic foundation, being accepted by Russian 
Orthodox Church as part of the obikhod system for liturgical music in 1772 (Kholopov 2004).  

In parallel to ecclesiastical use, obikhod has made a deep imprint on Russian folk music from the 15-
16th centuries (Rudneva 1994, 121). The underlying reason for this could be that common gender 
divisions in Russian language include masculine, feminine, and neuter, making conceptualization of 
three modal inclinations: major, minor, and diminished, more natural to Russian speaking user.11 The 
music written in diminished modes is usually perceived as bearing more tension than minor, often 
employed by composers to express anxiety, uncertainty, or some conflicting emotional state. 

A case for the augmented inclination could be made. Thus, in traditional folk music, there is an archaic 
Setu mode, found in Estonia (Ambrazevičius & Pärtlas 2011) and Siberia (Kalkun & Oras 2014), that 
features the mode with prominent two augmented triads (e.g., C-E-G# and Db-F-A in the scale of C-
Db-E-F-G#-A) for arrangement of 2-part singing.  

Another source for augmented triad is the whole-tone scale that has been explored by Rossini, 
Schubert, Berlioz, Glinka, Borodin, and Dargomyzhsky within the harmonic theory of classical music. 
Toward the end of the 19th century, this trait evolved into the emergence of a harmonic style alternative 
to traditional functional harmony, resulting in the entirety of compositions or their sections being 
created strictly in the whole-tone mode (Rebikov, Debussy, Bartok, Messiaen). Despite the rarity of 
such music, it is easily recognizable and is associated with expression of magic and strangeness – 
thereby clearly differing from major, minor, and diminished-based music.  
Alekseyev should be credited with the expansion of the inclination concept onto music systems that 
use indefinite intervallic typology. Absence of the notion of “chord” and “thirdness” prevents such 
systems from adhering to major/minor typologies, so that their presence is either an illusion of the 
foreign listener whose ear is accustomed to diatonic music, or, it is a superficial trait, unintended by the 
indigenous performer, and produced accidentally (Alekseyev 1976:144).  

In music with indefinite intervals, the formative role belongs primarily to changes in directionality in 
reference to the breathing cycle. And here the opposition of ascending and descending melodic 
contours effectively takes place in the opposition of major and minor of definite pitch music. In the 
same way that leaning on the tones of the major triad makes the melody sound active, no matter 
whether it is created in chromatic, diatonic, or pentatonic system, leaning on the ascending melodic 
contour, where the initial tone receives the power of anchor, and the climactic tone, the drive of the 
most unstable tone produces an active impression, no matter which exact intervallic distances separate 
the tones.  

We therefore can regard Alekseyev’s inclinations as directional – to distinguish them from chordal 
inclinations of major and minor. 

What Alekseyev generalized from the comparative analysis of thousands of songs of Yakuts and other 
neighboring indigenous ethnicities, finds confirmation from researchers of the acquisition of verbal 
prosody. Thus, David Snow’s analysis supports Philip Lieberman’s claim (Lieberman 1966) that rising 
and falling intonations differ in frequency and magnitude because they have different physiological 
bases. Declining subglottal pressure, related to relaxation of the thoracic and intercostal muscles during 
expiration, characterizes falling intonation; whereas rising intonation is more effortful to produce and 
therefore is associated with activation and excitement (Snow 2006).  

 
11 For more information on non-octave hypermode and obikhod, see Appendix No.2 for my “Evolution of Tonal 
Organization (Aleksey Nikolsky 2016), available directly from ResearchGate http://bit.ly/2vB08y9  
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This distinction should only increase the magnitude of its importance for production of music. There is 
no need for fine voluntary breathing control in speech to the extent that it is required by music: 
normally, speakers breath twice more frequently than do singers, and they engage only a fraction of 
their lungs’ capacity, whereas singers spend nearly all of their lungs’ capacity and engage all their 
major respiratory muscles (Fitch 2006). The effort that has to go into production of the ascending 
inclination has to contrast the comfort of descending inclination much more than the corresponding 
typology of verbal phrases.  
Physical strain or its absence imposes structural differences on musical phrases. Ascending inclination 
is likely to lead to an unstable tone – in contrary to descending intonation that is more suited to lead 
into a stable tone. This opposition becomes most important for intonations that feature a change in 
direction, where the tone from which the melody turns around, becomes well defined. This is what 
Narmour calls “closure” (Narmour 1992).  

Even ekmelic singers, who do not observe the octave equivalence, intervallic incrementality and 
conservation of intervals, do mark the pitch values of the transition points in the pitch contour 
(Alekseyev 1976, 134). Hence, such points are crucial for identifying degrees in music that employs 
indefinite pitch organization.  

Descending inclination should be regarded as the basic “default” melodic contour. Just as it is evident 
in ontogeny, where falling intonations are known to be the first to develop during the first year of life 
(Snow 2006), this is also true in phylogeny, where cultivation of ascending inclination usually follows 
mastering of descending inclination (Alekseyev 1976, 133). Correspondence of the expiration cycle to 
instinctive relaxation of the vocal apparatus during vocalization of the falling contour, makes the latter 
feel natural – in contrast to the challenges of coordinating the increase in the workload and the air 
expenditure required for production of the ascending inclination at the end of the expiration cycle.  
It is this contradiction between naturally reducing resources and the effort placed into producing the 
rising contour, that should be credited for the association of the ascending inclination with 
directedness, will power, and excitement – as well as for its greater complexity in comparison with the 
descending inclination. Yet, Pseudo-Aristotle noted that music sounded especially "good" in 
descending as opposed to ascending direction (Problem No.33 from Book 19). And one of the chief 
specialists on Ancient Greek music, Martin West, remarked that the melodic functionality of that 
music must have been decidedly descending, explaining this by the inheritance from Archaic culture 
(West 1981).  
Ascent and declination are not the only inclinations of ekmelic intervallic typology. The idea of 
activation and relaxation, represented in these inclinations, comfortably forms a compound, 
constituting an inclination in its own right – a wave pitch contour. The most common form of a wave is 
an arch. Just as every ascending phrase is likely to charge the melodic material with energy, and every 
descending phrase – to make it relax, every arch is likely to project a balanced impression, associated 
with confidence, control, and moderation. Subsequently, Alekseyev believes that the third in line of the 
evolution of the directional typology should stand the hybrid of ascending and descending inclinations 
– the convex wave: rise of intonation immediately after taking a breath, when the resources are plenty, 
followed by falling intonation towards the end of a phrase (Alekseyev 1976, 133).12  

 
12 It is also plausible that learning musical ascent follows learning musical arch. The instinct to raise a pitch 
naturally suits the very beginning of the breathing cycle, followed by expiration accompanied with relaxation. 
The earlier forms of musical vocalization in primordial cultures could have followed suit of starting with 
declination, expanding the phrase to include the ascending phase at the phrase’s opening – and then, segmenting 
that opening portion and practicing it as a stand-alone phrase.    
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In simple non-professional vocalizations, the prevalent directionality of melodic phrase is likely to be 
descending, with arch being the second most common, and ascending – third. This is in line with the 
prevalence of arched and descending pitch contours in majority of verbal utterances, which are also the 
first to be acquired during infancy as respectively declarative and imperative speech acts (Tomasello 
2003, 36). The intonational profiles learned during the second year of life must provide the basis for 
strategies of planning musical phrases employed by young children, and therefore retain their 
declarative and imperative functionality in their initial attempts of spontaneous vocal music making. 
For pre-diatonic music systems, the modal inclination is determined by the succession of the first tones 
that open the melody: they set the direction, and limit the options for placement of an anchor tone 
(Alekseyev 1976, 137). The closer is the first rising or falling to the opening of a new phrase, the 
greater is its formative impact on a musical mode (138). The direction of initiating intonation defines 
the position of the modal anchor due to the biological universality of the mechanism of breathing cycle 
(139).  

o The ascending inclination usually starts from the anchor and proceeds toward the challenging 
anchor (“tonic”-“dominant” functional relation).  

o The descending inclination usually ends on the anchor, or slightly passes it by an extra tone 
(usually complementary), and starts on an unstable tone.  

o The tonal characteristics of the arch of a convex wave depend on the distribution of pitches 
along the metric grid, causing “male” or “female”13 termination of a phrase, where metric stress 
would mark the most stable anchor.  

Certainly, these three scenarios are not the only ones possible, but they are expected to be statistically 
prevalent.  

The most important contribution of melodic directionality to the modal analysis is that the “closure 
tones” (shifts in direction) in the opening intonation of a melodic formula provide the most reliable 
pitch values for a degree in pre-diatonic modes that are the hardest for modal analysis. The upper 
closure is likely to form the “dominant” functionality towards the lower anchor, marked by the lower 
“closure” or the tone right above it – setting a competing relation between both anchors. The lowest of 
them is likely to present a gravitational center for a mode. In emmelic modes, the closure tones are 
likely to indicate a pitch functioning as a stable or relatively stable degree in a mode. 

Ten rules of melodic articulation. 

First, let us sum up 6 rules of melodic articulation that we have so far identified. 

1. Temporal Continuity rule - the tones of the melody should follow one another with minimal 
breaks of time, typically less than 0.8 second. A break longer than that should be taken as an 
indication of a new melodic phrase. 

2. Syllabic Distribution rule – the frequency changes in vocal music are related to distribution of 
syllables of lyrics or vocables, which adopt the function of an elementary unit of melodic 
organization, so that the onset of a syllable marks a particular pitch value. 

 
13 The traditional theory of versification in many languages and cultures distinguishes between the so-called 
“male” (trochaic) and “female” (iambic) metric stress in the phrasal endings. In indigenous folk music, trochaic 
organization tends to prevail in pre-diatonic forms of TO, whereas iambic is most common in diatonic forms, 
according to the research by Eduard Alekseyev. 
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3. Syllabic Hierarchy rule – the organization of syllables into words, and words into phrases, 
usually corresponds to the analogous organization of pitches into melodic intonations, and 
melodic intonations into motifs, where the pitch that falls on the head syllable in a word, and 
the head word in a phrase, receives tonal prevalence over other pitches. The last syllable in a 
phrase also obtains tonal emphasis – greater than word head, but smaller than phrase head. 

4. Caesura Proximity rule – the placement of breath adds importance to the frequency of the tone 
that immediately follows the gap created by taking a breath. This relates not only to actual 
breathing, but also to any salient occasional interruptions in the melody (provided that its style 
is non-staccato), especially if they occur in a melody with prevalent legato articulation. 

5. Caesura Pulsation rule – groups of tones, comprised of caesuras, mark melodic phrases whose 
regularity or irregularity contributes to the establishment of a metric feel in a succession of 
frequency changes in the melody. Regular stress generates melodic relaxation and charges the 
frequency values on which it falls with tonal stability, whereas irregular stress generates 
melodic tension and tonal instability. Caesural map usually stays the same throughout the 
reproductions of the same melodic material (e.g., recapitulation of a melodic formula). 

6. Directional Inclination rule – the direction of the melody at the beginning of a musical phrase 
(immediately after caesura) sets the breathing style and the distribution of the tonal stress over 
the melodic contour. This direction can be simple (elementary) or complex (compound): 
a) Descending Inclination (elementary) sets the expiration-based model, based on gradual 

release of energy that marks the last tone or the one before the last tone of a descending 
phrase as a leaning tone. 

b) Ascending Inclination (elementary) sets the inspiration-based model, based on 
accumulation of energy that reaches its climax and then is smoothly changed by the 
expiration, marking the initial tone as leaning, and the climactic tone as the most unstable. 

c) Wavelike Inclination (compound) sets a balanced inspiration-expiration cycle, marking the 
tones depending on the “male” or “female” metric stress in the phrasal ending.  

These 3 inclinations are not the only ones that might be engaged in melody production. In fact, in the 
coming analysis you will find the discussion of the fourth type of inclination - the zigzag type. There 
might be more inclinations present in specific music cultures. However, the 3 above-mentioned 
inclinations are especially important. They constitute the foundation for music acquisition at its earliest 
stage during infancy. This stage has been confirmed by plenty of Piagetian cross-cultural studies 
during the 1960-1980s to be a universal constituent of mental development in childhood (Cole et al. 
1971; Dasen 1972; Berry and Dasen 1974; Piaget 1976; Modgil and Modgil 1976; Dasen 1977; 
Poortinga 1977; Eckensberger, Lonner, and Poortinga 1979; Dasen and Heron 1981; Mishra 1997; 
Segall et al. 1999).  
Due to their engagement in prosodic acquisition of verbal speech, descending, ascending, and wavelike 
inclinations are likely to constitute a prosodic universal that spreads over the domain of music as well. 
And if that is the case, then every indigenous music culture should contain these basic inclinations.  

The prosodic impact of modal inclinations has formative power over the morphological units of 
melody: its intonations, motifs, and phrases. The melodic articulation finds its ultimate end at the 
elementary level of structuring the melodic motion in assigning specific melodic functions to the 
intonations depending on their placement in the melodic contour of an inclination and on their registral 
position in the vocal ambitus of a vocalization. This gives 4 more rules.  

7. Intonational Functionality Defined by Inclination rule – the portions of a phrase, rendered in 
accordance with a particular modal inclination, contain melodic intonations that necessarily 
support a dedicated melodic function within that phrase, such as its initiation, climax, and 
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termination. The switch from one function to another in the process of unfolding a melodic 
phrase has formative power over the melodic intonation, determining its tonal characteristics. 
Consistency of phrasal functions determines consistency of intonational functions. Since the 
inclination limits the melodic line to specific changes in register, the range of suitable phrasal 
intonations available to the creator of music is limited to only a few options, set by the melodic 
function required by the inclination at a specific part of the melodic contour.   

8. Intonational Function Typology rule – each phrasal intonation is tonally characterized in two 
aspects: melodic direction, set by the modal inclination, and intervallic relation, set by the 
intonational function within a particular portion of a melodic contour type. Each tone of a 
melodic line adopts a specific role towards the preceding connected tone.  

Technically speaking, intonational function is a type of melodic movement that a tone can perform to 
produce variations in motion along the same direction set by a melodic contour: e.g., the initiation of 
an arch phrase can occur through one of 2 functions – by a leap or by a step. Each of them possesses a 
certain intervallic range (leaps and steps can be of different sizes).  
However, each range exists within a class of melodic motion, defined by the perceptual mechanism of 
“segregation of audio stream” (Bregman and Mcadams 1979) according to the “temporal coherence 
boundary” (Noorden 1975) that is responsible for splitting a single melodic line into two.  
The interplay of a critical intervallic size that varies around 300-400 cents and tempo, distinguishes 
between the melodically dissonant leap that has power of breaking the melody and the melodically 
consonant step that does not have this power (Huron 2001). Even if a leap does not fissure the melodic 
line in a particular music, leaping is still perceived as a melodic event of dissonant nature due to its 
potential of disruption, which requires extra processing on part of the brain, making perception of leaps 
inherently more neutrally costly than steps.  
This opposition between the ease of processing of steps and the complexity of processing leaps must 
be responsible for their consonance/dissonance relation that seems to have biological roots – very 
much like perception of acoustic harmonic consonance and dissonance. Thus, segregation of auditory 
streams that underlies the ability to distinguish melodic steps from melodic leaps is found to be active 
at birth (Stefanics et al. 2009), and require no attention (Sussman et al. 2007).  
Step and leap dialectics is used to generate and perceive melodic motion (Larson 1997). Therefore, the 
distinction between leap and step should be taken as the basis for categorization of intonational 
functions. In conjunction with the distinction between stressed and unstressed use of a tone, this would 
generate 4 intonational functions. 

9. 4 intonational Functions rule - there are only 4 intonational functions that are possible 
between two connected tones in a melodic line: 
a) Anchoring Function (ƒ-anc) – when the melodic motion marks a tone as an attractor for 

the unstressed (unstable) tones by means of its repetition (reinforcement). In terms of 
diatonic music theory this function is expressed by the melodic interval of unison. As a 
form of melodic motion, ƒ-anc represents stepping on the same place. 

b) Complementing Function (ƒ-com) – when the melodic motion marks a tone as 
supplementary to a neighboring stressed tone that acts as an anchor attracting this 
complementary tone. Diatonic music theory qualifies this function as the melodic interval 
of 2nd (minor, major, or augmented). As a form of melodic motion, ƒ-com represents 
stepping from place to place. 

c) Opposing Function (ƒ-opp) – when the melodic motion marks a tone as tonally challenging 
the adjacent tone by presenting an alternative anchor that is potentially capable of breaking 
the melodic line into two or causing so-called “implied polyphony” (Bukofzer 2008, 533). 
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Unlike two options above, this one presents a melodic dissonance by inducing obstruction 
or resistance to melodic fluidity. In terms of diatonic music theory this function is expressed 
by the melodic intervals of 3rd and 4th (rarely 5th). As a form of melodic motion, ƒ-opp 
represents medium size leaping (usually over a degree) between two degrees that are 
approximately equal in their gravitational values. 

d) Extreme Function (ƒ-ext), or, polarizing function – when the melodic motion marks a tone 
as pushing the registral unity to the limit by skipping to the opposite end of the register and 
landing on a tone whose gravitational value contrasts the preceding adjacent tone. Unlike ƒ-
opp, this function does not involve competition for dominance between two tones. Here, 
one tone is stressed, whereas the other is unstressed, while both are intervallically divorced 
– what can be characterized as their polarization. In terms of diatonic music theory this 
function is usually expressed by the melodic intervals of 5th and wider (but can engage 4th 
too). As a form of melodic motion, ƒ-ext represents large size leaping (over two or more 
degrees) between two degrees that contrast in their gravitational values.   

10. Exclusiveness of Intonational Function rule - each phrasal intonation is characterized by a 
single melodic function that it has to execute in its corresponding modal inclination. 

Although the idea of such categorization of intonational functions was originally inferred through the 
analysis of the repertory of ekmelic melodies, conducted by Eduard Alekseyev (Alekseyev 1976; 
1986), materialized by me in relation to music that is based on indefinite intervallic typology (Aleksey 
Nikolsky 2015), the framework of 4 intonational functions should be applicable to any kind of 
frequency-based music, including tonality.  
Biological foundation of the leap/step distinction makes it very likely that the latter presents one of few 
musical universals. Two options for a dyadic intonation to leap or to step combine with two options of 
having or not having stress. This applies not only to music with definite intervallic typology, but to any 
form of indefinite pitch vocalization. Two connected frequency levels in an auditory stream can be 
either: 

• Melodically consonant, and both tones stressed (ƒ-anc); 
• Melodically consonant, and one tone stressed, whereas another unstressed (ƒ-com); 
• Melodically dissonant, and both tones stressed (ƒ-opp); 
• Melodically dissonant, and one tone stressed, whereas another unstressed (ƒ-ext). 

The option of both tones being unstressed is not available for the dyadic musical intonation, since 
musical TO relies on grouping of tones by means of subordinating the unstressed tones to the closest 
stressed tone (preceding or following) in order to form a morphological melodic unit (Bregman 1994, 
471–73). The tendency of listeners to group tones based on stress is so strong that it is responsible for 
what has been known as “subjective rhythmization” – subconscious imposition of two or three, rarely 
four, group membership upon the tones even if they are actually equal in their acoustic attributes 
(Fraisse 1982).  

Any form of salience of a particular tone in terms of loudness, frequency, duration, or timbre results in 
that tone being perceived as stressed and marking the first or last tone in a group. For a succession of 
two unstressed tones, that means that an intonation would be expanded from 2 to 3 (or more) tones to 
include a stressed tone. Therefore, the hypothetical consonant and dissonant dyadic intonation that 
would consist of only unstressed tones is not practically feasible.   
All four intonational functions are easy to recognize by ear, following the parallel between the melodic 
motion and the physical pattern of locomotion employed by a gait: 
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• Anchoring a tone resembles stepping on the same place – heavy and usually not regular steps, 
with maximal sense of stability (almost standing); 

• Complementing a tone resembles stepping in order to move to a new position – transferring the 
weight of the body in the same direction, therefore using force to combat gravity, generate 
momentum, and make the motion lighter, more regular, but not as stable as standing; 

• Opposing a tone resembles waddling from side to side – leaning on each step in search for 
support or as a result of stepping over an obstacle; this form of motion differs from 
complementary stepping by its unease, irregularity, and quest for stability; 

• Polarizing a tone resembles jumping over a large obstacle – heavily landing on the destination 
place and usually taking some time to recover after the jump by mounting one’s weight on that 
new position in order to compensate for the inertia of the jump. 

Let us examine all four intonations in the context of a familiar tune (Fig.1). We shall employ color-
coding to represent the melodic functionality of each frequency change in a melody.  

• The ƒ-ext will receive the red color,  
• the ƒ-opp – yellow,  
• the ƒ-com – green, and  
• the ƒ-anc – blue.  

Other than marking the melodic consonance by darker colors, while melodic dissonance – by brighter, 
this color-coding also captures the contradistinctive relations between the pairs of function. The ƒ-ext 
counters the ƒ-com and ƒ-anc, just as the red color counters the green. The ƒ-opp counters the ƒ-anc 
and ƒ-com, just as yellow counters blue and green. On the other hand, the ƒ-opp complements the ƒ-ext 
just as yellow complements red, whereas the ƒ-com complements the ƒ-anc just as green complements 
blue. 

 
Figure 1. Four intonational functions in the tune “This Old Man” in C Major. The vertical 
axis shows pitch values (in pitch classes of C, D, E, F, G, A), whereas the horizontal aspect – 
duration (in beats). The colors reflect functions: blue ƒ-anc, green ƒ-com, yellow ƒ-opp and red 
ƒ-ext. The brackets indicate motifs assembled from intonations. Numbers at the top indicate 
pitches in the melody, while numbers at the bottom – beats. The checkmarks reflect the 
position of caesuras. The audio of this example can be found at: http://chirb.it/qO6xC0  

The opening motif of “This Old Man” (Fig.1) is assembled from two ƒ-opp intonations that mark two 
competing anchors at G and E. The melody energetically stamps on each of them (tones 1-6) without 
any resolution of tension, thereby constituting melodic dissonance. In contrast, tones 7-13 form 
exclusively ƒ-com intonations (two dyadic: Nos.7-8 and 9-10, and one triadic 11-13), comfortably 
stepping down and then up in a smooth consonant melodic motion. The next motif embodies the 
contrast between consonant (ƒ-com of tones 14-16) and dissonant (ƒ-ext of tones 16-17) intonations.  
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Two complementary intonations (14-15 and 15-16) form an anacrusis for a prominent leap from less 
stable “G” to more stable “C” at the bottom register. This leap marks the registral margins of the tune’s 
ambitus while assigning greater gravity to the lower “C,” which receives reinforcement in the two ƒ-
anc intonations (Nos.18-20) that follow the leap, providing its consonant resolution.  

Another instance of the exclusively ƒ-com motion occurs in the ascension of tones 21-25. It is 
followed by a bright contrast (tones 26-27), when two unstable anchors (G and D) compete in 
providing a leaning tone for the melodic motion, producing a dissonant ƒ-opp leap that becomes 
reinforced by a consonant ƒ-anc unison (tones 27-28). The consonant chain of ƒ-com intonations 
(tones 29-32) closes the tune.     
The function of each of the intonations is quite clearly distinguishable upon singing this melody and 
focusing on the muscular sensations in the vocal cord in reference to the registral position of each of 
the tune’s tones. Such singing is affordable to normally developed children by the age of 2-4 years. 
This is the time period at which musical development remains largely universal across various 
cultures, which suggests that the parsing of intonations and motifs, highlighted in this example - 
defined by the interplay of the intonational functions, frequency contours, and breathing - is likely to 
occur naturally in any kind of singing.  

Musical thinking in terms of these 4 functions most likely proceeds in semi-automatic manner of 
“spatial” style orientation in the course of sustaining the melodic motion. Thereby, stressed/unstressed 
leaping and stepping comprise the foundation for melodic articulation.  
The principles of melodic articulation discussed above provide guidance in generating graphic 
representation for a spectrogram of a music whose TO needs to be inferred.  

Graphic melodic chart 

The spectrogram of an analyzed vocalization should be reduced to a pitch contour, where each 
frequency change is represented by a straight line on two axes: vertical (frequency in Hertz) and 
horizontal (time in milliseconds).14 It would be useful to choose a grid scale optimal for a given song 
to capture the incremental changes that are most significant for TO (e.g., a grid line every 5 Hz or 10 
Hz).  

The exact frequency and time value for each pitch will be marked underneath its beginning point. 
Here, it is important to optimize the exact selection in a software frequency analyzer. Ideally, it should 
be a segment no shorter than about 250 ms with a more or less sustained pitch level. This is where the 
boundary between singing and speaking usually lies.  

Like music, speech uses changes in pitch levels to mark certain sounds, which might be quite discrete 
– in which case, they can be qualified as “level tones” (Patel 2010b, 39–44). In the reciting style 
speech (e.g., poetic verses) level tones are usually longer than prosaic speech - lasting for about 100-
250 ms, whereas musical pitches in folk songs last 230-3,400ms (Nikolsky, 2015, Demonstration-1).  

 
14 It might be beneficial to include in the analysis the loudness information. Those tones that have the greatest 
average loudness across the entire melody are likely to represent the more stable degrees. However, in practice, 
defining loudness of a vocalized tone might be difficult and potentially misleading, since certain consonants can 
abruptly increase the amplitude, while being irrelevant to the pitch level of the sound, which depends primarily 
on the vowels. Difficulties of determining the selection of vowel in a sung syllable lead me to omit the loudness 
data for this initial presentation of modal analysis in sake of greater simplicity and reliability. 
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If the material contains fluctuations in pitch, let the software resolve the frequency in the audio 
selection. It might be useful to omit the consonants, which usually constitute 10-75 ms of voice onset 
time before the vowel initiates periodic vibrations that are noticeable in the spectrogram (Zsiga 2013).  
The exact beginning and end point of the selection should be determined not only by the spectrogram’s 
display, but also by audition: to see at which exact moment during the playback the change in 
frequency occurs. Listeners usually discard short-duration frequency fluctuations in order to average 
the intra-syllabic F0 movement of the pitch contour, reducing these smooth fluctuations into perceived 
discrete pitches – unless the gliding exceeds the “glissando threshold” (Patel 2006). Engaging this 
mechanism of auditory pitch reduction might provide a clue in situations where software cannot 
deliver a clear result.  

It is inevitable that choice of different software, slight inconsistencies in making the audio selection by 
different researchers, and discrepancies in their decision making in some controversial intonations will 
introduce deviations in frequency analysis of the same audio material conducted by different people. 
However, experimental trials reveal that such deviations are rather negligible – 10 cents maximum for 
frequency analysis of an isolated tone, and much smaller, on the order of 1.6-3.4 cents for estimation 
of the degrees in a musical mode (Ambrazevičius and Budrys 2012). This is way below the threshold 
for the identification of short melodic patterns that lies between 10 and 20 cents (Parncutt & Cohen 
1995). 

If necessary, the audio can be slowed down (software audio stereo editors like iZotope RX allow up to 
10x slowing while well-preserving the formants) or scrubbed to establish precise start of a glissando in 
order to select the most tonally stable part of a sound for frequency analysis. By slowing the audio 
down – vibrato, embellishments, and tremolos can be concisely identified, and their average frequency 
value can be estimated.  
The final graph should look like a sustained straight line connecting the point of onset of a sound to the 
point at which it is changed by another sound - like the pitch reduction in  “prosogram” of verbal 
prosody, proposed by Piet Mertens (Mertens 2004). The principal difference from Mertens would be 
that the connecting line is going to be perpendicular – to reflect the discreteness of changes in pitch 
levels that are typical for musical vocalization.  

Above each pitch in a graph, a numeral reflects that pitch’s order in a sound clip, followed by the 
punctuation mark that indicates the syllabification of that pitch. The pitch that opens a phrase has an 
exclamation sign in front of it. The checkmark precedes the numeral where the gap articulates the 
melodic motion. The size of a checkmark reflects the relative value of a break. In case of this particular 
example (Ex. 1), a little checkmark reflects very fine, barely audible gaps (however visible on the 
spectrogram) whose significance is raised by the overwhelming legato articulation of a song.  

The graphic rendition of the Audio Example No.1 (Fig.1) illustrates how syllabic, respiratory, 
frequency, and duration information can be used to identify the modal degrees in an ekmelic mode.  

To begin with, the melody here features predominantly legato style: most of the pitches are connected, 
and no pronounced caesuras are present after the start of the melody. The audio clip goes further than 
this analyzed excerpt, yet still shows no caesuras until the full stop of the performer. This testifies that 
the singer conceives this melody as an on-going running streak.  

Syllabification pattern generally supports this conclusion. The lyrics follow the typical for Yakut songs 
10-syllable pattern (Alekseyev 2013):  

Сээ дьэ-гэ-дьэ-гэ сиэр ап-пын и-ни, (pitches Nos. 1-10) 
Сээ дьэ-гэ-дьэ-гэ мии-нэм-мин и-ни… (Nos. 11-20) 
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Figure 2. The graphic representation of syllabic, temporal and frequency organization in 
two versions of Yakut song “Sae Dyige-dyige,” first two verses.  (A). Lower version, with 
wider frequency range. (B). Higher version, with more narrow range. Each pitch is 
numbered and assigned a frequency and time value. The underlined number indicates the 
leaning tone. The punctuation signs indicate syllabification of the lyrics and their division in 
words and phrases. The lyrics are written under the graph. Listen to the audio at:  
http://chirb.it/g36sC2    

There are 3 breaks in legato in (A): in between pitches 5 and 6, 7 and 8, and 10 and 11. All breaks are 
tiny, and in a non-legato melody, I would not mark them in the analysis. However, in this particular 
music, the break between pitches 7 and 8 comes in contradiction with the syllabification of a word 
“аппын,” disconnecting its 2 syllables. Its separation from the next word, in contrary, is melodically 
ignored, both words stitched together without a break in legato. This contradiction leads one to believe 
that breaks between words of the lyrics and breaks between the tones of the melody are purposefully 
intertwined like coils in a basket to provide a greater sense of togetherness, despite the natural 
necessity to break lyrics in words and take breaths in singing. That is why every little break in legato 
counts in the style of this music, so I mark it with the smallest size checkmark.  

The only break between words in lyrics that coincides with actual break in legato singing occurs 
between pitches 5 and 6. This break is accompanied with a change in the melodic function: if pitches 
2-5 were all engaged in ƒ-com complementary relations, pitches 6-7 receive contrasting ƒ-opp 
functionality. Their relation should be regarded as ƒ-opp rather than ƒ-ext, despite both tones lying at 
the margins of the song’s ambitus, because both tones are emphasized as anchors – thereby challenging 
each other. Both tones are supported by the adjacent complementary tone. Both tones receive longer 
durations. Finally, each of these tones dominate in its dedicated segment of a verse line: the upper tone 
prevails in the opening segment, and the lowest tone - in the second segment. Both segments are equal 
in their syllabic quantity (5 syllables of the 1st segment and 5 syllables of the 2nd segment). Both half-
lines form a clear symmetric relation in a manner of a seesaw, indicating their competition for gravity. 
Competition for anchoring characterizes ƒ-opp – and not ƒ-ext.   
The 2nd line of the lyrics (pitches 11-20) corresponds to the repetition of the same melodic formula 
with minor variations. Pitch 14 does not step down like its analog in the first rendition of that formula, 
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pitch 4. Pitch 15 is connected to pitch 16, unlike the disconnected pitches 5 and 6. Pitches 17 and 18 do 
not contain a break between them, unlike pitches 7 and 8. Altogether, the second entry of the formula 
features 100% legato articulation. The fact that the division of the formula in half was present in the 
first entry, and absent in the second, indicates that the performer conceived the formula as a 
combination of two motifs, “a” and “b,” and thereafter decided that merging them sounded more 
appropriate to the chosen melodic material – emphasizing the importance of legato.  

Subsequently, the entire formula should be regarded as a single melodic phrase, comprised of two 
contrasting motifs. The first motif establishes the stable anchor as the upper degree. The second motif 
establishes the opposing anchor at the lowest degree that competes with the upper degree. Both 
anchors receive support from a complementing degree in the middle of the ambitus. The only melodic 
inclination that is pronounced in this formula is the descending inclination of the second motif. 
However, since it is positioned far from the opening of a formula, it does not carry a formative modal 
influence on the entire mode: its ending does not overwhelm the opening anchor established in the first 
motif. Pitches 1, 3, 5, 6, should all be regarded as the same degree, sharing the same functionality of 
stability – generally outweighing the pitches 7, 9 and 10. This is evident from the upper degree’s lead 
in consistency in tuning, frequency of repetition and average duration.  

At this point we can update the melodic graph (Fig.3) by marking the melodic functionality of each of 
the intonations and indicating the motifs and phrases. If the tones at a particular registral position 
receive mostly one prevailing function, then the mode will be considered ekmelic. If there is no 
prevalence, then the mode is diatonic (tonal key). And weak prevalence should be interpreted as pre-
diatonic emmelic forms of TO.   

 
Figure 3. The graphic representation of syllabic, temporal, frequency and melodic 
functional organization in two versions of Yakut song “Sae Dyige-dyige.”  (A). Lower 
version. (B). Higher version. The mode uses 3 degrees, demarcated by the thin dashed lines. 
The lowercase letters under the graph mark musical motifs. The uppercase letters mark musical 
phrases. Green color represents ƒ-com, blue – ƒ-anc, and yellow – ƒ-opp intonations. See the 
video of the spectrogram: https://youtu.be/FJ11Y2NrFq0 
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In (A), the upper degree has the mean value of 224 Hz (A3+30 cents), the middle degree - 201 Hz 
(G3+43), and the lower degree – 164 Hz (E3-8). The range of fluctuations in frequency values for 
these degrees are, respectively: 220-231 Hz (which makes 84 cents), 194-214 Hz (169 cents) and 160-
167 Hz (74 cents). Evidently, the marginal degrees are much better tuned than the middle degree. The 
lowest degree is the most concisely defined, but this could just be a consequence of its smaller 
frequency of repetition: 6 – vs. 9 repetitions of the upper degree (out of 20).  

Timewise, the upper degree has an average duration of 243 ms – versus 231 ms for the lower degree. 
The middle degree is the shortest in mean time value, at 180 ms. Of the individual tones, the longest in 
duration, are the initial tones that open the formula (upper degree). The terminating tone of the first 
motif belongs to the same upper degree that started it, as does the initial tone of the second motif. The 
cadential point of the whole formula is the only prominent position given to the lower degree – but it 
receives very little duration value – by far inferior to the prominence of the upper degree. The upper 
degree also receives an edge in getting one more ƒ-anc intonation and one more ƒ-com intonation. So, 
overall, the preliminary estimate shows that the upper degree wins in the department of stability.  

The last question remains, whether to consider the “Sae Dyige” mode as consisting of 4 degrees or of 3 
degrees: should the complementary degree for upper anchor be considered different from the 
complementary degree for lower, competing, anchor?  
We do not see instances of sequential progression between the complementary of the upper degree and 
the complementary of the lower degree. The examination of their frequency values shows registral 
overlap between pitches 8, 12, and 18. The deciding argument here comes from pitch 12: its short time 
value and position in the formula that is analogous to pitch 2 indicate that pitch 12 must not be 
regarded as ƒ-opp in relation to pitch 11.  

Six rules of melodic voice-leading 

The fundamental law of melodic motion holds that melodic dissonance (leap) requires longer time 
values than melodic consonance (step). This is consistent with the general rule of locomotion, 
according to which, leaping takes greater energy expenditure than stepping, and therefore takes longer 
time to prepare it, as well as to recover from it. We can call it a relative weight rule. Two other rules of 
melody are closely related to it: preparation and resolution of dissonance rules and proximity of tones 
rule. 15   

At this point it might be useful to sum out 6 general voicing rules – those rules that apply to diatonic, 
as well as pre-diatonic forms of music. We shall list them as a continuation of the previous 10 rules of 
melodic articulation: 

11. Registral integrity rule – the tones of a melodic motif and melodic intonation are supposed to 
stay within the same registral position to preserve their tonal homogeneity. Timbral break-offs 
at the end of a phrase, such as “otglas” (a loud pitched shout during the termination of a phrase 

 
15 Sámi yoiks present an example of devaluation of melodic dissonance, where the threshold of a leap is pushed 
higher than a 3rd because of the overall importance of leaps for this genre (Krumhansl et al. 2000). Yoik’s 
preference for leaps might be geographic: large leaps performed with harsh and loud voice characterize yoiks of 
mountainous Western Eanodat region (as opposed to Eastern valleys), which has been less accessible and 
therefore less influenced by the Lutheran style singing (Jouste 2009). Contribution of echo to shamanic 
enchanting that must have underlain yoiking (Stockmann 1994) could have required greater contrast between the 
PS tones - to make the melodic contour more clear. However, such “emancipation” of melodic dissonance 
(essentially similar to that of Schoenberg’s school classical music) must be statistically rare to consider it an 
exception from the general rule.   
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with a continuously gliding pitch) in Slavic songs (Kholopov 2005), serves as a marker of 
termination of the melodic integrity. 

12. Prevalence of proximity rule – there should be overall more melodically consonant intervals 
than melodically dissonant intervals (steps should prevail over leaps). Hence, the impression 
of many leaps might be false, and indicate “devaluation of dissonance” in the music system 
that is foreign to the researcher.  

13. Preparation of dissonance rule – preferably, overall melodic dissonance should be prepared 
by consonance, so that a series of steps would build the momentum for a leap. Alternatively, a 
longer caesura can serve the purpose of preparing a wide leap by supplying a greater amount 
of air to support the expenditure of energy. 

14. Resolution of dissonance rule – preferably, overall melodic leap should be terminated by step 
(ƒ-com) or repetition of the same tone (ƒ-anc). Ending a phrase by a leap should stand as an 
exceptionally strong means of expression, reserved for termination of the entire music work or 
its substantial section. 

15. Relative weight rule – the shorter are the rhythmic values of the tones, the more melodically 
consonant motion is needed, with greater proximity of tones. Longer leaps require longer 
duration values – especially for the pitch hit through a leap. 

16. Counterbalance rule - the greater the leaps, the more balancing the melodic line requires, so 
that the target pitch of the leap would receive a greater time value to lean on and/or grant a 
chance for some form of melodic relaxation: either by repeating that target pitch (ƒ-anc) or 
reversing the direction of the leap by throwing in proximal steps in opposite direction (ƒ-com). 

If pitch 12 in (A) presents a dissonant ƒ-opp, then it receives neither preparation, nor resolution, 
violates the proximity of dissonance rule by leaping and immediately coming back, and breaks the 
relative weight rule by abrupt wiggling on one of the shortest duration values. Moreover, the greater 
smoothening of pitch 14 in comparison to its phrasal analog, pitch 4, would make little sense next to 
the dissonant ƒ-opp. Therefore, we have to consider the same middle degree to serve to support both 
marginal degrees with ƒ-com. These ƒ-com functions are not equal. The ƒ-com between the mean 
frequency values of the upper and middle degrees equals to 188 cents. And the ƒ-com between the 
mean frequency values of the lower and middle degrees equals to 352 cents. The lower ƒ-com is more 
dissonant – probably because of the straining influence of the ƒ-opp function between pitches 6 and 7. 
This ƒ-opp is equal to 540 cents. 

Scalability of Ekmelic Intervals 

The comparison of the intervallic distance between the degrees of the lower version of this song (A) 
with the values of the degrees in the higher version of the same song, in (B), illustrates the scalable 
nature of ekmelic intervals, discussed in Part-3. Transposing a song to a higher register causes the 
exponential scaling of intervallic distances between the tones of the melody.  
In (B), the upper degree averages at 285 Hz (C#4+48), the middle degree - at 259 Hz (C4-17), and the 
lower degree – at 219 Hz (A3-8). Their ranges of fluctuation are respectively: 277-288 Hz (67 cents), 
250-269 Hz (127 cents) and 213-228 Hz (118 cents). The ƒ-com between the mean frequency values of 
the upper and middle degrees is 166 cents. The ƒ-opp between the mean frequency values of the upper 
and lower degrees is 456 cents. And the ƒ-com between the mean frequency values of the lower and 
middle degrees is 290 cents. We can see that all 3 ekmelic functional intervals are scaled down during 
a transposition by about a 3rd up the register: 13% for III-II, 18% for III-I and 21% for II-I.  
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Interestingly, increase in pitch became supported by a considerable increase in duration, so that the 
higher version of the same song turned out to be, overall, 31% longer.  

Nevertheless, the mode of (B) remains essentially the same as (A). The average durations of each of its 
registral degrees stand at: 405 ms for the upper degree, 179 ms for the lower degree, and 337 ms for 
the middle degree. As we see, in this higher version of a song, the upper anchor receives even greater 
prominence than its opposing degree in low register.  

Presumably, slower speed caused the performer to lean heavier on the anchor that the performer took 
for the principal leaning point at the upper degree. Modal salience of such leaning tones is indicated in 
the graphic representation by underlining the respective pitch number. This salience is determined by 
the initiation function in conjunction with the longest duration in an entire melodic formula.  

All in all, in this song, the cadential tones are so short in contrast to initiation tones, that their 
evaluation with regard to whether the phrasal endings are female or male is hardly possible. In the 
overwhelming legato articulation, such phrasal endings make more of an impression of anacrusis 
(metric arsis in anticipation of thesis of the initiation tone). 

Other changes in (B) in comparison to (A) includes conjoining both formulas to produce even 
smoother legato. As a result of it, the termination of the first formula receives a small functional 
change: an ƒ-com in (B) replaces an ƒ-anc of (A). Reaching the upper degree through the middle 
degree complies with the relative weight rule and proximity of tones rule. Skipping to the upper degree 
directly from the lower degree over the short time value would have violated these rules.  

Motivic analysis and inference of TO 

Now we can formulate the procedure of motivic analysis that is designed to give the ultimate answer to 
the questions of how many degrees are involved in the melody, what are their functions, and what is 
the distribution of stress between them.  

Underneath the melodic graph, the square brackets reflect the boundaries of the basic structural units. 
There are three, established by syllabification, dynamic contour and melodic patterns of changes in 
directionality, distribution of duration and ekmelic functionality: 

Melodic intonation – is a succession of two pitched tones that comprises a pitch change. As 
simple as it sounds, recognition of an intonation can present a challenge in a melody that 
engages staccato articulation, or contains deliberate or inadvertent breaks in melodic line due to 
a performer taking a breath within a word. In such cases, it is the cross-examination of the 
intonation in question in the melodic context that confirms or denies its status. Melodic 
intonations are used systemically, and retain their melodic functionality in most incidents of 
their use within the same music work. 

Melodic motif – is a succession of two or more intonations, marked at its initiation and 
termination points by either a pause, longer duration value, a repetition of the same pattern of 
pitches, or presence of a contrasting pattern. A single intonation can constitute a motif in case it 
is distinctly marked by a caesura - longer duration values and/or more salient leap than the 
longer motifs. Motifs are more specific in their functionality than intonations (e.g., initiating, 
climactic, cadential, developmental, contrasting, repetitive), committed to exercising a certain 
effect on melodic motion. Motifs can be varied by slight modification of constituent intonations 
through changing the duration value or the exact size of a leap or step. They also can be 
extended by adding a tone at the end of a motif, thereby changing its gender from female to 
male, or at the beginning of a motif by equipping it with anacrusis. Motif can be contracted by 
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taking away its anacrusis or cutting off the end – which usually occurs in developmental 
fragmentation, where the melodic motion intensifies in order to reach a climax.   

Melodic phrase – is a succession of two or more motifs that form a compound structure to 
express one dominant idea (character of an object or an action, or an emotional condition). The 
melodic phrase can be recognized by the unity of expression of a single idea and a sense of 
completion of that expression at the end point of one of the motifs. The sense of completion 
usually comes from a pause – a long duration value placed on the last or second-to-last tone 
(more rarely, third-to-last), the integrity of melodic and dynamic contours, and emphatic 
distinction placed either on making the phrasal end appear very stable (as in statement) or 
unstable (as in question). In very animated melodic motion, phrases can “run in” to produce a 
rushing impression, in which case, phrasal boundaries can be recognized by identification of 
the reproduction of the motivic compounds – like motifs that can be identified by the 
continuous reuse of the same configuration of intonations. Phrases can also be extended and 
contracted through extending or contracting the constituent motifs.  

We shall employ letters to mark motifs and phrases. These letters will help identify the patterns in the 
distribution of melodic intonations according to their similarity and contrast: 

o Repetition of the same melodic pattern is reflected by repetition of the letter (“aa”).  
o Variation of a melodic pattern is reflected by adding a suffix (“aa1”). 
o The start of contrasting material is reflected by a new letter (“ab”). 
o The return to previous material is reflected by reuse of the previous letter (“ba”). 

This notation helps us to establish the makeup of melodic material, which becomes especially valuable 
in the absence or scarcity of actual silence breaks. The moment of switching from one letter to another, 
or to its repetition, as a rule, marks the end of a previous melodic intonation. This is what we already 
observed in the general articulation analysis earlier, between pitches 15 and 16 in (A). 

The lowercase letters indicate the melodic material of motifs: e.g., letter “a” marks a specific 
configuration of intonations utilized to execute a particular melodic function. Every subsequent reuse 
of this configuration will receive the nomenclature of “a,” if it is exact repetition of the original 
configuration, or “a1,” if some modification is present. Every entrance of new configuration of 
intonations will receive the name of “b,” “c,” etc.. The exact position of the end point of a square 
bracket that starts with every new letter and ends before the following letter is defined according to the 
following factors: 

o A break of silence; 
o A longer sound at the end of a pattern, or one tone (sometimes two) before the end; 
o An immediate repetition of the same pattern; 
o A recapitulation (reuse) of some previous pattern earlier on; 
o End of the phrase in lyrics. 
o Abrupt change of the register and/or timbral quality. 

Once the motivic structure is established, its melodic material can be reflected in the phrasal structure. 
The uppercase letters will indicate the motivic makeup of each phrase. If the first phrase is made of 
motifs “a” and “b”, it receives the title “A”. If the second phrase is made of new motifs “c” and “d”, it 
receives the title “B”. If only one of the motifs is new, e.g., “c” combined with “b” that was used in a 
previous phrase, the phrase still qualifies as “B”, since the head of the second phrase differs from the 
head of the first phrase in addition to the presence of new motif. If a new motif is combined with “a” 
such that the head of the second phrase is the same as the first phrase, and only the end of the phrase is 
different, then the second phrase qualifies as “A1”. 
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The uppercase letters receive their own brackets placed under the motivic brackets to reflect the 
grouping of the motifs inside of a phrase. For each phrasal bracket, the initial and cadential tones 
should be noted and examined in the context of the musical whole. Apart from them being important 
for estimation of modal degrees, their association with particular intonations and motifs might help to 
identify unclear intonations and motifs throughout a musical work.  

Based on established melodic intonations, categorize the defined pitches into degrees of a mode: 
o Use proportionally scaled horizontal grid lines to identify which of the pitches of the 

melody maintain closely proximal registral position. 
o Cross-examine the melodic motifs, intonational functions, distribution of the shortest and 

longest duration values, placement of cadences and initiations – to establish which pitches 
constitute the “same” degree within a mode. 

o Start with those pitches that present the clearest case to comprise a single modal class. 
Establish the extent of pitch variance within that class. This should give an approximate 
idea of what deviation range is normative for definition of degrees and which approximate 
increments are likely to separate the degrees. 

o After defining the most obvious degrees, isolate the degrees under question. Examine their 
membership in intonations. Take into consideration the successive order of intonation and 
melodic direction in every instance of occurrence. The pitch that consistently connects to a 
higher pitch in similar motifs is likely to be sharpened, and therefore present a wider range 
of variance than a pitch that functions as an anchor point due to its greater duration, 
loudness, and prominence in placement within a melodic pattern. Similarly, the pitch that 
consistently connects to a lower pitch is likely to be flattened. 

o Take note of which pitches comprise a well-defined degree, and which pitches – vaguely-
defined degrees. It is common to have one or two vaguely defined degrees between well-
defined degrees throughout the entire frequency range of a music work. This is the modal 
equivalent of what Roman Jakobson was talking about, when he suggested that 
musicology should take advantage of phonology's achievements – finding application for 
the phonological rule that “the difference between two correlated values always emerges 
as the opposition between a marked and an unmarked value” (Jakobson 1987, 467). 
Neighboring degrees are often correlated in this way.  

o Also, the degrees are usually distributed more or less evenly across the frequency range 
utilized in a music work – the notable exception is the lowest degree, which can be 
separated from the 2nd degree by a gap up to about 500 cents. So, if you see gaps larger 
than an average increment plus/minus 50% (i.e. 200, 300 and 600 cents between 4 degrees, 
in the ascending order), then the chances are that the larger span in fact contains 2 (or 
more) degrees. In which case, a more thorough examination of intonations and patterns is 
needed, preferably, on a larger sample.   

o Examine all instances of a degree under question in regard to registral overlapping and 
decide whether the overlapped frequency values can be interpreted as two discrete degrees 
that retain their functionality throughout the melody, or if the overlapping is accidental and 
should be regarded as temporary alterations of a single degree. 

Place an Arabic numeral in bold font with a degree symbol (e.g., 1° for the first degree and 2° for the 
second degree) next to each frequency change in the melody to indicate a modal degree in an ambitus 
of a musical work, from bottom to top. Write out the total number of the degrees found in the entire 
melody, arrange them in a manner of a scale, and mark their frequency ranges. Note that this 
enumeration should not reflect octave equivalence unless its presence is self-evident from the musical 
context (e.g., the music is known to be composed in tempered tuning of Western tonality). Otherwise, 
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all degrees should be numbered consecutively even if there are 20 or 30 of them. This is important, 
because certain degrees in a mode might be non-octave equivalent, some alterations might be specific 
to certain registers, characteristic modal intonations might be register specific, causing different 
expressive tuning of the same octave equivalent degree in different registers. All such traits can be of 
significance for TO.  
Another point to remember is that “number one” here does not necessarily reflect the most stable 
degree. The association of I degree with “tonic” is characteristic only to tonality. Modality as a general 
method of TO16 is characterized by weak tonicity, and ongoing gravitational shifts between different 
tetrachords and trichords. Therefore, the numbering scheme where the I degree indicates the greatest 
stability in a mode should be applied after defining all the degrees in the ambitus, which requires two 
systems of denomination for the degrees: one registral (1°, 2°, etc.), and another gravitational (I, II, 
etc.). The conversion from registral nomination to gravitational is quite straightforward for those 
modes and keys whose ambitus does not extend an octave: for instance, the mode of the tune of “Hush, 
Little Baby” would have to be converted from 1°, 2°, 3°, 4°, 5° to V-I-II-III-IV, respectively.   

However, had we had a melody that consisted of 20 pitches spread over the ambitus of a few octaves, 
we would have to resolve the degrees in their chroma relations (over an octave) – as whether they 
represent the same modal pitch class or different pitch classes. If the mean frequency values of any two 
degrees constitute a number close to double (e.g., 440 Hz and 880 Hz), then these two degrees should 
be regarded as a single pitch class, and their duration value, as well as the number of occurrences per 
musical work should be summed up (e.g., 1°, 8° and 15° all become I). Therefore, octave equivalence 
can significantly skew the numbers to strengthen “tonicity” of a particular degree.  
Degrees that do not form clear multiples in their mean frequency values have to be examined more 
thoroughly.   
In a longer piece of music, or in melodies with ambiguous TO, the graphic representation of music 
might not be sufficient to grasp all the details in TO. In that case, create a table or a spreadsheet that 
would list the modal degrees in rows, and display the following important parameters of TO in the 
columns (see Table 2 below):   

1. The degree number (Degree), as established in examination of the melodic graph, numerated 
from the bottom register up for the entire ambitus of the melody; 

2. The sequential number of every occurrence of that degree (Tone #) within the analyzed 
melody, in order of the succession of all the tones starting from the opening of the melody; 

3. The occurrence number (Occur. #) for the instance of appearance of that degree within the 
musical piece. At the bottom row, the total number of occurrences per analyzed piece is 
established. The more frequently a degree is used, the more likely it performs the stable 
function within a mode. The intersection of this column with the row “Share” displays the 
percentage of the occurrences of that degree in relation to the total number of tones in the 
melody. This number is useful for comparison of a specific degree across different modes; 

4. Frequency value (F0) in Hz for each of the occurrences of a given degree. After all the 
frequency values are listed, place in the row “Mean” the mean frequency value for that degree. 
Below that cell, calculate the standard deviation from the mean value. It will show how 
consistent that degree stays in its tuning throughout the music. Smaller standard deviation 
characterizes more stable degrees; 

 
16 For the distinction between modality and tonality, see the chapters: “Investigation of Melodic Harmony: 
Mode and Intonation” and “Modality vs. Tonality” (Aleksey Nikolsky 2016). 
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5. Duration value (Dur.) in ms of each of the occurrences of a given degree. After all the 
duration values are listed, place in the row “Total” the total duration of all occurrences. 
Underneath that cell, mark the mean duration for a single occurrence of that degree, and still 
below - the standard deviation from that mean value. The longer mean duration value indicates 
stability of a degree in a mode, whereas smaller standard deviation with short mean duration 
value indicates instability of a degree and its complementary function to other degrees. The row 
“Share” displays the share of the duration value of that specific degree in the total duration of 
all tones in the analyzed melody. This is useful for comparison of specific degrees across 
different modes; 

6. The articulation rating (AR), in points from 0 to 6, reflects the stress imposed by 
syllabification and breathing cycle in vocal music (in instrumental music it could be simplified 
to a 3-point rating of legato/non-legato connections plus breathing between succeeding 
pitches). The higher the rating of a tone - the more certain it is that its frequency value carries 
modal significance. The row “Total” displays the sum of all points earned by all occurrences of 
a given degree. Under this cell, the row “Mean” shows the average articulation value per 
instance of that degree. This comes in handy when comparing those degrees that do not have 
high articulation rating totals. “Standard deviation” in articulation rating might help to identify 
cases of chromatic alteration, since greater deviation displays greater contrast between stable 
(e.g., anchor) and unstable (e.g., neighboring or passing tones) usages of the same degree. 
“Share” of the AR reflects the percentage of the articulation grading of that particular degree in 
relation to the Grand Total of the articulation rating of all the degrees for the entire mode; 

7. Phrasal functionality of a degree (Phr. ƒ°) for each particular instance of a degree. Put “i” in 
case a tone initiates a phrase or “c” in case it is cadential (otherwise leave the cell blank). 
Available functions depend on the modal inclination. For major/minor tonality, it is “c.” For 
ekmelic intonations it could be “I”, “c”, and “p” (peak). A degree can specialize in a particular 
phrasal function, have equal representation of functions, or be non-functional (neutral). The 
row “Total” in relation to the column “Phrasal” indicates the total number of phrasal functions 
for that degree. The intersection of this column with the row “Share” shows which function 
prevails and what its share is in the total number of occurrences of that degree, expressed as a 
percentage. This value is useful in understanding the overall contribution of a specific degree to 
the musical mode. Note that two functions can be tied in their prevalence. 

8. Closure marking (Clos.) - put a cross in the cell in case if the corresponding occurrence of a 
degree constitutes change in direction of the melodic motion within a musical phrase (tones that 
are separated by a gap are not counted). Closures are valuable in providing clues to the 
reliability of a frequency value in cases of chromatic alterations or ekmelic drift of a stretchable 
ekmelic interval – the point of reversal in direction perceptually marks the pitch so that it 
acquires a discrete value. The intersection of the row “Share” with the column “Closure” shows 
the percentage of closures in relation to the total number of all occurrences of that given 
degree. The smaller percentage of closures is indicative of prevailing passing function of a 
degree – to provide connectivity between two more stable neighboring degrees; 

9. Intonational functionality of a degree (Int. ƒ°) – ƒ-anc, ƒ-com, ƒ-opp or ƒ-ext. Note, this 
parameter is defined by a function of the intonation that leads to the occurrence of that given 
degree, charging it with corresponding function in a melodic line. This cell should stay blank 
for the tone that is preceded by a pause. This parameter can help in identifying the ekmelic 
music system in case each degree turns out to consistently keep a single function throughout 
the music. This parameter also can confirm if a music system indeed is governed by tonality, in 
which case different ekmelic functions would consistently fall on the same degree. In the 
intersection of this column with the row “Total,” place the total number of different ekmelic 
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functions housed at the respective degree. Under this cell, in the row “Mean,” indicate the 
prevalent function of that degree, as indicated by the highest number of a particular intonational 
function (note that there could be a tie between two functions); 

10. The maximal durational value for each of the intonational functions terminated by that 
degree (Max. Int.). This parameter summarizes the previous column. Add up all the duration 
values (Dur.) for each of the ekmelic functions listed in the previous column (Int. ƒ°). Name the 
ekmelic function that receives the longest maximal duration in the intersection with the row 
“Total.” This parameter especially helps in the analysis of the ekmelic and khasmatonal music, 
where a particular degree often receives a dedicated function that is retained throughout the 
entire melody. The intersection of this column with the row “Share” will show the share of the 
longest maximal duration of a particular intonational function in relation to the total duration of 
all appearances of the given degree, expressed as percentage. This figure will allow one to 
compare those degrees in the same mode, which share the same functionality (e.g., ƒ-com) 
helping to establish which of these degrees dominates in exhibiting that function. This value is 
important in cases when a few instances of a particular function receive very long durations, 
thereby establishing its functional dominance. This could be in particular instrumental in 
situations where two (or more) functions have a tie (or are close to a tie);    

11. Frequency difference from the mean frequency value of a degree (F.Dif.) in cents. This 
parameter is inferred by calculating how much a particular occurrence of a degree is higher or 
lower in its frequency in relation to the mean frequency value of that degree. F.Dif. value for 
each of the occurrences of a degree allows one to identify which particular instance of a degree 
presents an abnormal spike in ascending or descending deviation, and relate it to a particular 
spot in the melodic line to see if the spike is justified by a specific melodic function (e.g., a 
climax point of a musical phrase). This column also enables seeing which values are normative 
for frequency variance of a particular degree, and by how much do they deviate from the 
typical threshold of frequency resolution. 

12. Standard deviation in variation of frequency for a degree (SDV cell in the F.Dif. column) in 
cents. Since the standard frequency deviation expressed in Hertz does not allow to compare the 
intervallic ranges across different registers for different degrees (difference in Hertz is not 
linear – 10 Hz difference in low register produces a wider interval than 10 Hz in high register), 
we need a conversion into cents. SDV is calculated as the sum of the intervallic value of the 
positive and negative standard deviations (S.Dev., in the F0 column) from the mean frequency 
value (Mean, in the F0 column) of a given degree.   

13. Absolute registral range of variation for a degree (ARV cell in the F.Dif. column) in cents is 
inferred from F.Dif. as the difference between the absolute maximal positive and maximal 
negative frequency values for the frequency variation of a particular degree, found by 
comparing all the values in the F.Dif. column. The distinction between ARV and SDV is useful 
to distinguish between incidental and normative fluctuations in frequency values. ARV value 
displays the exact registral zone reserved in the entire ambitus for a particular degree, including 
all of its fluctuations in tuning. This is important for comparing degrees in relation to the extent 
of their registral separation in a mode, and is especially useful in deciding which occurrence of 
a degree constitutes its alteration – and in controversial cases can help deciding which of the 
neighboring degrees is altered. SDV value shows the intervallic value that is normative for a 
particular degree, which also helps to identify chromatic alterations, but is most instrumental in 
finding out which degree is more stable. The intersection of the column “F.Diff.” with the row 
“Share” indicates the ratio of the ARV value in relation to the grand total of the melody’s 
ambitus, expressed in percentage. The higher the number, the more unstable the degree. 
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14. Direction of melodic motion after each occurrence of a given degree (Dir.). This parameter 
is useful to relate to the previous column (F.Dif.). If the positive number in F.Dif. is combined 
with the ascending direction of the succeeding melodic motion, the deviation in tuning is likely 
to be caused by expressive tuning – the attempt to bring that degree closer to the destination 
tone. This is especially helpful in identifying chromatic alterations, where the destination tone 
is a step above the departure tone. Similarly, the combination of negative number in F.Dif. and 
the descending direction of the succeeding melodic motion is suggestive of flattening a pitch in 
order to attain to the destination tone that is a step lower. Leave this cell blank for those tones 
that terminate a phrase and therefore are followed by a pause. The number of blank cells is also 
important. It provides an easy way to estimate the capacity of a degree to provide resolution to 
the melodic motion. Ascending motion is indicated by the “arrow up,” whereas the descending 
motion – by “arrow down.” The repetition of the same degree is indicated by the “right” arrow. 
The intersection of this column with the row “Mean” shows which melodic direction that given 
degree tends to trigger. 

At the very bottom of Table 2, the row “Grand” summarizes the most important characteristics of the 
entire mode. Its intersection with the column “Occur.#” displays the number of all the tones in the 
melody. Its intersection with the column “F0” displays the intervallic size of the entire ambitus – from 
the lowest F0 registered for the lowest degree to the highest F0 of the highest degree – expressed in 
cents. The intersection with the column “Dur.” displays the grand total duration of all the tones in the 
melody, in msec. The intersection with the column “AR” displays the total articulation grading points 
for the entire melody. The intersection with the column “Clos.” displays the total number of closures 
(intonational changes in direction) for the entire melody.  

Table 2. The tonal summary of all the pitches in a melody of the high version of “Sae 
Dyige-dyige” from Figure 2A. 

Degree Tone # Occur. # F0 (Hz) Dur. (ms) AR (0-6) Phr. ƒ° Clos. Int. ƒ° Max. Int. F.Dif. (c) Dir. 
i° k         i ilm nok n   opp  +ii  
 q r ils iks n   com  -on è 
 is n ill rss r c  anc  +ri  
 ik o ilm nit r  x opp llm ms +ii é 
 iq m iln itt n   com nmt ms -ii è 
 rs l ilk ilm r c  anc nlm ms +ni  

Total:  l  intt im rc i n opp ARV: 74  
Mean:   ilo.n rni r.m   opp/com/anc   è 
S.Dev.   r.n kn s.m     SDV: 48  
Share:  ns%  ni% rl% c: nn% ik%  ot% ik%  

r° r i rsq ikm n  x com  +lt é 
 o r rio iim r  x com  +ist é 
 t n iqo rrs n     -li ê 
 ir o iqm iol n  x com  -mr é 
 it m iqk rom r  x com lti ms -nm ê 

Total:  m  qsi in  o i com ARV: 169  
Mean:   rsi.t its r.l   com   é 
S.Dev.   t.i ok s.ot     SDV: 139  
Share:  rm%  rs% rn% s ts%  kl% rk%  

n° i i rrt ooi l i    +ni ê 
 n r rrn ino r  x com  -t ê 
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Degree Tone # Occur. # F0 (Hz) Dur. (ms) AR (0-6) Phr. ƒ° Clos. Int. ƒ° Max. Int. F.Dif. (c) Dir. 
 m n rni inm r   com  +mn  
 l o rrs rrs o     -ni ê 
 ii m rrs mrl l i    -ni ê 
 in l rrm ioo r   anc  +t è 
 io k rit iik r   anc  -ok è 
 im t rrk iiq r   anc lks ms +rn è 
 il q rrn nms n   com liq ms -t ê 

Total:  q  ritl rq ri i r ƒ-anc ARV: 100  
Mean:   rrn.q ror n.r   anc/com   ê 
S.Dev.   o iot i.li     SDV: 62  
Share:  om%  oq% mi% i: rr% ii%  ni% il%  
Grand:  rs lnl c ookm ms mk rc/ri l     

Such summary list identifies the principal features of TO. We can see which degree is used more 
frequently, has higher articulation rating, features the longest time values, and specializes in cadential 
or initialization functions. This information allows to see the distribution of gravity in this mode, 
identify its “stable” degrees and define the functionality of each of degrees.  
In the example of “Sae Dyige,” the degrees are well marked and clearly separated from each other, 
testifying that its mode belongs to the definite pitch typology with its well defined 1° and 3° that do not 
show any sign of shifting apart from each other as the melody progresses. However, the scaling of 
intervals between the transposed and the original versions does indicate the ekmelic typology. 
Therefore, the mode should be viewed as transitional from ekmelic to emmelic oligotonal TO.  

There is no any overlapping in the registral positions for any of the instances of each of the degrees. 
Moreover, degrees are separated by relatively wide registral gaps. This is evident if we sum the 
“Share” values for each of the “ARV” values (16% + 27% + 17% = 60%). Then we see that the inter-
registral gaps constitute 40% of the entire ambitus. Obviously, the singer has a very good idea as what 
is the right registral position for each of the modal degrees.  
The gap between the 1° and 2° is 259 cents. This is much wider than the tuning range for the 2° (which 
is the widest of all 3 degrees at 169 c). And the gap between the 2° and 3° is only 32 cents. This 
discrepancy suggests that for this mode the comfortable melodic motion between the upper degrees is 
more important than that between the 1° and 2°. Greater distance and stronger stress (durational and 
articulatory) placed on the 2° in progression 2°-1° suggests not complimentary but opposing melodic 
functionality.  
The middle degree features the greatest fluctuations in tuning in the entire sample (up to +108 c for 
tone No. 4). This is the only degree whose SDV exceeds a semitone. Most of its fluctuations are 
accommodating to other degrees: No. 2 is trying to get closer to the upper degree at No.3, so is No. 4 
in relation to No. 5, whereas No.8 is trying to get closer to the lower degree at No. 9, so as No. 18 in 
relation to No.19. Four out of 5 occurrences of the middle degree (80%) shift in their tuning closer 
towards the succeeding degree. Such tendency is typical for an unstable “tendency tone” (Huron 2006, 
161) bound to resolve into a more stable tone.  

To compare, the upper degree has only 2 out of its 9 occurrences (22%) that feature a shift for a 
comparable value (-31 c of tones Nos. 6 and 11). Its other shifts (-8 c) are too insignificant to count. 
The lower degree in our example has 2 out of 6 instances (33%) of shifting in tuning towards the 
higher degree (21 c for No. 10, and 31 c for No. 20) – in both cases towards the upper rather than the 
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middle degree. This indicates greater stability of upper degree, followed by lower degree, while middle 
degree being unstable and complementary to the other two. 

The distribution of intonational functions confirms this conclusion. The marginal degrees oppose each 
other (prevalent ƒ-opp of the lower degree), while affirming themselves with the help of anchoring (ƒ-
anc) that is more pronounced for the upper degree. The middle degree contrasts both marginal degrees 
by featuring only complementary intonations (ƒ-com) to both marginal degrees.  

In fact, this complementary specialization of the middle degree is the strongest comparing to the 
specialization of other degrees. For comparison, 76% of all occurrences of the middle degree bear 
complementary function – against just 48% of the opposite function that is prevalent for the lower 
degree, and 31% of the anchoring function for the upper degree.  

The upper degree features the highest frequency of occurrence, the highest articulation rating, two 
longest duration values and the highest mean durational value. Although it is less concise in its tuning 
than the lower degree, this is not by much, and still significantly more concise than the middle degree. 
The articulation rating of the upper degree is not only higher, but also features higher standard 
deviation than two other degrees (1.61 versus 0.48 and 0.5). Evidently, the upper degree features much 
greater diversity in syllabification, containing contrast between phrasal, lexic and syllabic articulation. 
Such contrast is likely to attract more attention to the upper degree than to the lower degree. 
The greatest evidence of instability of the middle degree in the table can be seen from complete 
absence of termination of melodic motion on this degree. Yet another confirmation of its supporting 
role is its smallest value of the standard deviation in its duration as compared to the other degrees. 
What is tells us is that swift passing to the other degrees is the only role the middle degree plays, 
whereas other degrees at times house long tones (to anchor melodic motion) and at other times – brief 
ones (to complement other degrees).  
The middle degree not only features the longest total duration of ƒ-com in comparison with the other 
degrees, this ƒ-com is the only function the middle degree carries – in contrast to the upper degree that 
carries 2 functions and the lower degree that carries 3 functions. This demonstrates that the middle 
degree specializes in supporting other degrees, whereas the lower degree specializes in melodic 
diversity, thereby contrasting and perceptually challenging the upper degree that has the prevalence of 
ƒ-anc function in manifestation of its stability.  
In this light, the 4 times greater number of melodic closures in the middle degree (as compared to two 
other degrees) reflects the fact that this degree is used to “bounce off” the melodic motion rather than 
to “rest on.” The distribution of closures for the middle degree (80%) by far exceeds that of the lower 
(17%) and higher (11%) degrees, testifying that “bouncing” the melodic motion off the lower degree is 
more important for this mode – supposedly because of the lower degree’s smaller “leaning capacity” in 
comparison to the gravity of the upper degree.  
All of these factors combined, along with clear dominance of anchoring function, testifies toward 
“tonicity” of the 3°.   
The most stressed tone is likely to execute the “tonic” function, while the second most stressed tone – 
the function of “dominant,” establishing the axis of the “opposing” relation across the register. Thus, 
the relation between the “tonic” I degree of a tonal key and its “dominant” V degree of the Western 
classical harmony subscribes to the model of assigning the ƒ-opp functionality to the V degree in 
relation to the I degree. In essence, this is the same as what we observe in the “Sae Dyige” mode in 
relation to its 1° (“dominant” degree that can be qualified as III) to the 3° (“tonic” degree that can be 
qualified as I).     
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Six rules of distribution of tonal gravity  

At this point we can formulate 6 more rules that have to do with the distribution of tonal gravity 
between degrees in a mode – in addition to 10 articulation and 6 voicing rules presented earlier. 

17. Frequency of degree repetition rule – the frequency values that are used more often tend to be 
more stable than the less frequently used ones (Krumhansl 1990, 67). Although this rule has 
been formulated in relation to Western tonality, there is evidence that it applies to modality, 
including non-Western modes, as well (Bharucha 2002). The most frequently used pitch value 
is likely to be remembered the best and used as a reference point for other pitches. The less 
frequently used pitch value is likely to be forgotten during listening to the same piece of music 
(Krumhansl 1979). 

18. Longer duration value rule – the tones that feature longer duration values are perceived as 
more stable, provided their frequency values correspond to the hierarchic organization of a 
tonal key (Smith & Schmuckler 2004). The evidence for validity of this rule to the folk music 
was demonstrated by Aarden (Aarden 2003). At the absence of tonal hierarchy, longer duration 
rule still retains its formative power on marking stability through the cross-modal association of 
“stopping” on a particular pitch with the state of relative balance as opposed to association of 
melodic motion with the state of dynamic imbalance.   

Of these two factors, the longer duration value seems to be more important: fewer occurrences of a 
degree, yet much longer duration of each of its occurrences is likely to provide greater stability than 
more occurrences with short duration - provided the rest of the factors are all equal.  

19. Duration over repetition primacy - if the degree(s) that have the longest duration are not the 
same as the degree(s) that occur most frequently, then the importance of duration counts greater 
than frequency of occurrence.  

This rule remains to be experimentally proven. However already there is substantial support to assume 
its universality at least for emmelic TO. In earlier chapters we have reviewed the arguments for the 
biological ground of the association between physical motion and melodic motion. Stopping melodic 
motion on a particular pitch necessarily assigns the stability value to that pitch. When melodic halts 
occur at a particular pitch level most of the time, that pitch level necessarily obtains the property of 
stability.  
It comes at no surprise that the music theory of Western classical music holds that the number of 
passing tones does not affect tonicity of a piece of music as long as the passing tones are shorter than 
the beat, whereas leaning tones are longer than the beat – the longer the leaning, the more stable the 
degree. This correspondence is most obvious in metrically regular music, but is not limited to it. 
Consider two examples below (Fig.4): 
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Figure 4. Pentachordal melody with the stable “C” that has the longest duration of all the 
degrees despite having fewer occurrences than “E,” “D” and “B”. (A) Regular metric 
pulse. (B) Irregular metric pulse. The audio recording of this example can be heard here: 
http://chirb.it/83rhtK   

The “halt effect” of longer duration is likely to be further amplified by listener’s recognition of the 
familiar relevant intonations that establish the “tonic” in a mode of a similar intervallic structure to the 
auditioned one (e.g., III-I, II-I, VII-I in heptatonic major key). Retrieval of the reference “tonic” from 
memory and projecting it on the auditioned melody can substitute actual hearing of that “tonic”. We 
know that once the anchor tones are internalized, it is no longer necessary for music to follow the usual 
statistical regularities to be perceived as gravitating toward an anchor point (Bigand et al. 2003). 

20. Tuning permanence rule – those tones whose frequency value varies the least throughout the 
piece of music are likely to constitute stable degrees in a mode, whereas those tones that 
demonstrate the highest variability in their tuning are likely to constitute supplementary 
unstable degrees. The threshold of deviation from the normative frequency value for this rule 
should be about 20 c for habitual music users.  

Nikolai Garbuzov demonstrated experimentally that listeners have difficulty identifying a pitch that is 
tuned to a frequency value that is 6-21 cent away from the normative tuning for a degree of a tonal 
key, hearing it as the “same” pitch (Garbuzov 1980, 205). Parncutt and Cohen (Parncutt & Cohen 
1995) established quite close value of 10-20 cent threshold for pitch discretization. This leads to 
believe that only the absence of fluctuations greater than 20 cents should be considered as a proof of 
relative stability of a degree in a mode. The best test for tuning permanence is the situation when a 
pitch is hit via the melodic leap over some other degree, yet retains the same pitch value as when it is 
hit in stepwise motion. 

21. Stability pairing rule – stable degree is likely to form the “tendency tone” relation (Huron 
2006, 160) to the proximal unstable degree, so that modal degrees are usually paired through 
their tonal contrast. Listeners judge tones that are closer in pitch as more similar (Krumhansl 
1979). And each stable degree comes to have a neighboring unstable degree that is expected to 
proceed to that stable degree (Bharucha 1996). It is extremely unlikely for two stable degrees to 
be positioned next to each other. It is possible for two unstable degrees to be positioned next to 
each other (e.g., VI-VII degrees in heptatonic modes). 

The importance of this rule is that permanence in tuning of the degrees in a mode will show which 
degrees vary the least in their frequency values, and which degrees vary the most. This will tell which 
degrees execute complementary melodic function most often. Such degrees will expose the greatest 
standard deviation in tuning. It is to be expected that these degrees should be proximal to stable 
degrees, even if these stable degrees do not display very low standard deviation. The gravitational 
power of the standard deviation rule is less than that of the frequency of degree repetition and of longer 
duration value. 

22. Transposability rule – if functional relation between two particular degrees in a mode can be 
transposed to some other degrees in the same mode, this mode has to possess diatonic 
organization. Ekmelic functions are not transposable at all – except ƒ-anc that can be used on 
any of the ekmelic degrees. Otherwise, one intonational function is bound to one degree.  

Emmelic oligotonal and mesotonal functions afford transposition of ƒ-com function from “tonic”-like 
degree to “dominant”-like degree. Only diatonic degrees support transposition of auxiliary or 
complementary functionality between all the degrees (e.g., I-II, III-IV, V-VI; or I-III, II-IV etc.), 
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enabling such transposition of a melody that does not involve re-scaling of all intervallic values [as 
what we found between versions (A) and (B) of “Sae Dyige”].  

The importance of this rule is that tonicity strength in a mode stands in reverse proportion to 
transposability of intonational functions. In modes with weak tonic, intonational functions are strongly 
fixed per degree. In modes with strong tonic, intonational functions become loose and can be 
transferred from one degree to another. As a result, modes with indefinite intervallic typology 
(premelic,17 ekmelic and khasmatonal) cannot be transposed without re-scaling of all the intervallic 
distances between the modal degrees.  

Modes with mixed intervallic typology (emmelic oligotonal) can be transposed “by interval” from one 
register to another across the ambitus, while retaining the intervallic values. Modes with definite 
intervallic typology (mesotonal, pentatonic and heptatonic) can be transposed “by interval” as well as 
“by degree.”18 

The matrix technique of identifying characteristic modal intonations 

Now we can proceed to the next and last level of inquiry into modal detail and examine the modal 
intonations that play characteristic role in shaping musical mode. Instrumental in this respect is the 
matrix technique invented by Vladimir Goshovsky for the purpose of identification of the 
morphological variations in geographic distributions of a particular folk tune (Goshovsky, 1964a; 
Goshovsky, 1964b). An example of such analysis can be found in his book “At the origins of Slavic 
folk music” in relation to the Ukrainian ballade “Plive Katchur po Dunayu” (Goshovsky 1971, 255–
59). Goshovsky combined the matrix interface and what he called “kinematic graphs” to identify the 
systemic relations between specific degrees within a mode (according to him, the quality aspect), and 
estimate their relative importance (the quantity aspect). 
Goshovsky’s technique was further advanced by Mikhael Roitershtein, who adopted it for the 
musicological analysis in historic musicology to establish the historic changes in implementation of 
tonality in Mozart’s and Bach’s melodic styles (Roitershtein 1973). This technique allowed him to 
establish the tendency of increasing triadicity in melodies of Classicism as opposed to Baroque, 
combined with growing preference for ascending intonations. Thus, he found about 50% increase of 
melodic motion by 3rd and triple reduction of descending intonations in Mozart’s melodies (6:1 ratio of 
descending to ascending intonations for Bach versus 2:1 ratio for Mozart).  

Such observations were interpreted by Roitershtein as demonstration that the very same framework of 
Western tonality could feature different schemes of modal organization. The same hierarchic relations 
between the tones of a major key could be realized differently, if in one case the characteristic modal 
intonations were all predominantly descending stepwise (Bach), and in another case – receiving a 
substantial share of ascending arpeggio intonations (Mozart).  
This important conclusion supports another line of evidence coming from history of tuning. In the 
beginning of the 19th century string players had an option of choosing between two different tuning 

 
17 The term “premelic” here refers to such musical mode that integrates sounds by means of their tonal similarity 
in timbre, register, loudness and articulation – without reliance on the frequency aspect of organization. Such 
mode is hypothesized to precede “melodic” organization in strict sense of the term “melody” as progression of 
harmonically arranged changes in frequency. The earliest forms of musical vocalizations by infants and certain 
forms of timbre-based indigenous traditional music can be qualified as “premelic” TO.  
18 See Appendix 6: “Comparison of the principal features in types of tonal organization” for more details on 
transposition (Aleksey Nikolsky 2016). 
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standards: Gamme europeenne and Gamme grecque (Barbieri & Mangsen 1991). Gamme europeenne 
featured symmetric design of two tetrachords, C-D-E>-F and G-A-B>-C (where E and B were slightly 
flattened); whereas Gamme grecque had asymmetric tuning in both tetrachords: C-D-E>-F and G-A-B-
C. Therefore, Gamme europeenne emphasized autonomy of two tetrachords, marking out their stable 
tones: C and G (I and V degree of C Major), each of which supported its own network of unstable 
tones. Gamme grecque, on the other hand, subordinated the upper tetrachord to the lower one, 
assigning greater stability to the lower C (I degree).  
Therefore, both tunings reflected a difference in modal structure. Gamme europeenne was formed 
because of abundance of melodies in the violin repertoire, where each tetrachord possessed its own 
characteristic intonations, and there were many intonations that terminated on the V degree. Gamme 
grecque did not have such intonations. So, both gammas presented the same key of C major, yet, 
different modes.   

Roitershtein regarded Goshovsky’s matrix representation as reflection of quantitative characteristics of 
important modal intonations, while his “kinematic graph” as reflection of qualitative characteristics.   

The kinematic graph constitutes a generalization of all the intonational connections found in a melody. 
Each of the degrees is represented by dots, which are connected in case if the corresponding degrees 
are conjoined at least in one melodic intonation within the analyzed piece of music. A curved arrow 
along the straight line indicates from which degree to which other degree the intonation proceeds.  

Conceptually, “kinematic graphing” is similar to the “degree dyads” of David Huron (Huron 2006, 
114), except that the former presents real connections rather than probabilities, and takes into account 
only those degrees that actually receive a direct melodic connection (not separated by pauses). For 
“Sae Dyige,” the graph will look like this (Fig.5): 

 
Figure 5. The kinematic graph of the modal organization in “Sae Dyige-dyige,” both 
versions, congruent to (A) and (B) of the previous figure. The green arrow represents ƒ-com, 
and yellow arrow – ƒ-opp, where an arrowhead points respectively at the complementary and 
opposite degrees. Black arrow indicates the return of the ƒ-com motion back to the anchors. 
The italic number displays the number of occurrences for each intonation. The size of the black 
dots represents the relative stability of each of the degrees: the greater is the “leaning” capacity 
of a degree, the bigger the dot. 

The only difference between both versions is the number of occurrences of the intonations. The mode 
remains strongly ekmelic due to the pronounced specialization of each of the degrees, while high 
volatility of the frequency values of the unstable middle degree.   

Not every melody will give the graph that simple. Roitershtein (1973) analyzed all preludes and fugues 
from Bach’s Well Tempered Clavier and all themes from Mozart’s keyboard sonatas. He discovered 
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substantial differences in composer’s preferences for intonations. Thus, Mozart altogether engaged 78 
intonations, whereas Bach – only 64. Some of Mozart’s favorite intonations were completely absent in 
Bach’s repertory (e.g., III->VIII and VIII->II, where “VIII” stands for an upper “chrome” of I, an 
octave higher). Some of Bach’s favorites were completely absent in Mozart’s repertory (e.g., VII->III). 
Each of the composers was found to maintain integrity of his preferences across the variety of works in 
contrasting tempo and different keys.  

The matrix representation allows to quantify each of the intonational vectors indicated by the 
kinematic graph. The upper row of the table represents the initial, departure, tones of melodic dyads, 
whereas the utmost left column – their destination tones. The columns, from left to right, reflect the 
ascending order of all degrees. The rows, from top to bottom, reflect the ascending order of all degrees 
for the “destination” pitches in an intonation (the tone that follows its initial tone).  
The position of the cell that receives a number reflects which two degrees are engaged in an intonation, 
and which of the degrees comes first in an intonation. The number in each cell displays how many 
instances of the successions of a given pair of tones occur within a work.19   

In case if the intonation includes not 2 but 3 tones, at first the box for the degrees that correspond to the 
tones No.1-No.2 is filled, then the box for the degrees that correspond to the tones No.2-No.3 is filled. 
The relation between tones No.3-No.4 is not counted, since in case of this example the intonation ends 
on tone No.3, therefore being separated from the tone No.4.  

Tables 3-4. The matrix of the modal intonations in “Sae Dyige,” 1st (low) and 2nd (high) 
versions. The blue color indicates the unison intonations (ƒ-com). The 1°, 2° and 3° in the 
upper row represent the initial tones in all melodic intonations. The 1°, 2° and 3° in the utmost 
left column represent the second tone in melodic intonations.  

 

high  1° 2° 3° 

1° 1 2 2 

2° 2 0 4 

3° 0 5 1 

Once filled up, the matrix identifies and counts the characteristic modal intonations – those 
“combination tones” that characterize a particular mode, i.e., this mode can be recognized by ear upon 
hearing those modal intonation. Characteristic modal intonations are those that receive the greatest 
numerical value.  

By the same token, this matrix also identifies the least important intonations, which might come handy 
for comparison with another mode that resembles the one under investigation. Thus, in the example of 
Table 3 we can see that the intonations that originate from 3° receive the greatest modal importance. 
The least important intonation is 1°-3°. The very same mode receives a different intonational filling in 
Table 4. There we see that the intonation 2°-3° becomes most important, with 3°-2° closely following. 
Evidently, higher registral position of this version prompted the same performer to place a greater 
emphasis on the complementarity of the 2°.   

 
19 Roitershtein used the black box to fill up the cell of the same vertical and horizontal nomination (e.g., 1x1, 
2x2 and 3x3). Goshovsky employed the dash for the same purpose. However, there is no need in doing that 
since the intersection would indicate an interval of a melodic unison (ƒ-anc). 

low  1° 2° 3° 

1° 2 2 2 

2° 1 0 3 

3° 0 3 3 
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At the same, the matrix allows to calculate the frequency of occurrence in a melody for each of the 
degrees. To do that, the numbers in all the boxes in the column (m) and in the row (n) which both are 
tagged by the same number of a degree should all be added up.  
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The resultant number will show how many times the corresponding degree was engaged in melodic 
intonations, allowing to establish the most and least melodically productive degrees. 

Thus, for the lower version of “Sae Dyige” (Table 3), the 1° is used in 7 intonations, the 2° – in 9, and 
the 3° – in 11. This information can be cross-related to the frequency of occurrence of each degree 
within an analyzed piece of music (Table 2).  
In our example, 6 occurrences of the 1° degree produce 7 intonations, 5 occurrences of 2° produce 9 
intonations, and 9 occurrences of the 3° produce 11 intonations. This comparison of intonational 
productivity of the marginal degrees reflects the greater anchoring role of the 3°, as a source of modal 
gravity.  
Greater number of intonations per a particular degree in general indicates that degree’s activity in 
generation of the melodic motion. Degree that produces the fewest intonations is more static than 
degree that produces the most intonations. Thus, 2° is the most active because of its complementary 
relation to the other degrees. The most static is the 1° due to the isolating influence of the opposing 
intonations it houses.  

The function of opposing a stable anchor is melodically dissonant, making the opposing tone “drop 
out” from the smooth flow of melody, and behave not like consonant tones. Many dissonances falling 
on the same degree make that degree a kind of “anti-social” in generation of the melodic motion. 
For the higher version of the song (Table 4), 5 occurrences of the 1° are engaged in 7 intonations, 7 
occurrences of the 2° – in 13 intonations, and 8 occurrences of the 3° – in 12 intonations. Evidently, 
the upper degree here is even more productive, reflecting its higher articulation rating. We can see how 
“ekmelic transposition” upwards affects the distribution of intonations by increasing dynamism and 
causing greater melodic animation in qualitative, as well as quantitative respects.  

Yet another important generalization can be made from the matrix analysis in respect to directionality 
of modal intonations. Matrix presents a very convenient way of estimating directions – which is 
especially valuable for melodies that feature many degrees. All it takes is to look at the diagonal axis 
from upper left corner to lower right corner (marked by shading in the demo below):  

a11 a12 a13 

a21 a22 a23 

a31 a32 a33 

All the cells on the right side of this diagonal represent descending intonations, while the ones on the 
left – ascending.  
Thus, in the lower song (Table 3), we see the prevalence of descending intonations: 7 descending 
versus 4 ascending. In the higher song (Table 4), both directions become more balanced: 8 descending 
versus 7 ascending. Such a change reflects greater melodic animation of the higher version, noted 
earlier: more frequent alternations in melodic direction become better balanced, thereby making 
melodic line more consonant and convenient to run.  
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Finally, we shall create the table that will reflect the exact intervallic sizes of the melodic intonations 
between all the degrees. The same matrix we used in Tables 3-4 will now be filled with the mean 
intervallic values of all the occurrences of melodic intonations between each pair of degrees.  

Tables 5-6. The matrix of mean intervallic values for each of the modal intonations in 
“Sae Dyige,” 1st (low) and 2nd (high) versions, in cents. The blue color marks the unisons. 

 

high  1° 2° 3° 

1° 94 317 455 

2° 302 0 160 

3° 0 173 18 

For instance, the unison on the 1° in low “Sae Dyige” occurs twice: first time, between 160 and 166 
Hz, which gives 64 cents, and second, between 163 and 167 Hz, producing 42 cents. This gives mean 
value of 53 cents. The significance of these sizes is that the intonations that feature the smallest 
intervals in a mode usually adopt the function of modal melodic resolutions, thereby marking the most 
important stable and unstable degrees in a mode.  

A well-known example of such characteristic modal intonation in Western tonality is VII-VIII (VIII=I) 
in a minor key. The melodic function of resolution of the most unstable degree (VII), aimed at 
stressing the tonicity of I (VIII), causes significant sharpening of the VII degree, whenever it is used in 
ascending melodic progression. This characteristic modal intonation constitutes a very important pair 
of “tendency tones” (Huron 2006, 161). It is distinguished by containing the shortest distance between 
two adjacent degrees in a Western key, used to facilitate as much as possible the transition to the tonic 
with the help of the dedicated “leading” tone (Friberg 1995) 20 – sharpened in order to indicate the 
most stable tone in a mode, its “tonic.” Such sharpening is normative for both, vocal (Tchesnokov, 
1961, pp. 67–8) and instrumental performance practices (Y. N. Rags 1999, 175–76). It is this 
resolution that is responsible for generation of a specialized mode of minor – so-called “harmonic” 
mode (A-B-C-D-E-F-G#-A).  
The easiest way to see how the smallest intonation rule holds in heptatonic modes is to cross-examine 
the distribution of the characteristic modal intonation of a “leading” 2nd in 3 modes of minor key 
versus the averaged probe tone ratings for natural, harmonic and melodic minor types, as established 
by Vuvan, Prince and Schmickler (Vuvan, Prince, and Schmuckler 2011). The VII#-VIII (I) intonation 
of the harmonic minor corresponds to the highest rating of 5.30 that goes to VII#, and fourth highest 
rating of 4.62 going to I degree. In the natural minor mode this intonation is absent, so the smallest 
sized minor 2nd falls between the VI and V degrees (F-E). The intonation VI-V takes on the modal 
function of a “leading tone” that characterizes natural minor mode by making its V degree stronger 
than its I degree. Correspondingly, the highest ranked degree here is not the VII# (which instead 

 
20 In Western music theory, especially in English, it is not uncommon to find definitions of a “leading tone” as a 
chromatic alteration (Clough 1957). However, Russian modal theory generally follows the argument of 
Riemann (Riemann 1916, 1–16) and Helmholtz (Helmholtz 1877, 299–300) that modification of the VII degree 
in minor is not accidental in its nature, but is caused by general systemic adjustments that involve the entire set 
of pitch classes. From melodic perspective, even within classical music tradition there are entire compositions 
sustained in harmonic minor (Schubert's “Der Leiermann”) or natural minor (the choir "Why have you forsaken 
us, our father" [Na kogo ty nas pokidaesh'] from Prolog of Boris Godunov by Mussorgsky), which clearly 
constitute modes rather than a bunch of accidental alterations.  

lowt  1° 2° 3° 

1° 53 331 510 

2° 307 0 144 

3° 0 164  52 
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receives one of the lowest rankings in the natural minor mode) but the V degree (5.29) which 
outweighs the I degree (5.08). The VI degree receives the fourth highest ranking (4.43). Melodic minor 
combines both leading tones: VII#-VIII in ascending motion with the VI-V in descending motion. 
Subsequently, its highest-ranking tone is the same as in the natural mode – V degree (5.08), with VII# 
being the second highest ranked (4.91). In all cases, the position of the “leading tone” that features the 
smallest size 2nd determines tonal strength of the modal anchor.    

The rule of the smallest size interval marking the most important modal intonation is not limited to 
minor keys of Western classical music. Ambrazevičius and Wiśniewska inferred the “rule of leading 
tone” from measurements of the tuning of the base 3rd in a tetrachord where the stable tone is 
positioned at its top, according to which this 3rd is on average 38 cents sharp due to its tendency to 
“gravitate” towards the anchor (Ambrazevičius and Wiśniewska 2008). Viktor Beliayev considered 
emergence of “leading tone” to constitute a universal stage in “natural” formation of folk diatonic 
music systems across musical cultures (Beliayev 1990). He regarded the placement of semitone in a 
musical mode the determinant factor in establishing its gravitational map.  

It is this semitone that is responsible for setting an impression of directional tonal movement up or 
down in a melodic line (Roederer 2008, 184). Delviniotis, Kouroupetroglou & Theodoridis (2008) 
experimentally confirmed that performers habitually increase the size of a first interval in a scale, and 
proportionally decrease the size of the last interval in ascending motion, while inversing this treatment 
in descending motion – tweaking the semitone’s size in a tetrachord to mark melodic directionality. 
Narrowing of the minor 2nd constitutes one of the principal rules of expressive tuning in performance 
practice (Friberg 1995).  
The expressive tuning templates, ascribed to a given mode by the music-user’s convention, sharpen or 
flatten unstable modal tones to come closer to the closest anchor tone to facilitate “resolution” 
(Bharucha 1996). There is a high probability that the rule of narrowing of the smallest size interval in 
an interval set, thereby setting preferences in melodic direction constitutes musical universal, 
applicable to all forms of TO (including anhemitonic modes). This rule might be a manifestation of a 
deeply rooted cross-modal phenomenon of perception known in visual domain as Fröhlich effect – the 
impression of a displacement in the direction of target motion (Hubbard & Ruppel 2013). The evidence 
of high cross-modal sensitivity to contour perception between auditory and visual domains, concision 
of which includes the relative positioning of peaks and troughs, suggests that at least some of the 
information that listeners use when constructing a mental representation of an auditory or visual 
contour is embodied by quantitative contour descriptions (Prince, Schmuckler, and Thompson 2009).  

The matrix of mean intervallic values greatly facilitates identification of the smallest size intonations in 
a mode. Thus, Table 3 reveals that apart of the unison intonation (52 cents) that is supposed to 
reproduce the same pitch class, the smallest intervallic step in this mode is 144 cents for the 
descending 3°-2° intonation. Figure 2 provides the additional information that in all occurrences of this 
intonation, the 3° exceeds the 2° in its duration. This indicates that the transition from the “tonic” 3° to 
the complementary unstable 2° constitutes the characteristic modal intonation that distinguishes the 
mode of “Sae Dyige.” The closest sidekick of this intonation is the 2°-3° intonation whose function is 
to come back to the “tonic” to complete the auxiliary melodic motion.  

Since the duration of both tones in 2°-3° is about the same (Fig.-3), and neither duration, nor 
articulation indicate the salience of the 2°, the compound 3°-2°-3° intonation should be regarded as a 
3-tone characteristic modal intonation of this mode, in agreement with the “proximity rule” of the 
generative theory of tonal music (Lerdahl and Jackendoff 1985). It is this intonation that should be 
credited with setting the gravitational map in this music. Its “opposite” anchor, the 1°, is defined 
through the third smallest intonation – 1°-2° (307 cents). This intonation occurs triple less often 
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comparing to 3°-2° (Table 3), reflecting its subsidiary modal function. Like 3°-2°-3° is devoted to the 
function of marking “tonicity,” the opposing anchor forms a symmetric 3-tone intonation 1°-2°-1°. The 
anchor point at the 1° is set to compete with the 3°, but only as an underdog – evident from its lower 
rate of occurrence as well as larger intervallic distance and lower articulation value. Hence, the entire 
mode is defined by opposition of just two intonations: 3°-2°-3° domineering over 1°-2°-1°. 
Table 6 confirms that the higher transposition of the same song does not alter its mode. Both 
intonations, 3°-2°-3° and 1°-2°-1°, retain their significance. The only intonational difference is that the 
“tonic” unison receives much greater precision than the “opposite” unison of the lower degree – 
indicating the increase in the anchoring power of the upper degree, and decrease of such function for 
the lower degree. 

The interval strength in a mode and 6 intonational rules 

In conclusion of our modal analysis, we shall estimate the “interval strength” of the intonations within 
a musical mode. Interval strength is the concept introduced by Andrzej Rakowski (Rakowski 2004) in 
reference to the relative permanence of tuning for a particular interval within a music work.  
Interval strength is instrumental in ultimate definition of modal functionality for modal degrees. Weak 
intervals are those that surround the tones that have multiple options for the melodic progressions. 
Strong intervals correspond to the intonations that connect the “tendency tones” (Huron 2006) – tones 
with reserved melodic progression, which are therefore modally important.  

Table 7. The interval strength of all modal intonations in “Sae Dyige,” versions 1 & 2, 
expressed in standard deviation from the mean intervallic value of each of the modal 
intonations. 

No. 1°-1° 1°-2° 2°-1° 2°-3° 3°-1° 3°-2° 3°-3° 
i F (Hz) ils-ill ilm-iqk iqo-ils rsq-rrn rrs-ilm rrt-rsq rrm-rit 
i Int. (c) +lo +nsk -nno +iir -oqt -imi -mm 
i ID (c) -is +o -is -mt -il +r -mo.m 
r F (Hz) iln-ilk rin-rls iqk-iln rio-rni rrn-ilm rrn-rio rit-rrk 
r Int. (c) +lo +nom -nrt +inr -mri -ki +ks 
r ID (c) -is +or -o -nt -nq +tr +lq.m 
n F (Hz) ril-rrt rro-rls rmm-rin iqm-rrm rto-ril rrs-iqm rrk-rrn 
n Int. (c) +qo +rmt -nir +rot -oko -rsq -ni 
n ID (c) +rs -om +ir +kt +t -ml -ns.m 
o F (Hz)   rls-ril rml-rtt rtt-rro rkk-rml rtm-rtt 
o Int. (c)   -nri +rso -onm -inl it 
o ID (c)   +n +no +ok +ik +ik.m 
m F (Hz)    rms-rtt  rtt-rms  
m Int. (c)    +rom  -rom  
m ID (c)    +km  -qr  
l F (Hz)    rls-rtr  rtr-rlq  
l Int. (c)    +ioi  -tr  
l ID (c)    -rq  +ki  
k F (Hz)    rlq-rtt  rtt-rls  
k Int. (c)    +iit  -ikk  
k ID (c)    -mr  -ro  
t F (Hz)    rls-rtm    
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No. 1°-1° 1°-2° 2°-1° 2°-3° 3°-1° 3°-2° 3°-3° 
t Int. (c)    +imq    
t ID (c)    -ii    
Mean (c) +ko +nsn -nro +iks -otr -imn +s.m 

SD io.i nm.l t.r mi.l ni.t mt.t ok.l 

The idea behind this last estimation is that the smaller standard deviation of the intervallic size for each 
of the intonations uncovered in a mode is likely to reflect greater tonal stability of the corresponded 
intonation, and therefore mark the most important degrees in a mode (stable as well as unstable) – 
taking in account their directionality. Obviously, the reliability of this estimation highly depends on the 
sample size.  
Ideally, this calculation should have involved the entire song rather than 2 verses. However, here I only 
seek to give a demonstration of the entire procedure. Each of the occurrences of 7 modal intonations of 
this sample (1°-1°, 1°-2°, 2°-1°, 2°-3°, 3°-1°, 3°-2° and 3°-3°) is represented as two frequency values, 
respectively, of intonation’s first and last tones in Hertz (marked in the table as 1 F for 1st occurrence, 
2 F for 2nd etc.). The interval between these two frequencies is measured in cents in a cell below (1 Int. 
for 1st occurrence, 2 Int. for 2nd etc.).  
Then the mean value for all the occurrences is calculated at the bottom of the table (Mean (c)). Based 
on this mean value, the intervallic difference (ID) is defined: the extent by which each occurrence of a 
modal intonation differs from its mean intervallic value. Finally, the standard deviation (SD) for each 
of the modal intonations is calculated based on the intervallic differences (ID) of each of its 
occurrence.  

In the example above, the strongest intonation is indisputably 2°-1°, exceeding in its concision of 
tuning even both unison intonations. The second most important intonation is a unison 1°-1°, followed 
by 3°-1°. Altogether, the three of them seem to indicate the special importance of the melodic motion 
towards the lowest degree, both, in descending direction as well as in reaffirming repetition of unison. 
Taken in the light of earlier established evidence for tonicity of the upper degree, this emphasis on the 
intonations directed at the lower degree should be taken as the indication that the entire mode here 
should be characterized as “oppositional”: based on intonational challenge to the “tonic” anchor. 
Now we can finalize our list of melodic rules with 6 intonational rules identified and discussed earlier. 

23. Frequency of distribution of an intonation rule – the basic (dyadic) melodic intonation that 
features the highest occurrence rate amongst all pairs of degrees of a mode is likely to 
constitute a characteristic modal intonation, provided it retains its melodic functionality 
throughout its occurrences. This rule is especially valuable for building a repertory of modes 
for a particular music culture. Reuse of a musical mode in some other musical work can be 
recognized through identification of characteristic modal intonations, in case if the mode in 
question uses the same set of degrees and similar gravitational map. We have already touched 
upon this task when we established that both versions of “Sae Dyige” share the same mode.  

24.  Correspondence between frequency of occurrences of degree and of intonation rule – the 
more intonations is a degree engaged in, the more dynamic it is in a sense of supporting 
melodic motion. The less intonations is a degree engaged in, the more modally specialized it is, 
which is likely to limit its contribution to melodic motion. This correlation is relative: there 
could be many instances of use of a particular degree, materialized in a handful of intonations – 
in this scenario, despite of the melodic activity of such a degree, it would provide less 
versatility in melodic motion. The latter effect will be even more pronounced in situation where 
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a degree specializes in dissonant ƒ-opp or ƒ-ext functions, which are likely to have the isolating 
effect on that degree’s role in melodic motion.   

25.  Intonation direction and gravity rule – prevalence of descending intonations results in 
increase of stability and relaxation; prevalence of ascending intonations results in increase of 
instability and tension; relative equality of the number of descending and ascending intonations 
results in the state of tonal equilibrium. The latter also depends on the functionality of the 
intonations: the balancing effect is the strongest where ascent and declination are functionally 
tied to the same phrase.  

26. Smallest interval rule - intonations that feature the smallest intervals in a mode usually adopt 
the function of modal melodic resolutions, thereby marking the most important stable or/and 
unstable degrees in a mode. These intonations also reveal the target tones for the melodic 
motion, reaching which bears the greatest cadential significance for a mode. Like rule 19, this 
rule helps to identify a familiar mode and maintenance of the repertory of the modes. 

27. Interval strength rule – the strongest intervals in a mode are those that connect degrees with a 
most stable melodic intonation – i.e., the intonation whose intervallic size varies the least 
throughout all occurrences of that intonation in melody. The most stable intonation is not 
necessarily congruent with the most stable degree. For instance, in a harmonic minor key, the 
VI-VII# intonation (augmented 2nd) could constitute the most stable melodic intonation, while 
marking the most modally unstable VII# degree (leading tone). Therefore, this rule should be 
viewed in dialectic relation with the 6 degree-related rules, formulated earlier. This rule is very 
helpful in confirming or denying rule 22 in ambiguous portions of the melody. 

28.  Compound intonation rule – basic (dyadic) intonations can be combined in triadic and even 
more complex intonations, if the frequency of occurrence and intervallic strength of the 
constituent intonations are relatively close, and they functionally interact in a way that is 
constructive for melodic motion (e.g., generating a passing or auxiliary progression, or 
comprising a closure by connecting an ascending leap with a descending step). 

The set of these 28 rules will provide a good starting point for formulating a universal generative 
theory of melodic motion and exploring means of automated modal analysis of music. To test how far 
the procedure proposed here can go in revealing the TO in vocalization based exclusively on indefinite 
pitch, I am going to take on a very challenging task of analyzing the spontaneous vocalization based on 
vocables alone, created by a 3-year-old girl while having her meal. 

Analysis of the music that is based on indefinite pitch (ekmelic)  

Ekmelic music pushes the technique of frequency-based modal analysis to its limits since overall, 
ekmelic mode falls somewhere in the transition from the premelic to ekmelic methods of TO. The 
vocalization that we are going to analyze is characterized by the following traits, immediately obvious 
upon auditioning the Audio Example 2 - http://chirb.it/9nMmwp:  

1) phonemic contrasts/similarities between the syllables of the lyrics accompany changes in pitch 
levels; 

2) as a rule adjacent tones in a melodic contour manifest tonal, dynamic and registral similarity, 
whereas distant tones are less likely so – the more distant, the less likely; 
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3) a musical tone is defined through its registral position in relation to a particular type of melodic 
contour, so that different types of melodic contours as a rule display different number of 
registral zones; 

4) cadential breaks between phrases are created in a rough “physical” way by taking breath and 
initiating a new phrase – rather than by means of TO; 

5) melodic contour in the phrases is rendered as a “snap-shot” rather than an array of discrete 
“pitch points” - affording great range of frequency values that happen to fit a desirable pitch 
contour and usually involving gliding pitch style. 

These features characterize premelic TO that is typical for the first musical vocalizations during 
infancy. The span of tonal integration in melodic contour here is minimal - acting on elementary level 
of connecting consecutive tones. The premelic mode usually acts on a single musical phrase rather than 
a succession of phrases. The only exception is when the same pitch contour is repeated over and over 
in the same registral position - in that case the TO of the first phrase will be reproduced in each of the 
repetitions. Therefore, it would be accurate to generalize that TO of a premelic mode goes by TO 
within a particular pitch contour. 
As it was already stated, analysis of TO in strictly premelic music requires means of analysis of timbre 
and articulation of vocal apparatus, and therefore is beyond the capacity of the frequency analysis 
method alone. However, this specific example No. 2 is not limited to premelic features alone. It also 
contains ekmelic features: 

1) the registral position of tones determines differentiation of melodic functions; 
2) the scheme of differentiation of melodic functions is retained across different phrases; 
3) presence of a few melodic inclinations supports similarity in TO across different occurrences of 

the same melodic inclination throughout vocalization; 
4) prosodic differentiation between the syllables of lyrics complements melodic differentiation of 

registral degrees; 
5) emergence of a certain tone in a phrase as more modally important than others, expressed 

through its greater consistency in tuning. 

Presence of these ekmelic features enables application of my modal analysis to this particular 
vocalization.  

Frequency analysis 

I slowed down the audio to 25% of its initial speed,21 and zoomed in the spectrogram view to the 
extent of being able to see the 5 ms increments in selection of the audio material. I reduced the 
background noise (by applying the broadband NR filter based on the noise sample, and manual 
removal of click/crackle) and dynamically normalized the audio.  

Then I marked the audio “regions” for each of the segments of the vocalization that contained a 
sustained pitch level or a clear gradual glide from one discrete pitch level to another, provided the glide 
constituted a dedicated segment no shorter than 60 ms.  
All selections were carefully double-checked by ear, in correspondence with the phonemic changes of 
the vocables in singing. Here the spectrogram helped to identify consonants and stresses. If the syllable 
changed while sustaining a pitch at the same (or about the same) pitch level, I created two regions. The 
results of my parsing can be seen in the following video clips: 

 
21 The slowed down version of audio is available at: http://chirb.it/NcNNKm  
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Example 2-A. Charted spectrogram of Example No. 2 in slow speed, 25% of the original, 
zoomed into the registral range of F0-3. Regions Nos. 1-42. https://youtu.be/LSlZXRwg2hI  
Example 2-B. Regions Nos. 43-66. https://youtu.be/thUIzVDSaXI   
Example 2-C. Regions Nos. 67-103. https://youtu.be/pT2SWwEuXoE  
Example 2-D. Regions Nos. 104-137. https://youtu.be/8RsBlX2Q5qw  
Example 2-E. Regions Nos. 138-155. https://youtu.be/mR3zwr9bS_4  

I used the spectrogram along with my critical listening (both, in slow and normal speed) to identify the 
consonants that would mark the onset of syllables, and paid special attention to the changes in melodic 
direction in conjunction with the dynamic emphasis placed on a new pitch. Together with the time 
value of a tone this information let me decide which segments of a melodic line constituted “pitches” 
and where their starting and ending points belonged to.  
The shortest duration value I encountered was 66 ms (in real time). In case where the frequency 
analyzer in my software (RX iZotope) could not identify the mean frequency value of an audio 
selection due to the briefness of a selection, I took multiple “slice” measurements at the position of the 
cursor in the segment of an audio region that possessed the greatest cohesion in sustaining a particular 
pitch level and averaged them.  

After completing the parsing of 47 seconds of vocalization, which I deemed sufficient to get a faithful 
representation of its TO, I transcribed it into a graphic in Adobe Illustrator. Because of great volatility 
of pitch values of this vocalization, I used grid lines to mark every 2 Hz from the lowest tone of 
vocalization to the highest tone. My representation of duration values is less precise and proportional: I 
contracted the size of the pauses in order to fit more pitches together in a figure (Fig.6-8).  
Since this example lacks metric cohesion in lyrics, I indicated the changes of vocables that 
corresponded to changes in pitch by the phonetic symbols, grouping them in syllables following a 
convention of musical notation of vocal music. I placed the lyrics underneath the frequency graph. 
These lyrics should be read in conjunction with the grouping of the pitch numbers above the frequency 
graph.  

Syllabic analysis 

The number of each pitch entry is separated from the succeeding number by a dash in case if the 
corresponding pitch falls on one syllable. The number is enclosed in parenthesis without a dash in case 
if that pitch constitutes a melisma.  

Melisma is the sequence of two or more pitches that occur while singing the same syllable. 
Essentially, melisma is the mismatch between change in frequency value and phonemic change,  
where the pitch contrast is not accompanied by phonemic contrast. Their mismatch creates an 
articulation style that can be recognized by its fluency, smoothness and less significance of 
words’ meaning in contribution to the song’s expression. Melismatic singing can characterize 
specific musical genres, such as “Hallelujah” in classical music, famous for exceedingly long 
singing out of “a” (ha-a-a-a…).  

The clearest case of melisma is created when the syllable that accompanies one pitch leaves its end 
“open” by holding a vowel that becomes sustained at the onset of a new pitch (e.g., “na-am”). I 
indicate melisma by parenthesizing the pitch numbers of the frequency changes that occur on the same 
syllable. Most common is bi-tonal melisma - which is not as smooth as multi-tonal melisma, retaining 
some rhythmic quality that can project a metric binary pulse, if bi-tonal melisma is used continuously.  
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However not all melismas comply to this classic type. Another case of melisma, encountered in this 
vocalization, is created by sustaining not a vowel but a consonant – a bilabial nasal consonant “m.” 
Normally, the occurrence of a consonant after a vowel effectively terminates a syllable. But this 
vocalization adopts the articulation style of humming, where “m” can be sung out over numerous 
pitches (m-m-m).  
Further complication in syllabification occurs from joining two syllables, where “m” terminates one 
syllable while starting the consecutive syllable (as in “um-mu”). Such progression creates yet another 
case of melisma, more accentuated than a classic bi-tonal melisma. 

Melismatic style of singing is contrasted by monosyllabic style.  
Monosyllabism is adherence to the rule of changing a pitch while changing a syllable. In effect, 
it constitutes a strict correspondence between musical and phonemic contrasts, when every 
frequency change is accompanied by phonemic change. The contrast is weaker as between 
vowels (as in “ma-u”), and stronger between consonants (“nam-nam”).  

Bilabial consonant “m,” generously used in this vocalization, allows for both kinds of treatment: 
melismatic, as well as monosyllabic. Accentuating “m” on the onset of a new pitch can quite distinctly 
produce a percussive effect, introducing phonemic contrast to the voiced phonation with closed lips. I 
reflect such use by breaking one “m” apart from another by a hyphen, as in “m-m” (meaning that there 
are two pitches, each hit on a percussive onset of “m”).  

The melismatic use of “m” contrasts this notation by a different spelling: “mm” (meaning that there are 
two pitches, smoothly connected through continuous nasal phonation, without any engagement of 
percussiveness). This melismatic “legato” style use of “m” is reflected by enclosing the corresponding 
pitch numbers in parenthesis without a hyphen: e.g., “(1 2).” The contrasting percussive use of “m” in 
monosyllabic “marcato” style would be recorded as “1-2.” 
Melismas consisting of up to 4 “m’s” in continuous legato (“mmmm”), and 2 “m’s” in marcato 
articulation (“m-m”) are found in this Audio Example 2. Similar legato treatment is also received by 
two consonants: “n” and “ŋ.” 

Overall, most of this vocalization is made of 4 vocables: ʊm, nʲam, m, mm – each of which receives its 
own peculiar melodic functionality, displayed through the close correspondence between certain 
phonemic change and certain melodic change in directionality: 

1. The syllable “ʊm” is used primarily as melisma, either in the form of “ʊ-ʊm” or “ʊmm,” 
ascending from low to neighboring high frequency. Such are the pitch pairs Nos. 1-2, 18-19, 
58-59, 61-62, 84-85, 118-119, 131-132, 151-152 (see Fig.6-8). The only exception is the 
descending couple 121-122 at the phrase 12, which seems to be made by interruption of the 
initial tone.   

Monosyllabic use of “ʊm” also subscribes to the ascending directionality of the target tone: such are 
Nos. 104, 113, 116, 133 and 145. A variation of this use comes in the melisma “mu-ʊm” (where “ʊm” 
No. 69 is followed by the ascending No.70). Another variation is “mʊm” in No. 91 with its ascent to 
No. 92.  

The melismatic application of “ʊm” to the descending intonation causes the singer to modify the 
syllable. Thus, we observe “mʊ-ʊm” in descending melisma of Nos. 146-147. A variation of it is found 
in “mu-um” in Nos. 43-44, and “mu-u-um” in 105-107 (descending-ascending). A monosyllabic 
anchoring of “mu” in No. 125 makes a special case.  
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Figure 6. Graphic representation of tones Nos. 1-57 (Phrases 1-5, 6-20 sec of Ex.2).  
 

 
Figure 7. Graphic representation of tones Nos. 58-103 (Phrases 6-10, 21-32 sec of Ex.2).  
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Figure 8. Graphic representation of tones Nos. 104-155 (Phrases 11-17, 33-48 sec of Ex.2).       

So, “ʊm” is primarily ascending - 16 from its 17 occurrences. Its second trait is originating from the 
lower register towards higher register of the same phrase: 14 out of 17 occurrences follow this pattern.  
The chief melodic function of “ʊm” seems to charge melody with energy. Not only its association with 
ascent and higher register, but also its specialization in opening a phrase expresses its energizing 
potential: 9 out of 17 occurrences fall on the initial tone in a phrase (plus 2 more occurrences of “ʊm” 
as immediate repetitions of the phrasal initiation, which reinforces the initiation function). One 
instance of “ʊm” occurs immediately after the initiation of a phrase on “m”. Altogether this gives 12 
cases of association of “ʊm” with phrasal initiation.  

2. The syllable “nʲam” is also used primarily as melisma, either in the form of “nʲa-am,” 
“nʲamm,” or, occasionally, “n-nʲam” – but in descending direction, from high registral position 
down to neighboring low. Such are the pitch pairs Nos. 10-11, 16-17, 24-25, 26-27, 29-30, 33-
35, 36-37, 40-42, 64-65, 97-99, 100-101, 102-103, 108-109, 110-111. The only exception from 
this rule is the little ascending melisma in Nos. 14-15. 

Monosyllabic use of “nʲam” also adheres to the descending directionality of the target tone: such are 
Nos. 5, 7 and 21.  

Modifications of “nʲam” seem to accommodate for its use in ascending intonations. The vowel 
modification “nʲa-u” in Nos. 64-65 and the consonant hardening in “nam” in melismas of Nos. 72-73, 
77-78 and 79-80, as well as a monosyllabic No.75 – all are associated with vigor of the ascending 
direction, in contrast to relaxation associated with soft “nʲ.” 

A close variation, “mam” is used as a monosyllabic descending intonation between tones Nos. 92-93, 
and in anchoring function in Nos. 88-89. 

So, overall, “nʲam” is primarily descending: out of 19 occurrences, 17 are descending. The ascending 
variety is responsible for emergence of the “hard “n” version in “nam.” Equally consistent is the 
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affiliation of “nʲam” with high register. Out of 19 total occurrences of “nʲam,” 14 start from the higher 
register. And the third characteristic trait of “nʲam” comes in its propensity to terminate a musical 
phrase. Throughout the audio clip, “nʲam” initiates a phrase only once, but terminates phrases 6 times 
(plus once in “mam). Obvious is its consistency in contrasting “ʊm” through its musical affiliations. 

One more interesting modal characteristic of “nʲam” is that it is the most frequently repeated syllable 
in this vocalization: we see the streak of 5 patterns in a row in the tones Nos. 5-17; 2 patterns in Nos. 
21-25; 5 patterns again in Nos. 26-42 (constituting an entire phrase); 4 patterns in Nos. 72-80 (as 
“nam”); 3 patterns in Nos. 98-102, and 2 patterns in Nos. 108-112. This repetitiveness reflects its 
inherent rhythmicity that comes to contrast the melodic specialization of “ʊm,” by capitalizing on the 
percussiveness of “n.” Emotionally, rhythmicity is associated with greater activity, thereby setting a 
contradistinction with greater passivity of the more melodious “ʊm.”  
Since “ʊm” favors initiation of musical phrases and ascending intonation, whereas “nʲam” favors 
termination of phrases and descending intonation, the axis of rhythmicity-melodiousness hints towards 
the expression of pleasure. Relaxed flexible initiations of “ʊm” project the lackadaisical disposition, 
while rhythmic phrasal terminations on “nʲam” express the periodic, and therefore predictable, 
alternation, associated with many entertaining activities, such as swinging, rocking or lulling.  

All in all, the way “ʊm” and “nʲam” form melodic functionality and semantic associations testifies to 
the premelic traits of modal organization, where the timbral organization of syllables has priority over 
the frequency aspect of organization. 

3. The phoneme “m” is employed in this vocalization as a syllable, when it constitutes an 
accentuated standalone tone rather than a part of a fixed syllable (e.g., in nʲam). The 
monosyllabic implementation of “m” is found in the ascending tones Nos. 9, 28, 76, 114, 124 
and 144. The cases of its descending use are tones No. 13, 55 and 115.  

Judging by the position of “m” in musical phrases, its function appears to be neutral – as a filler that 
connects “nʲams” and “ʊms.” This task of connectivity, active in its essence, must be responsible for 
prevalence of ascending directionality on “m.” Perhaps, at times the singer cannot commit to either 
“nʲam” or “ʊm,” contemplating of what continuation is better to follow, and while in suspension, 
employing “m” to fill up the lyrics in order to avoid the gap and break in melodic continuity – very 
much like mumbling of a speaker. This use must be also regarded as a remnant of premelic TO.   

4. Quite different from monosyllabic “m” is the use of melismatic “mm,” “mmm” and “mmmm.” 
The sustained smoothened combination of two “m’s” occurs often as part of “nʲam.” In such 
cases, the second “m” overwhelmingly descends: Nos. 16-17, 22-23, 38-39, 41-42, 59-60, 102-
103. The only exception is the moderately ascending Nos. 11-12 and 98-99. The same sustained 
smoothened use is found in “mm” as part of “ʊm.” Here, the second “m” is overwhelmingly 
ascending: in Nos. 19-20, 62-63, 84-85, 104-105, 119-120 and 131-132. The only exception is 
the descending Nos. 59-60 – plus its variation of “mm” as part of “um” - descending in Nos. 44-
45. In both contexts, the melisma of “m” amplifies the modal functionality of a syllable: 
increasing the relaxing property of the descending “nʲams” and the activating property of the 
ascending “ʊms.” 

When “mm” is used separately, as a standalone syllable, it features its own directional pattern of the 
up-down wave: evident in tones Nos. 31-32, 49-50, 134-135, 136-137. The alternative pattern is the 
anchor-up (where anchoring is manifested either through repetition of the same pitch level on a 
different syllable or by initiating a musical phrase): 86-87, 89-90, 119-120, 138-139. The main idea 
behind both kinds of uses of a standalone “mm” seems to be the contrasting change: either between 
ascending and descending direction or between rest and motion. This idea is also present in the 
“mmm” melismas. The groups of tones Nos. 2-4, 46-48, 94-96, 148-150 all feature the change in 
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direction (closure). One occurrence of “mmmm” at Nos. 51-54 presents the variation of this use 
through addition of the pitch bend after the closure.  

However, two occurrences of “mmm” (Nos. 69-71 and 121-123), “mmmm” (127-130 and 141-143) 
feature yet another functionality - steps in the same direction, ladder-like, executed in legato style. 
Extensive melismatic treatment of “m” seems to promote the idea of smoothness in melodic motion, be 
it ascending (69-71, 127-130, 141-143) or descending (49-53, 121-123, 152-155).  

Presence of three discrete melodic functions (contrast in direction, contrast in dynamic state and 
homogeneity of motion), determined by the grouping of the very same phoneme, goes to prove strong 
formative impact of timbral organization on the musical mode of this vocalization – testifying of the 
premelic traits in its TO. 

In phrasal functionality, phoneme “m” is heavily engaged in marking the marginal points of a musical 
phrase: out of 17 phrases 14 are terminated by syllables with “m” at the end. To initiate a phrase, “m” 
is used 7 times. 
The rest of the syllables occupy very little place in TO. The phoneme “ŋ” is used once (ascending No. 
83), and “ŋŋ” – twice (up-down Nos. 56-57 and 81-82). The syllable “vu” is used once (descending 
No.126). The syllable “mu” (ascending melisma of Nos. 43-44 and monosyllabic No. 117), its 
variation “mum” (descending melisma at Nos. 105 -107), “mʊm” and “mam” (ascending Nos. 88, 91, 
92), as well as “ŋum” (83-84) – probably present variations of “nʲam” and “nam.”  

Respiration analysis 

The placement of breathing points confirms the observations about the dominant role of two syllables, 
“ʊm” and nʲam, in modal organization – and their contrasting functionality. The longest gaps fall 
before the syllable “ʊm” (Nos. 1, 104); “mʊ” (43); “mmm” (46); “m” (124) and “mm” (138). The 
small gaps occur before the syllables “ʊm” (Nos. 18, 58, 61, 113, 121, 131, 151); “nʲam” (26); mʊ 
(67); mm (86) and “mmm” (94).  
What becomes immediately obvious is that “ʊm” (9 occurrences) presents the preferred form of 
initiation of phrases, and therefore assigns the modal importance to the ascending intonation that 
immediately follows the breath. Syllables starting on “m” present an alternative form of initiation, 
which is also ascending (7 occurrences). 
Prominence of the ascending intonation from the mid registral position up to the high registral position 
in initiation of musical phrases justifies a closer look at its frequency values: 

• phrase 1 - 288-330 Hz 
• phrase 2 - 312-333 Hz 
• phrase 4 - 257-297 Hz 
• phrase 5 - 291-308 Hz 
• phrase 6 - 268-298 Hz 
• phrase 7 - 260-295 Hz 
• phrase 8 - 279-294 Hz 
• phrase 9 - 261-276 Hz 
• phrase 10 - 266-311 Hz (very steep) 
• phrase 11 - 330-369 Hz 
• phrase 12 - 271-301 Hz 
• phrase 14 - 265-328 Hz (steep like No. 10) 
• phrase 15 - 266-291 Hz 
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• phrase 16 - 261-272 Hz 
• phrase 17 - 261-271 Hz 

The fact that only one phrase does not follow this principle of initiation - despite different phonemes 
opening the phrases - goes to prove the formative power of this intonation for the musical mode. It also 
testifies that TO in this vocalization does encapsulate nearly all phrases (except No.13 that appears 
defective in being interrupted) – and therefore qualifies as “ekmelic.” The mean initiation frequency is 
275.7 Hz, and its standard deviation is 20.5 Hz. This defines the frequency range for the opening tone 
as 255.2-296.2 Hz. In intervallic values, this is 258 cents – a fairly tuned pitch value (under minor 3rd). 
The mean frequency value of the second tone of the initiation intonation is 302.9 Hz, and its standard 
deviation is 24.6 Hz. The frequency range for the second tone is 278.3-327.5 Hz, or 282 cents. This 
amazing consistency of tuning between the first (258 cents) and second (282 cents) tones of the 
initiation intonation goes to prove the tonal coherence of this intonation. It should be regarded as 
purely musical trait. Evidently, the singer has a fairly good grasp on what constitutes a good opening 
for each of the musical phrases.  
The mean intervallic size of the initiation intonation (275.7 – 302.9 Hz) is 163 cents (a neutral 2nd) - a 
melodic consonance: the smoothest possible connection of two pitches, where the onset of the second 
tone erases the trace of the first tone in short term memory and therefore precludes the possibility of 
melodic fissure. What it tells us is that the singer follows a musical method of connecting tones in the 
opening of phrases of her vocalization – and not a verbal method, which would have delivered much 
smaller coherence in the intervallic size and registral position of the tones of initiation intonation 
between various phrases (Patel 2010b, 44). Also in verbal speech of non-tonal (accent based) 
languages, the average intervallic value between the F0 of the constituent tones would be likely quite 
smaller than a semitone (i.e., 100 cents).22 

Cadential vs. Initiating analysis 

At this point we can examine the phrasal ends. The cadential points also display uniformity – but this 
time of the descending intonation. In most cases this descending intonation is placed in the low 
register. We shall repeat the same procedure we did earlier in relation to the initiation intonation – this 
time applying it to the first and last tones of the cadential intonation that terminates a phrase, and the 
first and last tones of the initiation intonation for each of the musical phrases of the analyzed audio. 
Only phrases 4 and 6 will be omitted, since they are too short (containing only 3 pitch values). 

Table 8. The intervallic and registral strength of the initiation and cadential intonations of 
the musical phrases in the vocalization of the Audio Example No. 2. The columns show the 
frequency value of the 1st (Initiation-1) and 2nd (Initiation-2) tones of the initiation intonation 
that opens a phrase, the intervallic size and direction of that intonation (Initiat. inton.), the 
frequency value of the 1st (Cadence-1) and 2nd (Cadence-2) tones of the cadential intonation 
that closes a phrase, and its intervallic size and direction (Cadent. inton.). The columns list the 
relevant musical phrases by their number of occurrences in vocalization, under which the mean 
value and the standard deviation from it are calculated from each of the occurrences above. 
Based on the mean value and standard deviation, the frequency range (Fr. range) is calculated 
and converted into cents (Dev. interval).  

 
22 The native tongue of the singer of this vocalization is Norwegian – non-tonal, and therefore the scale of 
reference to the “level tones” of verbal speech should be smaller than that for the tonal languages. The latter 
feature average intertone intervals in the order of 2-3 semitones, and 1-2 semitones between the consecutive 
level tones (Patel 2010b, 42). This is what we observe in this non-tonal vocalization.  
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 Initiation-1 Initiation-2 Initiat. Inton. Cadence-1 Cadence-2 Cadent. Inton. 
Phrase i rtt Hz nss Hz Up ki c nsl Hz rqi Hz Down tk c 
Phrase r nir Hz nnn Hz Up iin c rms Hz rrq Hz Down imr c 
Phrase n nnl Hz nsn Hz Down ikq c rqi Hz rtl Hz Down ns c 
Phrase o rmk Hz rqk Hz Up rms c - - - 
Phrase m rqi Hz nst Hz Up qt c ros Hz rrs Hz Down imi c 
Phrase l rlt Hz rqt Hz Up ito c - - - 
Phrase k rls Hz rqm Hz Up riq c rqq Hz nni Hz Up ikl c 
Phrase t rkq Hz rqo Hz Up qi c rll Hz nsn Hz Up rrm c 
Phrase q rli Hz rkl Hz Up qk c rto Hz rlo Hz Down irl c 
Phrase is rll Hz nii Hz Up rki c rkl Hz rmm Hz Down ink c 
Phrase ii nns Hz nlq Hz Up iqo c rtk Hz rmn Hz Down rit c 
Phrase ir rki Hz nsi Hz Up itr c rmq Hz rkl Hz Up iis c 
Phrase io rlm Hz nrt Hz Up nlq c rtm Hz rml Hz Down itl c 
Phrase im rll Hz rqi Hz Up iml c rti Hz rlk Hz Down tt c 
Phrase il rli Hz rkr Hz Up ki c rqm Hz rro Hz Down okk c 
Phrase ik rli Hz rki Hz Up lm c rom Hz rnr Hz Down qo c 

Mean value rkq Hz nsn Hz Up ioi c rkl Hz rln Hz Down qn c 
Stand. dev. rm Hz ro Hz iil c rs Hz ni Hz ilt c 
Fr. range rmm-nso Hz rkq-nrk Hz rkq-nsn Hz rml-rql Hz rnr-rqo Hz rkl-rln Hz 

Dev. interval nso c rkm c ion c up rmi c ois c to c down 

o What this table reveals is that there is general correspondence between the initiating and 
cadential intonations: the last tone of the former is higher than the last tone of the latter 
in all phrases but Nos. 7 and 8. As a rule, initiating intonation ascends (except phrase 3), 
whereas cadential intonation descends (except phrases 7, 8, and 12).  

Despite its first tone having higher concision in registral position and tuning than that of the initiation 
intonation, overall, the cadential intonation is considerably less stable in its registral position and 
tuning. The last tone of the cadential intonation is 49% less concise in its tuning than the last tone of 
the initiation intonation. The size of cadential intonation is closer to the average intervals usually found 
between the adjacent F0 values for the tones of verbal speech in non-tonal languages (93 c – rather 
than 141 c of the initiation intonation). The standard deviation of the size of the cadential intonation is 
45% greater than that of the initiation intonation. Evidently, the singer has less idea of how to end a 
phrase than how to initiate it. So, TO proceeds largely from the initiation of the phrase.   

Analysis of modal inclinations 

Having this in mind, we can investigate what exact forms of relation the initiation and cadential points 
of a musical phrase generate. This relation is reflected in the modal inclination of a musical phrase. 
The prevailing type of melodic inclination here is a convex wave (arch): present in 11 out of 17 
phrases. Not all of them present a single clear-cut wave shape. Phrases 1 and 10 have 3 smaller wave 
cycles inside of a larger wave shape. Phrases 3, 5 and 15 have 2 wave cycles inside of a larger wave 
shape. Also, different phrases initiate the wave shape starting at different phases: closer to the peak 
(Nos. 3, 5, 11, 15, 17) or closer to the trough (Nos. 1, 10, 14). In spite of these differences, they still 
should be regarded as the same modal inclination, since they all implement the idea of having the 
relatively fixed opening intonation that ascends to the upper register, quickly reaching the peak point, 
after which the melodic motion heads down and becomes more relaxed. All phrases that are longer 
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than 3 pitches, except Nos. 7-9, 12 and 16, share such organization. The latter phrases subscribe to a 
different typology – most evident in phrases 7, 8 and 12 (see Table 8 above).     

The second modal inclination that is found in this vocalization is the zigzag type. It is characterized by 
the ongoing alternation of the melodic motion between the marginal registral positions at the top and at 
the bottom, which does not find relaxation towards the end of a phrase. Quite in contrary, the zigzag 
type usually accumulates energy towards the phrasal end – in contrast to the natural tendency of 
expiration by the end of a breathing cycle. Phrases Nos. 7, 8, 12 and 16 present such organization. 
Phrase No. 9 contains a weaker version of the zigzag inclination: it does not contain increase of energy 
towards the end, and has much smaller amplitude of zigzag leaps.   
One phrase (13) has descending shape, however it is too short to be qualified as a descending 
inclination (only 3 pitches, with the total duration of 346 ms). It seems that this phrase presents an 
interruption of the attempt to render the initiation intonation by failure to find a satisfactory 
continuation of the initial tone. 
According to Alekseyev’s research, the arch phrases usually produce an anchor near the termination 
point of the phrase. The function of natural resolution of tonal tension towards the end of the expiration 
cycle increases probability for stabilization of the frequency values between the end points of multiple 
phrases. Therefore, the last few frequency changes at the phrasal ends are likely to reveal a degree of 
an ekmelic mode. This degree should be noticeable despite its significant variability in tuning that is to 
be expected from ekmelic TO. Stability of such a degree is determined by 4 principal factors: 

• the “shooting accuracy” of a singer in hitting a pitch that is referenced by its phrasal position - 
pitches that demonstrate the lowest deviation from the mean frequency are likely to project 
tonal stability through stability of their tuning (since their frequency is more often repeated than 
frequency of the sporadically changed tones);    

• the consistency of association with a particular phoneme throughout multiple occurrences of 
the “same” or “near-same” pitch; 

• the prominence of pitch position in a pitch contour, such as its end, beginning, or climax point; 

• a metric stress, marked by the duration value and relative loudness in relation to the adjacent 
tones - usually evident as “female” or “masculine” ending and/or “thesis” or “arsis” style 
initiation of a melodic phrase. 

We have to leave out the thesis/arsis opposition, since it relies on the distribution of stress in the 
syllables of the words of the lyrics – whereas we have only vocables at our disposal. Cadential stress 
pattern remains our only source for metric evaluation. The exact placement of a stable cadential tone 
depends on the metric style of a phrase: whether it ends on a stressed syllable of masculine style 
ending, or softer, unstressed ending of a female style. The difference can be told by looking at the 
relative duration of the ending tones as well as their relative dynamic levels. The spectrogram displays 
louder material by brighter yellow color (more concise dynamic values can be found in the spectrum 
analyzer module of the software).  

In addition, listening to the phrasal ending in real time, as well as in the slowed down version of the 
audio, allows to evaluate the contribution of the phonemic content of the tone in question to its relative 
salience comparing to its neighboring tones.  
The more salient tone at the very end of a musical phrase acquires the modal function of a “leaning 
tone” – the lightest form of a modal gravitational stress imposed on an anchored tone (“tonic” being 
the highest form of modal stressing for an anchor). I reflect the exact position of a modal cadential 
“leaning” tone for each of the phrases that are long enough to feature cadences by underlining the 
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corresponding pitch number above the melodic line in a graphic notation of the vocalization (Fig.6-8). 
Once the “leaning” tone at the end of each phrase is identified, all of such tones should be cross-related 
in their registral position and mean frequency value across all of the occurrences of the same modal 
inclination. Let us review all of them. 

Phrase-1 sets the metric style to go in a relaxed way with its female ending that marks the pitch No. 16 
at 306 Hz. This tone is longer, louder than No.17 and is marked by the strong phonemic contrast.  

Phrase-2 also features a kind of female ending. Its most prominent tone is No. 23 at 320 Hz. Both tones 
that follow it are softer, shorter and have a smudged glissando-like ending.  

Phrase-3 has a female ending. Its last tone No. 42 smoothly slides down from No.41 by mere 30 cents.  
A very brief wave of phrase 4 clearly marks pitch No. 44 at 297 Hz. However, we cannot count it as 
cadential because of the fragmentary character of this phrase. 
Phrase-5 presents the first masculine ending at 220 Hz. Although it is about as loud as the previous 
pitch (No. 56), the fact that its frequency value goes back to that of a very well-marked pitch No. 55, 
makes pitch No. 56 appear as auxiliary towards No. 57, inheriting the latter’s authority. Also phonetic 
marking of the repeated “m” in descending tone No. 55 sets the pattern for stressing the sung-out 
descending “ŋ” in No. 57.    

A very brief phrase 6, like phrase 4, marks its middle point at 298 Hz. However, for the same reason, 
we are not going to consider it as cadential. 

Phrases 7-9, 12 and 16 are of zigzag type, so their ending cannot be qualified as masculine or female, 
since metrically any kind of zigzag, ascending or descending, comes as an accent.  

Phrase-10 definitely contrasts the zigzag type by restoring the arch with the masculine leaning point at 
255 Hz. This pitch (No. 103) is slightly louder and longer than No. 102, and resembles the ending of 
phrase 5, by making an impression of the auxiliary melodic motion at the phrasal end. 
Phrase-11 seems to have masculine ending at 252 Hz. It is longer and louder than the preceding pitches 
Nos. 110 and 111, and it also receives a pronounced articulatory stress on the phoneme “m.”  
Phrase-13 is very brief and does not have a wave shape. 

Phrase-14 returns back to the fading ending like phrases 2 and 3. It marks its last tone No. 130 at 256 
Hz by a sudden drop in pitch that receives a little accent, making it sound disruptive.  

Phrase-15 marks the last tone No. 137 at 267 Hz by slightly stronger dynamics and slightly longer 
duration - giving it more of a male look.     

And the last phrase-17 has a gentle feminine ending.     
Altogether we have 306, 320, 303, 220, 255, 252, 304, 267 and 245 Hz tones as cadentially “leaning.”  

Alekseyev tells us that in the arch type of a pitch contour, the cadential tone provides the leaning 
anchor in the low register, while the peak tone that occurs shortly after the initiation of a phrase 
receives the role of the unstable anchor - the point of the greatest tension that requires resolution – 
positioned in the upper register. Therefore, the most common relation between the stable and unstable 
anchors that represent the crest and trough phases of a wave, is ƒ-ext.  
The third modally important point is the pitch that initiates a phrase, which can constitute an anchor 
point, if the ascending phase originates close to the trough. Alekseyev also notes that the greater is the 
share of indefinite pitch as opposed to definite pitch in TO of a music in question, the greater 
importance falls on the initiation tone as opposed to the cadential tone. This is in polar opposite to the 
overwhelming contribution of cadence in determining the TO in Western tonality.  
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In our case, we certainly face a piece of music where indefinite pitch prevails. Hence, we are to expect 
the initiation tone to set the tonal reference frame for each of the phrases. Each phrase originates from 
the mid register, which promotes the ƒ-com relation between the initiation tone and the peak tone. 
Hence, we already can infer three modal degrees in the convex phrases, where only the relation 
between the peak tone and the cadential tone remains to be found (see Table 9). 

Table 9. The frequency and duration values of 3 modal degrees (Initiation tone, Peak 
tone, Cadential tone) in 9 phrases that feature the arch inclination. The range of  frequency 
values for a specific degree (row “Fr. Range”) and intervallic size of deviation from their mean 
value (row “Dev.Int.Val”) should be related to the length of the phrase (column “# of pitches”) 
and the concision of frequency value of the cadential tone (column “Cad. Deviation”) in 
relation to its mean value, as well as its registral position in relation to the initiation tone (Init.-
Cad. distance). 

 Initiation tone 
F0 (Hz) Dur.(ms) 

Peak tone 
F0 (Hz) Dur.(ms) 

Cadential tone 
F0 (Hz) Dur.(ms) 

# of pitches 
per phrase 

Init.-Cad. 
distance 

Cad. 
deviation 

Phrase 1 rtt  iqi noo  irm nsl  rrt ik +ism c +rnr c 
Phrase 2 nir  iol nql  rio nrs  rns t +oo c +nis c 
Phrase 3 nnl  itq nmr  ils rtl  itr ik -rkq c +iim c 
Phrase 5 rqi  nml nrs  tl rrs  inm ir -oto c -nnq c 
Phrase 10 rll  tr nii  isq rmm  rqt is -kn c -tn c 
Phrase 11 nns  rrm nlq  nls rmn  rss q -ols c -tk c 
Phrase 14 rlm  ril nni  ios rml  qr k -ls c -kk c 
Phrase 15 rll  ris rqm  irl rlk  rqr k +k c -o c 
Phrase 17 rli  qn rki  ks rom  iqr m -isq c -imn c 

Total  ikst  inqs  itoq qr   
Mean val. rqs.q  itq.t nnr  imo.o rlk.l  rsm.o is -imn c  

Stand. dev. rk.m  kl.l nl  tr.k rq.m  ln o rst c  
Fr. range rln-nit Hz rql-nlt Hz rnt-rqk Hz    

Dev.Int.Val. nrq c nkk c ntn c    

A glance at the frequency values of the Initiation, Peak and Cadential tones tells us that the cadential 
tone possesses a mean value of 266 Hz, with the standard deviation of 29 Hz. The range of deviation 
from the mean frequency value for the cadential leaning tone across all instances of the arch is 237-
295 Hz. Converted in cents, this gives us the deviation interval of 383 c (a neutral third). 

The mean value for the peak tone is 332 Hz, with the standard deviation of 36 Hz. Here the deviation 
interval is 377 c (the range of 296-368 Hz) – which is very close to that of the cadential tone. 

The initiation tone has a mean value of 291 Hz, with the standard deviation of 28 Hz. Here the 
deviation interval is 329 c (the range of 263-318 Hz) – the smallest value of all 3 degrees. 

Evidently, these measurements confirm Alekseyev’s model for indefinite pitch-based phrases. The 
initiation tone exceeds the cadential tone in stability of its tuning by 16.4%. The peak anchor stands 
quite close to the cadential tone in its comparison to the initiation tone: it deviates from the mean value 
14.6 % more than the initiation tone. What it tells us is that the principal reference point in TO of the 
arch phrases is the initiation tone, and that the intervallic typology here is predominantly indefinite.  
We see that the ranking in consistency of tuning supports the ranking in duration value for the peak 
tone, marking it as the weakest modal tone: featuring highest deviation and lowest mean value.  
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The initiating and cadential tones look tied in their stability: the former dominates in frequency 
consistency, while the latter has slightly greater duration value. Could it be that it is the cadential tone 
that serves as a stable anchor, and its wider fluctuations in frequency are a byproduct of the length of a 
phrase?  

The longer the phrase goes, the weaker the referential power of the initiating tone becomes, increasing 
the probability of a cadential tone to take over the function of stability.  

Examination of last 3 columns in Table 9 shows that there is no any correspondence between the 
length of a phrase and the frequency deviation of the end point of a phrase. The exact frequency value 
of the cadential tone is not affected by the length of a phrase. Neither the concision of frequency value 
of the cadential tone, nor its registral position in relation to the initiation tone are influenced by 
changes in phrasal length for the arch inclination.  
This indicates that the frequency value of the cadential tone is defined in absolute terms in relation to 
the vocal ambitus – rather than in relative terms in relation to the initiation or peak tones. It seems that 
all 3 principal degrees are defined primarily through their registral position within the ambitus of a 
particular phrase.   
Therefore, we should expect to find predominantly consonant melodic relation between the initiation 
tones and the peak tones, since their registral positions in phrases are proximal and even partially 
overlapping (within the range of 296-318 Hz). Respectively, proximal position would produce the ƒ-
com relation, while overlapping position - the ƒ-anc relation – both of which are melodically 
consonant because of preclusion of melodic fissure.  

This is easy to see from Table 9. The mean values for the initiation tone and the peak tone generate the 
interval of the ascending 229 cents (slightly enlarged major 2nd) – very suitable for consonant ƒ-com 
functionality. The ƒ-anc function between the initiation and peak tones within the overlapping range of 
296-318 Hz would generate melodic unison. Both, unison and 2nd, generate very smooth melodic 
transitions. 
In contrast, registral relation between the peak tones and the cadential tones is bound to be relatively 
dissonant (comparing to the deeply overlapped initiation and peak registers). This is because their 
registral positions barely touch each other (238-297 vs. 296-318 Hz) and are functionally separated by 
the registral position of the initiation tone that ought to go in-between the peak and cadential registers 
(see Fig.9-A). 

The registral zone of initiation tone breaks the registral zones of peak tone and of cadential tone apart. 
This is bound to produce the ƒ-opp relation between the peak and cadential degrees, had the latter 
directly followed the former in a melody of the arch inclination.  
Even further distancing of the peak degrees from the cadential degrees would occur in case of 
inclusion of a fourth degree between them. That would increase the number of registral zones 
separating peak from cadence up to 2, and, in effect, would create the ƒ-ext relation.  

Both, ƒ-opp and ƒ-ext relations, generate melodic dissonance because of their tendency to produce 
melodic fissures. The interval between the mean values for both, the peak and cadential tones is 384 
cents in descending direction – almost a major 3rd. This predicts that in most cases the relation is going 
to be ƒ-opp, and only at the maximal deviation (such as in Phrase 5) the relation between two 
successive connected tones can form the ƒ-ext function.  
Of course, these dissonant relations are only implied in our vocalization: they remain distant, not 
materialized in any succeeding tones of actual melodic intonations we find in arch phrases here. 
Nevertheless, even if the melodic motion proceeds in a smooth way from the peak tone to the cadential 
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tone via a chain of the complementary related degrees, the functional relation of the peak and cadential 
tones remains important.  

Salience of the peak tone makes it better remembered and held in short term memory until the end of 
the phrase, provided that the longest phrase in this vocalization lasts under 4 seconds.  

Relating the registral level of a peak tone, cached in memory, to the cadential tone at the phrasal end 
generates the melodic function – perhaps not as strong as those generated between the actual adjacent 
tones in melodic line, but nevertheless as real.  
The most important here is that this remote functional relation receives the formative power in every 
rendition of an arch inclination: the decay, sustain and release phases of the frequency contour envelop 
for each wave phrase are going to be filled up with pitch changes based on the limits set by the peak 
and cadential tones – following the singer’s sense of their optimal registral position.    

 
Figure 9. The distribution of registral positions between the characteristic tones of arch 
(A) and zigzag (B) inclinations according to Tables 9 and 10. The black rectangle indicates 
the mean frequency value of a characteristic tone (Initiation, Cadential, Peak and Trough). Its 
height represents the frequency deviation (the smaller the figure, the thicker the black – to 
resemble the stability). The length of the black rectangle indicates the mean duration. The grey 
thin rectangle shows the frequency range for the tone. The dashed line marks the approximate 
boundary between two neighboring registers, each reserved for a specific tone. The color-coded 
lines indicate the functional relation between these registers: green for ƒ-com and yellow for ƒ-
opp. The zigzag inclination includes a non-characteristic tone – the mid tone that is found in 3-
level zigzag phrases and accepted as unstable due to the modal salience of troughs and peaks. 
Its frequency, duration, and deviation are averaged between all instances of its appearance. The 
blue and red brackets on the right summarize the 4 registers that might constitute the 
hypothetical TO of the entire vocalization. 
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The registral organization of arch phrases in this vocalization leads to believe that the mode we are 
dealing with here has cross-phrasal TO, where some phrases feature 4 degrees, while others - 3 
degrees - depending on the amplitude of the arch and the extent of tonal tension involved. If that is the 
case, the mode is not fully ekmelic (since it is the premelic mode that is characterized by such TO that 
is carried out on the “per-phrase” basis). Then, frequency coherence is likely to take place only 
between the occurrences of the very same inclination type.  

To check for this, we have to look at the tuning of the alternative inclination type that is used in this 
music to contrast the arch type - the zigzag type. Tonally, it is characterized by the on-going leaps 
between the degrees that maintain each its own registral position and comprise the ƒ-opp relation.  
Both, the trough and the peak points of a zigzag are gravitationally more or less equal in power and 
therefore compete for authority of a reference point within the zigzag inclination. Depending on the 
extent of syllabic, metric, rhythmic and dynamic emphasis, this ƒ-opp can vary in harshness. Thus, the 
zigzagging motion between two leaning points (stable degrees) produces maximum of competition, 
escalating tension towards the end of a phrase. Zigzagging between two supporting points (unstable 
degrees) produces mellower opposition, terminated by resolution at the phrasal end. In our case we 
have 5 zigzag phrases: 7, 8, 9, 12 and 16. Let’s examine the registral coherence of their marginal tones. 

Phrase-7 zigzags through 3 pitch levels - over the middle registral zone that acts like a buffer, 
providing the ƒ-com tones for the marginal tones. The marginal tones perceptually stand out due to 
abrupt changes in melodic direction (closures). The transition from tone 63 to tone 64 presents a clear 
case of ƒ-opp. So, at this point we can start marking the intonational functionality by color-coding.  

We shall mark tones 63-64 yellow to indicate ƒ-opp, and the rest of the intonations - green to indicate 
ƒ-com. This leaves us with the frequency values of 312 and 331 Hz for the peak anchor and 260 and 
267 Hz anchors for the trough anchor. Peak/trough opposition here is not entirely equal. Peaks receive 
an edge: tones Nos. 63 and 66 are slightly louder and longer than tones 61 and 64. Besides, tone 66 
receives extra credit as a cadential tone, contributing the active ending to phrase-7. 
Phrase-8 resembles the shape of phrase-7 but fits the zigzags into a simpler 2-level arrangement - 
without involvement of a middle registral zone. Registral flattening of zigzags, in effect, generates 
many more ƒ-opp intonations. Zigzagging becomes impeded in tones Nos. 73-75: their peak reaches 
the amplitude of about half size of the earlier zigzags – coinciding in registral position with the initial 
tone No. 67 that clearly acted as a trough.  

If we qualify pitches 73-75 as “trough points”, the peak pitches would be Nos. 68, 70-71, 76, 78, 81, 
83 and 85: respectively, of 294, 289, 295, 299, 289, 295, 300, 303 Hz. This leaves us with the trough 
pitches Nos. 67, 69, 72-75, 77, 79, 80, 82 and 84: 279, 271, 268, 279, 281, 256, 252, 256, 273, 274, 
266 Hz. 

Phrase-9 is very straightforward in its 2-level zigzags: the peak points fall on tones Nos. 87, 90 and 92 
(of 276, 279, 284 Hz), whereas the trough points - on tones Nos. 86, 88-89, 91 and 93 (of 261, 266, 
270, 270, 264 Hz). The ending of this phrase is more relaxed than in the previous two.  
Phrase-12 is similar to phrase-8 by confusing the position of troughs (tone No. 119). If to consider it a 
trough, we end up having the peak tones No. 114, 117 and 120 (of 301, 300, 276 Hz). The trough tones 
are 113, 115-116 and 118-119 (of 271, 264, 257, 240, 259 Hz). Like phrase 9, the ending of this phrase 
is on a softer side.    
Phrase-16 resembles phrase-7 in featuring the middle registral zone that buffers the zigzags by 
providing the ƒ-com functionality to the marginal tones. We shall exclude these middle tones, and 
define the peaks by tones Nos. 140, 144, 146 and 149 (of 294, 281, 294 and 295 Hz). The troughs are 
Nos. 141-142, 145, 147 and 150 (of 214, 242, 246, 250, 224 Hz).  
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Table 10. The frequency and duration values of 2 modal degrees (Peak tone, Trough tone) 
in 5 phrases that feature the zigzag inclination. Note the absence of correlation between the 
length of the phrase (Pitch per phrase) and the permanence of intervallic size of the peak to 
trough distance (Mean Peak-Tr. interval), calculated from the mean peak to trough frequency 
range (Mean Peak-Tr. range). Neither correlated are the phrase length and the intervallic 
distance between the starting and ending phrasal points (Interval of phrasal start/end). “End 
tone ƒ & dev.” column shows how the frequency value of the tone that terminates a phrase 
stands in relation to the mean frequency value of a corresponding degree (peak or trough). 

 Peak tones per 
phrase  

F0 (Hz)    Dur.(ms) 

Trough tones per 
phrase  

F0 (Hz)    Dur.(ms) 

Pitches 
per 

phrase 

Mean Peak-
Tr. Range 

(Hz) 

Stand. Dev. 
of Peak & 

Trough (Hz) 

Mean 
Peak-Tr. 
interval 

Interval of 
phrasal 

start/end 

End 
tone ƒ & 

dev. 
Phrase 7 nir,  nni  irn, rms rls, rlk  iim, ion l nri.m-

rln.m  
q.m  n.m -noo c rls-nni Hz 

+oit c 
+ms.o c 

peak 
Phrase 8 rqo, rqm, 

rkq, rti, 
rqq, rtq, 
rqm, nss, 

nsn  

ist, irm, 
iqk, iso, 
rsl, osq, 
rrq, rik, 

nnr 

rkq, rki, 
rlt, rml, 
rmr, rml,  
rko, rll  

qi, int, 
irm, rin, 
inl, ilr, 
rrt, rok  

iq rqr.k-
rlm.n  

k.t  q.s -iks c rkq-nsn Hz 
+ion c 

+mq.q c 

peak 

Phrase 9 rkl, rkq, 
rto  

ros, iss, 
ios 

rli, rll, 
rks, rks, 

rlo  

ims, ikm, 
rol, oro, 

rtn 

t rkq.l-
rll.r  

n.n  n.m -tm c rli-rlo Hz 
+rs c 

-no.r c 
trough 

Phrase 12 nsi, nss, 
rkl   

ikn, inl, 
itn 

rki, rlo, 
rmk, ros,  

kn, to, 
rok, ts 

t rqr.n-
rmt.s  

ii.l  ii.m -ril c rki-rkl Hz 
+nr c 

-qq.n c 
peak 

Phrase 16 rqo, rti, 
rqo, rqm  

rrs, int, 
ior, to 

rli, rio, 
rol, rms, 

rro  

tsn, rrl, 
nol, nsi, 

ilr 

in rqi-rnq m.t  ik.n -noi c rli-rro Hz 
-rlm c 

-iir.r c 
trough 

Total  ntml  miqt mo       
Mean value rqn.r  itn.l rmt.l  ril.l is.t    -rni.r c +lq.l c  
Stand. Dev. ir.t  kt.l im  ims o.k    iss.i c rrs.n c  
Fr. Range rts.o-nsl Hz ron.l-rkn.l Hz       

Dev.Int.Val. imi c rsi c       

First of all, let us take a note that the length of zigzag phrases displays no influence on the ending – 
just as we saw it for the arch phrases in Table 7. Zigzag and arch inclinations feature about the same 
number of pitches per phrase, and both are governed primarily by the registral position of the 
characteristic modal tones.  

Let us compare Table 10 to Table 9.  
The frequency deviation range of each of zigzag degrees is much smaller than that for any of the 
degrees of the arch inclination (13 and 15 Hz versus 28, 30 and 36 Hz). The zigzag peak tones feature 
nearly three times greater consistency of tuning than the arch peaks. The zigzag troughs have twice 
greater consistency of tuning than the arch cadential tones (the latter comparison is justified since the 
cadential tones’ position is characterized by the close proximity to the trough of the arch).  
This supports Alekseyev’s point about greater efficacy of zigzag inclination in promoting emmelic TO 
by setting finer discrimination of pitch. Leaping to and fro between two registral positions necessarily 
requires greater coordination between different occurrences of leaps.  
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Obviously, the coherence of inter-phrasal TO in the zigzag inclination exceeds that of the arch 
inclination.  

The zigzag phrases are likely to be more standardized in tuning of their trough and peak points. 
Subsequently, the registral makeup of zigzag phrases also is likely to be more standardized. This is 
indicated by much smaller standard deviation in tuning of the ending tone for each of zigzag phrases 
(within the range of -112.3 c minimum to +59.9 c maximum, see Table 9) comparing to that of the 
cadential tone for each of arch phrases (from -339 minimum to +310 c maximum). Evidently, the tonal 
coordination of the endings between different zigzag phrases is stronger than that of arch phrases.  

Also noticeable is the tendency of trough phrasal endings to be lower than the mean trough value per 
phrase in zigzag phrases - in contrast to the tendency of peak phrasal endings to be higher than the 
mean peak value. This can be qualified as a “centrifugal” tendency. Cadential tones in arch phrases do 
not display such “centrifugal” features – they fluctuate haphazardly between the higher and the lower 
values.  
Yet another demonstration of greater registral contrast and stronger separation in a zigzag inclination is 
a prominent gap between the frequency ranges for the standard deviation for trough and peak registers: 
respectively, 244-274 Hz versus 280-306 Hz (a 6 Hz gap) – as opposed to the consecutive ranges for 
cadential tone and peak tone registers of an arch inclination (238-297 Hz versus 296-368 Hz, with the 
overlap of 1 Hz).  

In regard to the registral position (see Fig.9-B), mean zigzag trough value (259 Hz) is quite close to 
mean arch cadential tone (267 Hz). Mean zigzag peak (293 Hz) is even closer to mean arch initiation 
tone (291 Hz). Their similarity in registral position tells us that we are likely to encounter situations of 
inter-phrasal TO across phrases of different modal inclinations. This would be indicative of the 
ekmelic integration of the tones of the entire vocalization.  
This is a very important conclusion that allows us to consider the characteristic modal tones that we 
have so far identified in the analyzed vocalization as modal degrees – i.e., the systemically defined 
registral positions of pitches that are adopted as classes within a set of pitch classes that constitutes a 
musical mode.  
The only (yet crucial) difference from modal degrees that we are well familiar in conventional diatonic 
scales (e.g., in major or minor keys of Western classical music) is that the degrees we have in this 
vocalization are ekmelic – they are indefinite in their exact pitch value, defined zonally rather than 
pointilisticly.  
Zigzag peak tones together with arch initiation tones constitute the high degree. Zigzag trough and 
arch cadential tones form the low degree. These degrees are retained across all phrases despite local 
alternations in modal inclinations.  

Gravitational analysis 

This leaves us with at least 2 degrees defined. Later we are going to explore if there are extra degrees 
present in other registral zones. But before doing that, we shall focus on another important issue – 
gravity: to answer the question which of the discovered 2 degrees displays greater propensity to act as 
a leaning anchor in musical phrases and to attract unstable (i.e., passing and auxiliary) tones. The main 
factor that determines the “leaning” power is the longer duration that consistently falls on the same 
registral position. This is what creates “stability” in a mode by functionally associating a halt in 
melodic motion with a particular registral position.  
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Another factor contributing to “stability” is the number of times that a specific registral position is 
engaged in a given melody: the greater frequency of use transpires into better retention in memory and 
greater perceptual salience as compared to other registral positions. Prominence of a degree in a mode 
is increased by its usage to initiate a melodic phrase (especially in ekmelic forms of musicking).  

Minimal deviation in tuning also contributes to the sense of stability: the more occurrences of tones of 
the same frequency value, the more likely that these tones in a melody represent the stable degree to 
which unstable degrees are adjusted for more fluent melodic resolution (hence their greater deviation 
in tuning).  

The intervallic size of the range of frequency deviation contributes to the sense of stability as well. 
Larger intervallic size usually reflects the prevalence of complementary melodic function towards a 
neighboring stable anchor. The degree that is unstable will slightly rise in its tuning whenever it 
supports the upper degree through auxiliary or passing melodic motion and drop in tuning to alleviate 
the motion to the lower degree. This is more likely to happen if the neighboring degree is stable. Stable 
degrees tend to have narrower registral ranges since they are less likely to accommodate the 
surrounding degrees. And modes with two successive stable degrees are rather rare23 and therefore are 
statistically insignificant.  

So, six values are important in estimating the gravitational capacity of two degrees:  

• the total duration of all occurrences of a degree,  
• the total number of its occurrences,  
• the mean durational value for an occurrence of that degree, 
• the phrasal functions executed by that degree, 
• the standard frequency deviation of a degree,  
• the intervallic size of the range of that degree’s frequency deviation.  

If the gravity of degrees is governed by a single mode, the stability of a zigzag peak (highest degree) 
should be comparable to stability of an arch initiation tone - so, we should expect to see zigzag peak 
tones to initiate (promote) melodic motion. And stability of a zigzag trough should be comparable to 
stability of an arch tone trough - so, we should expect to see zigzag trough tones providing resolution 
to the melodic tension that was maxed up by the peak tone (although within the context of a zigzag 
phrase this would occur in a regular manner as the alternation in relative values of tension/relaxation).  

In an arch inclination, the initiation degree sets a pitch reference point for the peak to follow, thereby 
marking an anchor in its own right. Similarly, the initial zigzag peak tone marks the reference point for 
all further zigzags in melodic direction. A peak point is easier to control vocally by estimating the 
location of contracted muscle tissues in the vocal cord. The extent of vocal relaxation is harder to 
concisely estimate. Therefore, the trough points that are called to offset the peak points in every 
zigzag, usually display greater deviation in tuning than the peaks.  

Overall, zigzag peak tones tend to be more stable than zigzag trough tones. In our example, the peaks 
feature 25% greater concision of tuning (151 c versus 201 c). However, the trough tones display 18% 
greater mean duration (217 ms versus 184 ms). In total, we have here 14% more of trough tones as 

 
23 Such are mesotonal and multitonal modes that feature the infrafix degree – an anchor tone placed below the 
tonic, separated from it by an interval (e.g., G and C in a mode of G-C-D-E-F-G). In such case, tonic (C) and 
infrafix (low G) are positioned one after another, and stand out as stable, although tonic still holds relative 
dominance (in a direct progression from G to C, C will sound more stable). The closest match between two 
adjacent stable degrees is found in multitonal modes with modal mutability (e.g., A-C-D-E-F-G-A), where the 
“tonic” function can keep shifting between two neighboring lowest degrees (A/C). 
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compared to peak tones (24 versus 21). Of all of them, 3 peaks versus 2 troughs are found to terminate 
the phrase, and all phrases are initiated by trough tones. This suggests that gravitationally troughs 
generally tend to overwhelm peaks, although by a slim margin.  
If we accept in our example the low degree as an overall stable anchor (since it is favored by higher 
mean durational values, according to Tables 9 and 10), then its gravitational value comes quite close to 
the upper degree, indicating their competition for the anchoring function, and therefore a highly 
probable ƒ-opp registral relation. This tells us that there must be another degree that would specialize 
in providing a complementary function (see Fig.9-B), because the entire melody clearly cannot run on 
the ƒ-opp functionality alone – after all, the sound of the recording projects quite soothing and relaxed 
expression.  

One candidate for a complementary degree we have already identified – a peak tone in an arch 
inclination. It occupies the registral position higher than that of a zigzag peak tone and an arch 
initiation tone, and therefore is prone to the descending melodic motion every time this apex pitch 
level is reached, which is conducive to the unstable degree. In zigzag phrases we already have found  
3-step zigzags (as in Phrase 7), where the middle step is located above the trough. Since all zigzag 
degrees are coordinated by reference to their absolute registral position in the ambitus, and the high 
degree that houses arch initiation tones and zigzag peak tones sustains its registral level across multiple 
phrases, there must be at least one more degree between the low degree (i.e., zigzag trough/wave 
cadential tones) and the high degree (zigzag peak/wave initiation tones). A good candidate for this 
degree is the mid tone found in a number of zigzag phrases that implemented 3-level zigzags.  

Alekseyev reports that in archaic folk tradition two neighboring degrees form complementary melodic 
functionality in a manner of auxiliary tones of classical music theory of harmony. This is even if the 
actual intervallic distance between the pitch levels of these degrees exceeds a classical “norm” of the 
interval of a 2nd – in practice, the distance could be anything between about 100 and 600 cents 
(Alekseyev 1986, 101). The delimiting factor that determines this range is the tonal homogeneity 
within a single vocal register in performance of a lay singer who has not passed a specialized course of 
vocal training designed to equalize the tones within a particular registral range. Such timbral 
equalization aimed at maximal expansion of a registral range is characteristic for Western “bel canto” 
vocal tradition.  
As long as two neighboring tones share the same timbral characteristics, varying only in fundamental 
frequency, they can serve as adjacent modal degrees. Once such degrees disclose timbral differences – 
e.g., when a female singer tries to sing a male song, her shorter vocal cord will force her to either 
shrink the interval to re-integrate the original timbral characteristics of a male song, or to insert an 
extra degree that would provide the timbral homogeneity needed to complement the leaning degree. 
Both options prioritize timbre. But the first option preserves timbre by adjusting the intervallic value, 
whereas the second option – by adjusting the number of degrees.  

If we extrapolate this Alekseyev’s principle in relation to what we know about the development of 
vocalization skills in early childhood, specifically for 3 years of age (the age of the girl singing this 
vocalization), the maximal range for two neighboring degrees cannot exceed about 300 cents 
(Kirnarskaya et al. 2003).  

On the other pole, the minimum intervallic distance between two degrees in ekmelic music is 
determined by the criterion of discreteness of vocal production: intervals that are too small can be 
mistaken for vibrato, expressive portamento or technical flaws in sustaining the same pitch level. It is 
unlikely for a singer to resort to very fine (less than 100 cents) intervallic gradations unless that singer 
can consistently reproduce exactly the same pitch levels, including melodic motion that includes 
leaping over a degree. We know such “micro-chromatic” styles of traditional singing in Pamir or 
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Balkan areas, but their practicing requires high technical skills and deliberate aiming at consistent 
reproduction of the same micro-intervallic value. Ekmelic TO, not to speak of premelic TO, simply 
cannot support such finesse.  
All of these arguments lead us to believe that there should be one more degree somewhere between 
270 and 290 Hz (see Fig.9 A-B) that is activated whenever melodic motion heads down.   
With this in mind, we shall now proceed to identifying the functional relations between every pair of 
interconnected tones – what is considered a “musical intonation” in Russian musicology - within each 
of the phrases. Simultaneously, we shall be inferring the exact margins of the registral zone for every 
phrase in our melody. Here we should keep in mind that the ekmelic functionality in this vocalization 
bears the remnant features of premelic TO.  

The most affected is the ƒ-anc. It adopts the ekmelic function of strengthening a degree by affirming its 
pitch value just in a handful of places - usually as a byproduct of changing the phonemic content of 
syllabling on the same pitch level (e.g., tones Nos. 32-33). In all other cases, ƒ-anc works in premelic 
manner by bending a pitch up (e.g., tones 139-140) or down (109-110) to come closer towards the 
target pitch ahead of time in a form of expressive timbral variation, as though closing the distance 
between the point of departure and point of arrival by the glissando shortcut. Such anticipatory 
alterations, when applied systemically, are responsible for the overall gliding (glissando) style of 
vocalization that accompanies ongoing timbral transformations – which is the landmark of premelic 
TO.  
Not all cases of ƒ-anc pitch bending occur towards the target pitch. They can also adopt the “escape 
tone” strategy of pitch bending away from the target (e.g., 72-74). The third case of implementing 
premelic style ƒ-anc is to terminate a phrasal end by the indefinite “fading out” of the last frequency 
value (as in 24-25), thereby generating a timbral smudge that marks the relaxation at the end of a 
melodic unit.  

We have to distinguish between a premelic- and an ekmelic-style ƒ-anc because premelic TO generally 
lacks any form of conservation of pitch value per se – it operates exclusively by maintening timbral 
homogeneity within a known pitch contour. The only way a pitch value per se can be observed by a 
premelic singer is through intuitive pitch matching of a single tone or a brief intonation in a session of 
joint responsorial singing with some other singer.  
The very notion of “sameness” of a pitch that is necessary for its deliberate repetition is missing in 
premelic music and becomes supported only within the melodic functionality of the ekmelic TO that 
supplants premelic TO in the timeline of the evolution of TO.24 Ekmelic organization operates within a 
rationally estimated registral space by opposing melodic consonance and dissonance in the form of the 
interchanges of stepping and leaping, and by making each degree of a musical mode retain a specific 
melodic function across all melodic phrases.  
Nonetheless, despite all the listed problems and limitations, it still makes sense to recognize ƒ-anc and 
ƒ-com in premelic music. Even where music misses frequency conservation in the form of pitch 
classes, the temporal nature of music causes a singer to render melodic curves following the locomotor 
prototypes of melodic motion, which do involve the parameter of directionality. Hence, premelic ƒ-
com can be understood as a directed motion – in contradistinction to ƒ-anc as staying (or aimlessly 
hanging around) on the same place. 

 
24  See the chronology of succession of different schemes of TO in the following chart: 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/348564870_Approximate_chronology_of_principal_stages_in_the_ev
olution_of_tonal_organization_of_music  
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Intonational, motivic and phrasal analysis  

Now we can proceed to analyze the syntax: the division of the melody into melodic intonations 
(elementary unit), motifs (compound unit), and phrases (complex unit).  

Phrase-1 contains a number of ƒ-anc intonations: Nos. 4-5, 8-9 and 14-15 (marked blue in 19). 
However, the majority of its intonations are ƒ-com: governed by the function of smoothening the 
melodic transition between two neighboring pitch levels. Since phrase-1 features an arch inclination, 
we should consider the registral position of its 3 primary degrees: initiation, peak and cadential.  

A very low start of the wave makes its initiation (No. 1) and cadence (No. 17) coincide in their 
registral position. Tone No. 2 registrally aligns with the peak tone (No. 10) – along with tones Nos. 4, 
5, 7 and 12. The initiation and cadential tones align with tones Nos. 14 and 15. The rest of the tones 
form the middle register (Nos. 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 16).  
Now we can draw two dashed lines, separating 3 registers (Fig.10). Examination of all the intonations 
in relation to these dashed lines shows that the only intonation that crosses the boundaries of 2 registers 
is the opening intonation comprised by tones No.1-2. Skipping over a registral zone makes this 
intonation not ƒ-com (contrary to the arch inclination rule), but ƒ-opp. Its more dissonant character, in 
comparison to other intonations of the same phrase, is evident in a couple of structural features: nearly 
equal duration and loudness of tones Nos. 1 and 2, and a vowel melisma placed on both of these tones.  
The task of opening the entire vocalization could have prompted a singer to make two opening tones 
compete in power in order to generate a momentum for the melodic motion. 

 
Figure 10. Registration and intonational parsing of tones Nos. 1-57 (Phrases 1-5). Color-
coding reflects the melodic functions engaged between the tones of an intonation. Squares 
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surround the principal modal degrees (initiation, peak, cadential and trough tones). Brackets in 
conjunction with letters show similarity and contrast in melodic material, as well as the 
morphological boundaries in melodic motion.   

Phrase-2 displays a much clearer wave shape – unlike the wavy segmentations within phrase-1. 
Phrase-2 also stands out due to its enormous registral span from the highest peak of the entire melody 
to one of its lowest troughs. This sheer span tells us that this phrase must have a few registers. Indeed, 
we see 3 consecutive steps in ascending direction (Nos. 18-21) following the initiation tone. At this 
point it makes sense to start taking account of the similarities and contrasts between all the intonations.  
Looking back at phrase-1 reveals the presence of two motifs. We shall title them “a” and “b.” The 
former is characterized by the 4-tone (tones Nos. 1-4) melisma on the vocable “ʊ-ʊmmm,” with its 
“up-down” directionality of overall ascension. The “b” motif is a singular intonation (tones Nos. 5-6) 
that receives a motivic formative function. It is characterized by the contrasting entrance of 
monosyllabic “nʲam” that corresponds to the descending step. 

We see a reproduction of “b” in tones Nos. 7-8, which we shall mark as “b1” since it is not an exact 
repetition: its first tone is considerably lower than that in “b” of Nos. 5-6. Whenever a particular 
melodic material is modified in frequency and/or duration, we shall employ a number to reflect the 
consecutive order of this modification.25  Thus, the second appearance of “a” in tones Nos. 9-12 
receives the number 1 to indicate that it is the first modification of the original “a.”  
A new entry of “b” (tones Nos. 13-15) receives the numeration “b2” to signify that it is a second 
modification of the original “b.” But we also have to reflect the addition of a pitch bend ƒ-anc at the 
end of “b2”. We achieve this by adding the symbol “+” (plus) after the number. Addition of a plus 
shows that the original melodic material was extended (which can happen not only at the end of a unit 
but at its beginning as well). In opposite, whenever an original material is contracted (by dropping a 
constituent element in the beginning or an end of a unit) we shall place the symbol “-“ (minus) after 
the letter that displays the identity of a motif or a phrase.    

The opening of phrase-2 shares the same syllabic material (“ʊ-ʊmm”) and a similar contour with “a”. 
However, it would not be right to consider this opening a contraction of “a,” because such contraction 
would be too distortive (just 50% of the original) for the beginning of a phrase (usually, contractions 
occur in chains of reproductions of the same intonation while building a climax, and introduce minute 
changes that accumulate gradually over time). Also such hypothetical contraction would violate the 
melisma in “ʊ-ʊmm” that we have found to bear modal significance in this melody. Since this vocable 
is so important for TO, it would make more sense for contraction to cut off something else rather than 
this vocable. Besides, the succession of 3 tones Nos. 18-20 forms a clear melodic pattern on its own 
that makes sense in the context of phrase-2. Its monodirectional ascension on the way from the 
initiation tone to the peak tone (which is modally most salient) makes the opening of phrase-2 stand 
out comparing to phrase-1. Therefore, we have to qualify it as “c.” 
Immediately following “c,” comes “d” (tones 21-23), looking like an inversion of “c”: the series of the 
descending ƒ-com steps on the melisma of the contrasting vocable “nʲam.”  
The ƒ-com relations of the tones of phrase-2 are suddenly disrupted by the audible registral break 
between tones 23 and 24. This break exceeds the ƒ-opp of the initiation of phrase-1 (tones 1-2) by the 

 
25 If a modification is repeated in exact manner at some point later in the elaboration of the melody, it will 
receive the same modification number as its first appearance (e.g., if b1 is reproduced exactly in the same way 
after b3, it should be marked as “b1” and not “b4”). The same applies to the exact reproduction of the original 
motif (e.g., “b” – if it appears again after some modification, for instance “b3-b”).  
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extent of its melodic dissonance (discontinuity of amelodic line), and, therefore, has to be qualified as 
ƒ-ext – since tone 23 is more stable than tone 24. The salience of this break makes it into a new motif 
“e.” It is worth noting that the longer tone No. 23 here acts in the manner of elision: it simultaneously 
terminates the motif “d” and initiates the “e.” Elisions often occur on long tones that separate two 
strongly contrasting intonations, especially at the boundaries of a musical phrase. We shall reflect 
elision by overlapping the end and the beginning points of two consecutive brackets in our melodic 
analysis. 
Since phrase-1 was comprised of 2 occurrences of motif “a” and 5 occurrences of motif “b, whereas 
phrase-2 is made of the succession of completely new motifs ”c-d-e,” phrase-2 has to be defined as 
“B” in contrast to phrase-1 (“A”). The melodic identity of a musical phrase is determined by the 
melodic identities of its constituent motifs, which in turn, are determined by the constituent melodic 
intonations (unless we face a “motif-intonation” such as “b” in this melody).  

In intricate cases, where it is hard to decide which exact melodic material a motif or a phrase in 
question uses, additional factors ought to be consulted, such as modal inclination of a phrase, its 
dynamic contour, distribution of the anchor tones within a phrase, its registral characteristics, relative 
weight of its duration and the dynamics of certain tones, etc.. 

Phrase-2 contains at least 4 registral zones. Their positioning in the ambitus does not follow the 
registers of phrase-1. Perhaps the singer became dissatisfied that phrase-1 turned out to be too low and 
relaxed, and decided to make vocalization more excited. The opening of phrase-2 marks 3 consecutive 
ƒ-com steps in a smooth legato articulation (Nos. 18-21) - which are subsequently balanced by two 
descending ƒ-com steps (22-23). At this point the continuation of the melody becomes unbalanced, 
introducing the registral break, marked as “e” (23-24). This break obtains a khasmatonal function of 
bouncing into a foreign register, where the terminal point (tone 25) could have been marked as a local 
ƒ-com degree, making a 5-degree phrase. However, I consider it a premelic ƒ-anc ending rather than a 
dedicated degree, especially since it sounds very smudged in frequency and dynamics. 
Phrase-3 combines the motifs from phrases-1 and 2. It opens with the motif “b” along with its 
characteristic syllable “nʲam,” but instead of multiple repetitions of “b,” it is followed by “e1.” Phrase-
3 can be recognized by the registral break between tones Nos. 28 and 29, followed by a little 
descending step, planted on yet another occurrence of “nʲam.” Five occurrences of “b” follow “e1” in a 
row - very much like four “b’s” in phrase-1 (although two of them, b7 and b9, are extended by adding 
the pitch bend of ƒ-anc). Phrase-1 is also resembled by the pitch contour of the segment “e1-b5-b6-b7-
b8-b9” that closely matches the general contour of phrase-1.  

To increase this resemblance, the cadences of both phrases are female, and most of both phrases’ lyrics 
consist of the same syllable “nʲam” that retains its modal formative power. Also, the registers of 
phrases-3 and 1 are closely aligned - but not between phrases-3 and 2.  
However, phrase-3 resembles phrase-2 in another respect: in featuring 4 degrees – in contrast to 3 
degrees of phrase-1. To mark such ambivalence of features, we shall identify phrase-3 as “B1+A1.” 
Their morphing might reflect the dissatisfaction of the singer with the extent of excitement of phrase-2 
– perhaps too much for the pleasurable situation of eating the favorite meal – prompting the girl to 
moderate her excitement.   

Phrase-4 appears unfinished. It only marks the initial tone and the peak tone, designating to them two 
registers that are similar to phrase-3. Thematically, this phrase introduces a new “balanced arch” motif 
“f.” Whether that was a deliberate invention of a singer, or a result of an accident, when the singer tried 
to produce “a,” but for whatever reason stopped – this motif “f’ becomes a source for building new 
phrases. 
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Phrase-5 generally takes after phrase-3 by combining the features of “A” and “B”, although the “A” 
portion here is contracted comparing to phrase-3. We shall reflect on this by placing the “minus” in 
this phrase’s nomination “B2+A2-“. Like “B” of phrase-2, phrase-5 features the rapid advance to the 
peak tone (tone 49), followed by the abrupt drop to the bottom register (tone 52), reaching the same 
registral level as tone No. 25 in phrase-2. This drop occurs in a progressive chain of descending steps, 
based on the “d” motif (adding an extra step, which we shall reflect as “d2+”).  

Like “A” of phrase-1, phrase-5 attains to the peak tone by its zigzagging motion (tones 46-49), and 
contains a “sub-wave” in its conclusive segment (compare tones 14-17 of phrase-1 to Nos. 52-57 of 
phrase-2). This all is based on the “b” motifs. However, the initiation motif of phrase-5 makes use not 
of the “a” but of the “f” material from the previous incomplete phrase-4. The singer sustains the 
initiation tone for a while, probably hesitating as to where to move her voice – until coming up with 
the idea to reuse “f.”  

The second half of phrase-5 features an additional wavelike segment that ends up falling back to the 
same registral level as the earlier steep fall of tone 52. This final segment is comprised of two 
occurrences of “b,” the first of which is extended by ƒ-anc (b10+). However, the ending of this phrase 
differs from the “A” type by having a male rather than female ending – which is quite close to the 
ending of “B” in phrase-2. In both phrases, the tone that is the third from the end (respectively Nos. 55 
and 23) receives the greatest emphasis, and the cadence contains a melisma. Phrase-5 also resembles 
phrases-2 and 3 by featuring 4 degrees (unlike phrase-1). We shall mark phrase-5 as “B2+A2-” to 
account for its imitation of phrase-3, while contracting the “A” material.   

Phrase-6 is very similar to phrase-4 in every respect. The singer seems to have abandoned the idea of 
exploring the arch inclination, and directed her thoughts towards something contrasting. This shift of 
mind might explain the interruption of phrase-6 and switching to a new melodic style. 
Phrase-7 introduces the zigzag inclination (see Fig.11).   

 
Figure 11. Registration and intonational parsing of tones Nos. 58-103 (Phrases 6-10).  

The expiration-based contour of an arch that soothes towards its end contrasts here the inspiration-
based contour that usually builds up to reach its climactic point towards the phrase end. Despite this 
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important functional difference, the melodic material for zigzag phrases is reused from the earlier 
wave-like phrases: motif ”c,” superior to “a” and “b” in propelling the ascending melodic motion, suits 
the climactic tendency of the consistently used zigzag inclination.  
However, the “c” material here is placed within a new modal context: if in the wave inclination “c” 
connected the initiation tone with the peak tone (the most active part of the arch), here it is used to 
connect the trough and the peak tones in their regular alternation. 

The 3-step structure of “c” causes phrase-7 to have 3 registers. Only its marginal tones receive the 
modal significance in melodic zigzags, relying on the ƒ-opp axis in the middle of a phrase between 
tones 63 and 64. The tones of the middle register (62 and 65) remain functionally neutral. This new 
configuration makes phrase-7 contrast type “A” as well as type “B.” Therefore, we have to name 
phrase-7 “C” in spite of it using the motif from “B.” 
Phrase-8 contracts the zigzags by adopting the middle register of phrase-7 as a top register, thereby 
pushing the middle register lower, while retaining the registral position of the trough points. This 
contraction results in reduction of tension in ƒ-opp of tones 68-69 and 71-72. The tension here is 
nowhere close to Nos. 63-64 of a previous phrase. The resulting loss in energy must be responsible for 
the singer’s attempt to find a way of recharging energy. The moment of indecision is reflected in the 
half-spike at tones Nos. 73-74 that do not reach the top register.  
From there on, the source of energizing is found in consistent shortening of the “c” material (“c6-“ and 
“c7-“) - generating simple binary oscillations of peaks and troughs. Binary, rather than ternary (as in 
phrase-7) alternations of pitches appear more animated due to more frequent switches in direction. 
Binary zigzags push the trough tones to submerge in the lower register, which increases the tonal 
tension by widening the ƒ-opp swings between the subsequent peaks and troughs (tones 76-79).  

Then, a more relaxed 3-step “c” returns for a moment (c8) – yielding to the shortened binary version of 
“c” (“c9-“ and “c10-“) to support the energetic ending, similar to that of phrase-7. In respect to the 
melodic material, phrase-8 is all comprised of modified repetitions of “c,” indicative of its 
developmental nature. Therefore, we shall qualify this phrase as “C1+” – as elaboration of phrase-7.  

Phrase-9, despite its zigzag inclination, deviates from type “C” by noticeable softening of the zigzags. 
Their frequency swings significantly shrink, the ending obtains female features, the registral levels in 
the overall ambitus drop, and the troughs by far outweigh the peaks in number and duration.  
To reflect all of this we will assign a new letter “D” to this phrase. The same registral shift that 
occurred between phrase-7 and phrase-8 is reproduced here again, further sinking the registral levels. 
The middle register of phrase-8 becomes the top register of phrase-9, while retaining the same registral 
position of the trough tones. Phrase-9 loses the third register since it possesses only 2 degrees.  
This phrase presents a considerable drop in energy, making it only superficially appear as a zigzag 
inclination, while in fact resembling more of undulation of a wave. The melodic material here is not 
the same as in phrases-7 and 8. The motif’s shapes are balanced closer to flat rather than ascending – 
mostly resembling “f.” Long tone No. 91 supports another elision, this time between “f4” and “f5” 
(tones Nos. 89-93). It looks like the singer found “C” to be too strong and started looking for a way to 
return back to the relaxed state of the initial “A.” 
Phrase-10 provides this recapitulation, restoring the arch inclination of “A.” This phrase’s initiation 
comes closest to phrase-1. We shall mark it as shortened “a2-“, because its energetic character sets it 
apart from the only motif that shares a similar shape at its opening -“f” (but has a more moderate 
character).  
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There is no reason to consider the opening melisma of tones Nos. 94-96 a new melodic material (“g”), 
since ƒ-opp at its initiation and the unbalanced return to a third tone (No. 96) that is higher than its 1st 
tone (94), both resemble the initiation of phrase-1 (tones Nos. 1-3). Like phrase 1, this phrase succeeds 
the opening “a” motif with the series of “b” (b12, b13 and b14), one of which is extended (b13+) by 
the ƒ-anc intonation.  
Registrally, phrase-10 restores the upper register of phrase-7, while inheriting the registral position for 
the lower register from the previous phrase-9. This cross-phrasal consistency binds phrases from 7 to 
10 into a group that features stronger homogeneity in TO than phrases Nos. 1-6.  

All in all, the low middle register boundary retains its position somewhere between 283 and 289 Hz 
throughout phrases Nos. 4-10, indicating that it could be a potential inter-phrasal modal axis of TO for 
this vocalization. 
Phrase-11 restores the full range of 4 registers by reproducing the steepest version of an arch phrase 
that has been encountered in “B” (Fig.12). However, instead of reaching the peak from the initiation 
tone by means of the “c” motif, it hits the peak as soon as possible with the help of “f.” The peak of the 
“f” motif (tone No. 105) becomes the peak tone of the entire “B3.”  

 
Figure 12. Registration and intonational parsing of tones Nos. 104-155 (Phrases 11-17).   

The climactic raise of “f” is immediately followed by the collapsing motif “d” that is extended by 
adding an ƒ-anc to its beginning and an extra descending step at its end. The longer (due to its 
extension) fall is terminated by the male cadential ending (tone No. 112) that is closer to phrase-5 than 
to phrase-2. 
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Male ending provides phrase-11 with a sharper contrast between more unstable peak and more stable 
trough. Comparing to phrase-2, the absence of “e” at the end leaves out only the complementary steps, 
contributing to the sense of melodic resolution at the male ending. This makes “B3” the smoothest 
shaped implementation of the arch type so far – which could be responsible for the complete 
disappearance of “A” (which represented an alternative “fuzzy” implementation of the arch shape). In 
all consequent phrases the clearer arch of “B” is used instead of “A”. 

Phrase-12 clearly accommodates the strong resolution at the end of the previous phrase by returning to 
the smoothest and the most relaxed (so far) melodic material – “D” - that is based on the well-
equalized wave of “f.” Very much like in phrase-9, the succession of “f’s” here is used to create gentler 
zigzags. The ƒ-anc pitch bend connects the troughs of “f7” and “f8,” culminating in the ƒ-opp tones 
Nos. 117-118 to descend to the lowest tone (118).  
The ending on “c” rolls down the tension, curbing down the harshness of a zigzag switch at the phrasal 
end. Instead, “c11” terminates the phrase in the middle register. Both phrases, 11 and 12, perfectly 
align in their registers – including the interrupted phrase-13 that seems to have been intended to bind 
phrases 11-13 together.  
Phrase-14, however, breaks the inter-phrasal registral continuity. It shifts the registers lower, 
presenting a heavier variation of the steep wave of “B.” It intensifies the initiation intonation by 
starting it in the low register (tone 124) and, therefore, hitting the peak tone stronger, with a greater 
run-up – in the manner of the “a” motif in the opening of phrase-10. I mark tones 124-125 as “a3-“ due 
to this peculiar function of phrasal initiation on the ƒ-opp function.  

The peak tone quickly declines through the series of steps of the “d” material – just like phrase-11. 
However, the last tone No.130 resembles the ending of phrase-2 (tone No. 24) by featuring a leap that 
receives even greater prominence here because of its timbral contrast to the previous tones. Color-
coding this intonation by red marks not the ƒ-ext function, but the khasmatonal impression of breaking 
the uniformity of a register.  
The surprise of such sudden melodic dissonance after the decisively consonant gradual motion of “d5” 
is responsible for the prominence of a male ending that follows suit of phrase-11. I identify this 
khasmatonal termination thematically as “e2-“ to indicate the chopping of the originally smooth ending 
of the “e” (the way it was introduced in phrase-2). 
Phrase-15 marks another series of declining consecutive phrases – very similar to what we observed in 
the inter-phrasal declination of phrases 7-9. In both cases, decline is achieved by the contraction and 
sinking of the registral zones in each consecutive phrase. Shapewise, phrase-15 still employs the “B” 
type, as implemented in phrase-11 and phrase-14. This version can be recognized by its immediate 
connection of the initiation tone to the peak tone, followed by quick drop of pitch. Like phrase-12, this 
phrase employs the balanced “f” motif to hit the phrasal peak (tones Nos. 131-133). However, the 
ending portion here is varied by engaging two “b” motifs (“b15” and “b16”) to bring the melodic 
motion to the male ending.  
Registrally, phrase-15 sticks to the registral positions of the previous phrase, only adding a tone (135) 
that engages a lower register. Otherwise, the phrase retains the 280 Hz registral axis, which holds 
through the subsequent phrase as well. 

Phrase-16 resumes the energetic zigzag inclination, reminiscent of phrase-7. However, the emphasis on 
troughs and peaks, as well as the growing agitation towards its phrasal end, here are combined with the 
ƒ-ext functionality of two deep dives to the utmost low register (tones 141 and 150). Upon the closer 
look, we recognize the 3-step zigzags of the “c” motif – the same as in phrase 7. They are alternated 
with the “e” motif (c12-e3-c13-c14-c15-e4) – the only motif that has implemented the idea of extreme 
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contrast (either by abrupt registral change or by khasmatonal-like timbral contrast). Overall, the 
melodic material here leans toward “C” type, further spicing it up by means of insertion of the 
disrupting “e” fragments.  
The initiation of phrase-16 with “c12” (tones 138-140) ends up at the peak tone that serves as the 
elision to kick in the khasmatonal “e3-“ (tones 140-141) in a way similar to the “e2-“ motif in phrase-
14 (tone 130). A return of the 3-step zigzag in “c13” elevates to a lower peak (tone 144), unleashing a 
succession of contracted “c’s” (“c14-“ and “c15-“). Each of them invokes the ƒ-opp function between 
the binary alternations of trough and peak tones (tones 144-147) across the middle register. Another 
occurrence of ƒ-ext on “e4-“ puts a strong end to phrase-16 with its strong contrast. This phrase 
increases tension comparing to the preceding phrase, while sharing the same registral position. So far, 
this comes as the strongest evidence of fully “musical” integration of different phrases in their TO.  
Despite a few examples of such integration in the analyzed melody, overall, supra-phrasal tonal 
integration here remains fragmentary. The last phrase (No.17) breaks registral positioning again. It 
shrinks and dips the registers, while restoring the arch inclination. The “B”-style arch is rendered here 
in the smoothest and softest manner, closest to phrase-15. The same initiation with the balanced “f” 
motif (tones 151-153) is followed by a smooth continuation of the 3-step descending “d6” (tones 153-
155). The lyrics, virtually the same as in phrase-15, receive here a gentle female ending.     
To summarize the motivic and phrasal analysis, the entire vocalization does display signs of cross-
phrasal tonal integration between numerous adjacent phrases. Certain phrases form patches of coherent 
TO by maintaining the registral position of their registral zones within the entire ambitus. The 
uniformity effect of the registral positioning is most pronounced in those phrases that share the same 
modal inclination and the same typology of the melodic material. Thus, phrases that are based on “A”: 
Nos.1 (“A”), 3 (“B1+A1”), 5 (“B2+A2-“) and 10 (“A3”) - all share the registral boundaries at 300 Hz 
and at 271-276 Hz. Phrases based on “C” share the registral boundary at 281-282 Hz and at 264-271 
Hz. Such sharing demonstrates not only the integration of registers, but also the integration of the 
functionality of modal degrees (peaks and troughs for the zigzag inclination; and initiations, peaks and 
cadences for the arch inclination). 
Other than the tendency for patching, we should take a note of the registral concordance between some 
of the adjacent phrases. Despite their different typology, phrases 3-5, 6-8, 11-12, 14-16 become 
registrally concordant. The registral boundary between 279 and 289 Hz consistently holds throughout 
the entire vocalization, across all of its phrases, suggesting the presence of a referential registral level 
that is used to coordinate the TO between the musical phrases. 

In spite of the signs of the inter-phrasal TO, the premelic traits of this vocalization prevent ekmelic 
organization to take over. This is more evident in melodic analysis than in registral analysis. It is 
exceedingly obvious that the musical form here is constructed from the mosaic of little motifs – 
strongly influenced by the phonemic content of lyrics and the position of a motif in a breathing cycle. 
In essence, the 3-year-old singer appears to toy with the motifs by replacing and reconnecting them in 
a manner of playing a construction game with cubes or other similar materials.  

The musical phrases are assembled from motifs and phonemes by trial and error – most evident in 
cases of 3 incomplete phrases (4, 6 and 13). The expressive capacities of each of the motifs are 
established by trying their various combinations in filling the conventional types of melodic contour. 
Those combinations that suit the expressive characteristics of a particular modal inclination become 
preferred and remembered – reused in new phrases, and probably, in new vocalizations (thus, we can 
see a definite clarification of the type “B” of the arch inclination throughout the analyzed audio). 
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TO in the 3-degree phrases 

The most adequate approach to establishing TO of such music would be not the modal analysis of the 
entire vocalization, but the segregation of phrases into groups based on their typology – and the 
autonomous analysis of each of the constituent groups.  
Two most important aspects of typological differences that we have uncovered so far are:  

1) modal inclination and  
2) registral distribution.  

We already found out that trough tones in the zigzag inclination come very close in their mean registral 
position to the cadential tones in arch inclination. The same applies to arch initiation tones and zigzag 
peaks (Fig.9). This provides the ground for lumping both inclinations together and for distinguishing 
the alternative forms of TO in this audio sample not by the difference between modal inclinations, but 
between the number of registers.  

We have identified 2-degree, 3-degree and 4-degree phrases. Of them, only 3- and 4-degree types seem 
to oppose each other in registral distribution. Four phrases that feature 2 degrees are either incomplete 
(Nos. 4, 6, 13) or present a simplified zigzag inclination (No. 9) that relies on the zigzag organization 
of the preceding phrase (No.8). The fragmentary phrases Nos. 4, 6, and 13 also share the registral 
boundaries defined in their preceding phrases (respectively, Nos. 3, 5 and 12). 
Therefore, we can follow the procedure that we applied to the analysis of “Sae Dyige-dyige” in Table 2 
and generate two different summaries of TO uncovered in 3 figures (Fig.10-12) – one for the 3-degree 
phrases (Nos. 1, 7-10, 12-15 and 17) and another for the 4-degree phrases (Nos. 2-5, 11 and 16).          

Table 11. The tonal summary of all the pitches in 3-degree phrases of Ex.2. The degrees 
are numbered from the bottom up, followed by the phrase number (Phrase), the number of a 
tone within the entire vocalization (Tone #) and the number of occurrences of that degree 
within that vocalization (Occur. #). Each occurrence is characterized by its frequency (F0) and 
duration (Dur.); by articulation rating (AR); and by phrasal functions (Phrasal ƒ°), such as 
cadential (c), initiation (i), peak (p) or t (trough). Additional information is reflected by the 
presence of closure (Clos. -marked “x,” if present); by the intonational melodic function of a 
degree (Int.ƒ° - defined by a function of the intonation that leads to that degree, blank for the 
initiation tone) and by the frequency difference from the mean frequency value (F.Dif.). From 
the latter, the absolute registral range of variation for that degree (ARV) is inferred (in cents), 
as well as standard deviation (S.Dev) of the mean frequency value of that degree: in Hz (S.Dev) 
and in cents (SDV). The last column indicates the direction of melody after the occurrence of a 
given degree (Dir.). 

Degree Phrase Tone # Occur. # F0 (Hz) Dur.(ms) AR (0-6) Phrasal ƒ° Clos. Int. ƒ° Max.Int. F. Dif. (c) Dir. 
i° i i i rtt iqi l i    +imk é 
  io r rtl qn r    com  +iom è 
  im n rqn nln i   anc  +itk é 
  ik o rqi ios r   com  +ikm  
 k li m rls iim l i    -rs é 
  lo l rlk ion r t x opp  +rl é 
 t lq k rki int r t x opp  +mr é 
  kr t rlt irm r t x opp  +nn é 
  km q rml rin r t x com  -ok é 
  kk is rmr inl r t x opp  -ko é 
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Degree Phrase Tone # Occur. # F0 (Hz) Dur.(ms) AR (0-6) Phrasal ƒ° Clos. Int. ƒ° Max.Int. F. Dif. (c) Dir. 
  kq ii rml ilr r t x opp  -ok é 
  to ir rll rok r t x opp  +rs é 
 q tl in rli ims l i    -in é 
  tt io rll ikm r t  com  +rs è 
  tq im rks rol r   anc  +om é 
  qi il rks oro r t x com  +om é 
  qn ik rlo rtn o t  com  +k  
 is qo it rll tr l i    +rs é 
  qt iq rki okl i  x com  +mr é 
  isi rs rli nit i  x com  -in é 
  isn ri rmm rqt n c  com  -mn  
 ir iit rr ros ts r t x opp isni ms -imt é 
 in irn rn rro inq i   com  -rkt  
 io iro ro rlm ril l i    +in é 
  ins rm rml qr r t  ext qr ms -ok  
 im inm rl rmi iml i  x com  -ti é 
 ik imo rk rom iqr i c  com rqsk ms -irn è 
  imm rt rnr rok i   anc tml ms -rik  

Total:   rt  mlos kr irt/mi/rc ir o com ARV: 465  
Mean:    rln rsi r.mk   com   é 
S.Dev:    il iss i.kr     SDV: 210  
Share:   ni%  nn% nt% t: on% on%  mr% ln%  

r° i n i nsq iqk i  x com  +imr é 
  l r nsl rqn r  x com  +inm é 
  t n nst itm r    com  +iok è 
  q o nin nrq r   anc  +iko é 
  ii m nis iol i  x com  +imt é 
  in l nir iis r   com  +ilq ê 
  il k nsl rrt r c x com  +inm ê 
 k lr t rqm rto i   com  +kr é 
  lm q rqq ikn i   com  +qm é 
 t lk is rkq qi l i    -rm é 
  ks ii rtr iln i   com  -l é 
  kn ir rkq iqk i   com  -rm è 
  ko in rti iso r   anc  -ir ê 
  ts io rko rtt i   com  -ml é 
  tr im rko rtt i  x com  -ml é 
 q tk il rkl ros i p x com  -on ê 
  qs ik rkq iss i p x com  -rm ê 
  qr it rto ios r p x com  +l ê 
 is ql iq rql qt i   com  +kt è 
  qk rs rqi nto r   anc  +ot ê 
  qq ri rkq imk r   com  -rm è 
  iss rr rkk iss i   anc  -nk ê 
  isr rn rkl rtk r  x com  -on ê 
 ir iin ro rki kn l i    -km é 
  iim rm rlo to r   com  -irs è 
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Degree Phrase Tone # Occur. # F0 (Hz) Dur.(ms) AR (0-6) Phrasal ƒ° Clos. Int. ƒ° Max.Int. F. Dif. (c) Dir. 
  iil rl rmk rok r t  anc  -ilk é 
  iiq rk rmq iso i   com  -imn è 
  irs rt rkl itn r   anc  -on  
 in iri rq rts ioi l i    -it è 
  irr ns rmt ll i   anc  -ils ê 
 io irt ni nso rqm i   com  +iro è 
  irq nr rtm ims i   anc  +ir ê 
 im ini nn rll ris l i    -isk é 
  inn no rki isn r   com  -km è 
  ino nm rkk iss r   anc illn ms -nk ê 
  ink nl rlk rqr r   com  -isi  
 ik imi nk rli qn l i    -ios é 
  imn nt rmm nml i    com otst ms -its ê 

Total:   nt  kskq kq mi/np/it/ic q r com ARV: 354  
Mean:    rtn itl r.sk   com    é 
S.Dev:    ik tt i.mq     SDV: 208  
Share:   or%  oi% or%  i: in% ro%  lt% ot%  

n° i r i nns rno i  x opp  +isn ê 
  o r nos iik i    com  +imo è 
  m n nos tt r   anc  +imo ê 
  k o nrl tm r  x com  +tr ê 
  is m noo irm r p x com  +ikm ê 
  ir l nni ios i  x com  +ist ê 
 k ln k nir irn i p x com  +l ê 
  ll t nni rms r p  com  +ist  
 t lt q rqo ist i p x com  -qk ê 
  ki is rqm irm i p x com  -qi ê 
  kl ii rqq rsl r p x opp  -lt ê 
  kt ir rtq osq i p x opp  -irk ê 
  ti in rqm rrq r p x com  -qi ê 
  tn io nss rik r p x com  -lr ê 
  tm im nsn nnr r p x opp  -om  
 is qm il nii isq i p x opp  s ê 
 ir iio ik nsi ikn r p x com  -mk ê 
  iik it nss inl r p x com  -lr ê 
 io irm iq nrt imn r   opp  +qr è 
  irl rs nni ios r p  anc  +ist è 
  irk ri nik lik r    anc tom ms +nn ê 
 im inr rr rqi irl i p x com  -iim ê 
  inl rn rti ros r  x opp iltn ms -ikl ê 
 ik imr ro rki ks i p x com rsro ms -rnt ê 

Total:   ro  ommr nt ilp it n com ARV: 413  
Mean:    nii iqs i.mt   com    ê 
S.Dev:    rs iiq s.oq     SDV: 223  
Share:   rk%  rl% rs% p: lk% km%  oo% ml%  
Grand:   qs kon c ikrki ms itq rip/int/nc/isi nq     
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We can see from Table 11 that the middle degree is used 36% more often than the lower degree, and 
58% more often than the upper degree. Similar dominance is noticeable in the total duration of the 
middle degree: it is 26% greater than that of the lower degree and 56% greater than the upper degree. 
However, the mean duration of the middle degree is slightly shorter than that of the lower degree (8%) 
and the upper degree (2%). The standard deviation of duration is the smallest for the middle degree: it 
is 14% smaller than the lower degree and 35% smaller than the upper degree. What this tells us is that 
the main melodic function of the middle degree is to support the upper degree – and to a less extent, to 
support the lower degree. Both marginal degrees tend to adopt the function of a leaning tone in various 
melodic phrases.  
The middle degree features many brief tones that pass to the marginal degrees. This is evident from 
looking at the distribution of closures: 9 for the middle degree, 12 for the lower degree and 18 for the 
upper degree. Taken in relation to the total number of occurrences for each of these degrees, this gives 
us 24% share of closures for the middle degree, 43% for the lower degree and whooping 75% for the 
upper degree.  

Many more “bounces” in melodic motion falling on the upper degree indicates that overall it carries 
less modal gravity than the lower degree. The latter seems to act more like a “leaning base” for the 
melodic phrases – taken in light of its mean duration value being 6% greater than that of the upper 
degree, and taking in consideration smaller standard deviation for both, its duration (by 19%) and 
frequency (by 25%) values.  
Of course, these tendencies remain rather vague, because all degrees have poor registral definition and 
separation. All three degrees have standard deviation by far greater than in ekmelic music (compare: 
16, 17 and 20 Hz in this vocalization versus, respectively, 2, 8 and 4 Hz for “Sae Dyige” in Table 2). 
Even the marginal degrees here overlap in their registral values: the highest frequency values of the 
occurrences of the low degree (293 Hz) are higher than the lowest frequency value of the occurrence of 
the upper degree (271 Hz). Only the average variance of the marginal degrees present clear registral 
separation (the mean frequency value of the 1° plus its standard deviation, i.e. 279 Hz, versus the mean 
value of the 3° minus its standard deviation, i.e. 291 Hz).  
The average registral separation between the 1° and 2° is about twice fuzzier (the overlap between 279 
Hz and 264 Hz makes -96 c) compared to that between the 2° and 3° (the overlap between 300 Hz and 
291 Hz produces -53 c).  

Better separation of the upper degree has to do with the greater share and longer overall duration of 
those ƒ-opp intonations that terminate on the 3° (7 occurrences out of 24 total, 1683 ms total duration) 
as opposed to the ƒ-opp intonations that are terminated on the 1° (7 occurrences out of 28, 1031 ms 
total).  

The middle degree does not have a single occurrence of ƒ-opp. Stronger ƒ-opp function of the upper 
degree, in conjunction with much higher percentage of closures, means that the upper degree is used 
more often to challenge the leaning dominance of the lower degree than to provide the leaning point by 
itself. This is confirmed by the comparison of the share of all uses of ƒ-com function by each of the 
degrees. Complementarity is the lowest for the 3° (44% of all instances of that degree), followed by the 
1° (52%), and exceeded by the 2° (68%).  

Evidently, the upper degree combines lower complementarity with higher opposition function because 
of its tendency to generate melodic dissonance that requires further resolution through the descending 
motion towards the lower degree. Of course, this is far from holding the 1° as a clear “tonic” – we can 
talk here only about the general tendency to tonicity: its greater capacity to supply leaning tones for the 
3-degree phrases. But this tendency is there, audible in the sounds of vocalization and measurable, 
pronounced as a trait of the TO. 
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The phrasal functionality of all degrees confirms this gravitational distribution. The upper degree has 
16 occurrences of peak tones (out of 24 total occurrences, i.e. 67%) and no other functions. The lower 
degree has 14 occurrences of trough tones (out of 28 total occurrences, i.e. 50%), 3 occurrences of 
initiations (11%) and 2 occurrences of cadential tones (7%). The initiations and cadences are especially 
important in executing the function of modal stability.  
The middle degree also has 3 instances of initiation tones and 1 instance of a cadential tone, but in the 
generosity of that degree’s 38 occurrences shrinks the share of its phrasal functions, respectively, to 
8% and 3%. Most of the instances of the middle degree do not bear any phrasal functionality (29 out of 
38, i.e. 76%). This is in contrast to the low degree (9 out of 28, i.e. 32%) and the upper degree (8 out of 
24, i.e. 33%).  

Of all 3 degrees, the bottom one features the lowest neutrality of phrasal function and the highest share 
of stability. In addition, the bottom degree has the greatest variety of intonational functions (4), in 
contrast to the middle degree (2) and the upper degree (3). Although ƒ-com functionality prevails in all 
three degrees, they are functionally distinguished by the other funtions: by the ƒ-opp prevalence for the 
marginal degrees and by the ƒ-anc prevalence for the middle degree. The middle degree also features 
the greatest share of ƒ-com (4808 ms of total ƒ-com of the middle degree versus 2907 ms of the lower 
and 2204 ms of the upper). This, along with the sizeable share of ƒ-anc, combined with complete 
absence of ƒ-opp, indicates that the middle degree is largely limited to supporting the passing melodic 
motion between the marginal degrees.  
Of the marginal degrees, the greater variety of functions of the bottom degree indicates that unlike the 
upper degree, it is less restricted to the function of melodic opposition to the top degree – probably due 
to its capacity to provide a leaning point. The share of ƒ-com for the 1° is 52% versus 18% of the share 
of its ƒ-opp, whereas the share of ƒ-com for the 3° is 44% versus 37% of the share of its ƒ-opp. 
Obviously, the overall functionality of the upper degree is more melodically dissonant than that of the 
lower degree – in a sense that its use is driven to a greater extent by the idea of challenging a lower 
degree rather than complementing a middle degree, thereby calling for some kind of resolution (either 
on the inter-phrasal or intra-phrasal level of TO).  
Yet another confirmation of the comparative instability of the upper degree in relation to the low 
degree comes from their articulation ratings. The mean articulation value for the upper degree is 1.58, 
with standard deviation of 0.49. The mean articulation of the low degree stands much higher, at 2.57, 
with very large standard deviation of 1.72. What it means is that the upper degree is predominantly hit 
in melismatic rather than in monosyllabic melodic motion, and there is little diversity in its 
syllabification. The lower degree is engaged in heavy monosyllabic melodic motion and features many 
instances of phrasal initiations, which diversifies its syllabification. The middle degree is more similar 
to the low degree in diversity of its articulation.  
Melismatic use makes the upper degree modally weaker. It is never used to start or terminate a phrase, 
and is rarely accompanied by a phonemic contrast, which makes it sound overall smoother than the 
other two degrees. 

Let’s have a look at the modal intonations, if there is any correspondence between their distribution in 
a mode and the tonal characteristics of the degrees that we have identified so far. 

Table 12. The matrix of modal intonations in the 3-degree phrases. The blue color indicates 
the unison intonations (ƒ-com). The upper row represents the departure tones, whereas the 
utmost left column – the destination tones. 

   1° 2° 3° 
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1° 3 13 7 

2° 12 9 11 

3° 7 14 3 

The most important intonations are 2°-3°, 2°-1°, 1°-2° and 3°-2° – in this order of reduction in 
importance. Evidently, the middle degree contributes the most to the TO in this mode: both, as a 
departure and as a destination tone. Noteworthy, it also generates the highest number of ƒ-anc. It is 
also the most dynamic: 28 instances of the bottom degree give rise to 42 intonations, whereas 38 
instances of middle degree give rise to 59 intonations, and 24 instances of top degree give rise to 42 
intonations. We see that 2° proves to be the most melodically productive.  

All four characteristic modal intonations of this mode are stepwise (ƒ-com). We have already spotted 2 
leading intonations in the phonemic analysis of the vocables: 2°-3° is the initiation intonation of the 
arch inclination, and 2°-1° is its cadential intonation.  
The matrix reveals that the modal characteristics of the arch inclination overwhelm those of the zigzag 
inclination: both, 3°-1° and 1°-3° intonations (7 occurrences each) that feature ƒ-opp, promoted by 
zigzags, are even less frequent in the entire melody than the unison of 2°-2°. The chief purpose of 3°-
1° and 1°-3° is to contrast with the smooth complementary melodic motion in climax points of zigzags 
(e.g., phrase 12) or as means of emphasizing peak tones (phrase 14).   

The task of modal integration of the zigzag and arch phrases within a single mode has favored the 
smooth typology of the wave shape – along with its definition of the peak tone as unstable, and the 
initial tone and cadential tones as more stable.  
The tendency of the zigzag inclination to stress the peak tones, noted earlier, has become invalidated in 
the cross-phrasal integration between those segments of vocalization that engage a 3-degree mode. The 
principal function of a zigzag inclination to activate the melodic motion by registral challenging of the 
leaning points has not found support in inter-phrasal modal organization: none of the 3-degree arch 
phrases were able to establish the marginal degrees of a mode as forming a characteristic modal 
intonation. Instead, the principal function of arch inclination to balance the initiation with the cadence 
has taken over as a leading modal principle – even in zigzag phrases (e.g., 9, 12, 16). Capacity of the 
arch to balance directionality and energy distribution throughout the breathing cycle has turned out to 
be handy across both inclinations. Yet another confirmation of the overall importance of balancing for 
this mode we can see in nearly perfect match between 31 ascending and 33 descending intonations. 
At this point, we can stop our analysis. There is no need to generate the matrix of mean intervallic 
values for each of the modal intonations, as we did in Tables 3-4 for the Yakut song, because the 
humming vocalization overwhelmingly sides with the indefinite intervallic typology, much closer to 
the premelic type of TO than to the ekmelic type. The exact span of frequency values between two 
adjacent tones of the melody does not raise concern of the singer here at all. The significant overlap 
between the registral positions of each of the degrees, very high standard frequency deviation and lack 
of functional specialization (phrasal as well as intonational) for each of the degrees in a simple 
trichordal mode testify to the fundamental weakness of intervallic organization between its musical 
tones.  

We already discussed the traits of weak intervallic relations regarding Table 11. The only additional 
argument that can be added to that discussion is the lack of correspondence between sharpening or 
flattening the mean frequency value and the succeeding melodic motion up or down, obvious from 
cross-examining the F.Dif and Dir. Columns in Table 11. Their directional correspondence is present 
only in 11 out of 28 instances of the bottom degree (39%), 14 out of 38 instances of the middle degree 
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(37%) and 11 out of 24 instances of the top degree (46%). Even high deviations over 100 c often occur 
in the direction that is opposite to the melodic contour, proving that there is no deliberate coordination 
between the exact intervallic values generated by the melodic motion, and that pitches arise as 
byproducts of rendition of the stock of melodic contours, familiar to a singer. For the same reason, it 
makes no sense to generate a table of the intervallic strength for all modal intonations (as we did in 
Table 5 for the Yakut song). The intervallic values, produced by the tones of this mode, are just the 
byproducts of drawing the melodic contour according to the preferred principles of modal inclinations, 
breathing and syllabling. 

TO in the 4-degree phrases 

Now we shall proceed to examine the TO of the 4-degree phrases in the same vocalization. 
Comparison of Table 13 with Table 11 highlights the most important differences between 
implementation of TO in 3-degree versus 4-degree phrases.  

Table 13. The tonal summary of all the pitches in 4-degree phrases of a melody of Ex.2.  

Degree Phrase Tone # Occur. # F0 (Hz) Dur.(ms) AR (0-6) Phrasal ƒ° Clos. Int. ƒ° Max. Int. F. Dif. (c) Dir. 
i° r it i nir iol l i      +nks é 
   ro r rms kk r    ext  -io ê 
  rm n rrq iln i    anc  -ill   
 n rq o rkq qs r   opp  +ikl è 
  ns m rlt irm i  x anc  +isk  
   nr l rlq ino i    com  +iin è 
  nn k rlk ion r     anc  +iss è 
   no t rki int i   x anc mlq ms +irl é 
  nk q rlt ioq i   x com  +isk é 
 o on is rmk isi r i      +no é 
  om ii rmk rnt i     com  +no   
 m mr ir rrn irn i t x  opp  -rir é 
  mm in rrr nti r t x opp mqo ms -riq é 
   mk io rrs inm r c  com  -rnm   
 ii iir im rmn rss n c  com tml ms +k  
 il ioi il rio rrl i t x ext  -rtn é 
  ims ik rro ilr r t  ext olm ms -rso  

Total:   ik  rkni ni ot/rc/ri l o com ARV: 653  
Mean:    rmr ili i.tr   com/anc   é 
S.Dev:    rl lq i.iq     SDV: 359  
Share:   rk%  rr% rl% t: ro% nm%  ni% li%  

r° r iq i nnn isi i    com  +niq é 
  rn r nrs rns i c   com  +rms ê 
 n ni n rtl iol r  x  com  +mm ê 
  nm o rqk orl i   com  +iri è 
  nl m nsi isi r    anc  +ioo ê 
  nq l rtq rtl i  x com  +kn é 
  oi k rqi itr i c   com  +tm è 
  or t rtl nos n   anc  +mm  
 o oo q rqk ios l p x com  +iri ê 
 m mi is rml qm r   com  -inl ê 
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Degree Phrase Tone # Occur. # F0 (Hz) Dur.(ms) AR (0-6) Phrasal ƒ° Clos. Int. ƒ° Max. Int. F. Dif. (c) Dir. 
   mn ii roi nmq i   com  -roi è 
  mo ir roo qo i   anc mnm ms -rrs ê 
  ml in ros qs r   com  -rot ê 
 ii iii  io rtk qn r    com  +li ê 
 il ior im ror rro i   com rnkr ms -rno é 
   iom il rol nol r  x opp  -rsm é 
  iok ik rms nsi i  x  opp lok ms -ikt é 

Total:   ik  nmmo ns rc/ip m n com ARV: 560  
Mean:    rkk rsq i.kl   com    ê 
S.Dev:    rq iis i.ri     SDV: 364  
Share:   rk%  rt% rl% c: ir%  rq%  lk% mn%  

n° r rs i nlo rio i    com  +nir é 
  rr r non ili r    com  +rsq ê 
 n rk n nsn nmk i  x com  -l é 
  nt o nir ilq r  x opp ilq ms +om ê 
  os m nsn isi r   x com  -l ê 
 m ol l rqi nml l i      -kl é 
   ot k rql isk i   x com  -ol é 
  ms t rto rir i    com  -iit ê 
 l mq  q rqt rrs i p x com  -nm ê 
 ii iso is nns rrm l i      +ior é 
  isl ii nnt rrt i   x com  +ito é 
  isq ir nrr rmo i     com  +iss è 
  iis in nio ts r     anc  +ml ê 
 il int io rli tsn l i      -rlo è 
  inq im rkr oto i     anc mlo ms -iqn é 
   ion il rlo roo i     com  -roo é 
   iot ik rlm qs i     com ritt ms -rnt é 

Total:   ik  onsm nl ni/ip l n com ARV: 576  
Mean:    nso rmn r.ii   com    é 
S.Dev:    rq iki i.to     SDV: 331  
Share:    rk%  no% ns% i: it% nm%  mi% mo%  

o° r ri i nql rio r p x com  +nil ê 
  rl r nnl itq l i    +ni ê 
 n rt n nmr ils r p x com  +iir ê 
 m ok o nst ion i  x com  -iiq ê 
  oq m nrs tl r p x com  -mn ê 
 ii ism l nlq nls i p x com  +iqn ê 
  isk k nmk qs i   com  +inl è 
  ist t nml ink r   anc ink ms +ini ê 
 il ios q rqo rrs i p x com  -rss ê 
  ioo is rti int r p x com  -rkt ê 
  iol ii rqo ior r p x opp ior ms -rss ê 
  ioq ir rqm to i p x com ioqm ms -iqo ê 

Total:   ir  iqln rn tp/ii q n com ARV: 594  
Mean:    nns ilo i.qi   com   ê 
S.Dev:    nm ko i.nr     SDV: 369  
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Degree Phrase Tone # Occur. # F0 (Hz) Dur.(ms) AR (0-6) Phrasal ƒ° Clos. Int. ƒ° Max. Int. F. Dif. (c) Dir. 
Share:   iq%  il% iq% p: lk% km%  kl% ml%  
Grand:   ln islm c irmmn ms irs isp/ot/oc/li rl     

To begin with, 4-degree phrases occupy smaller place in the entire vocalization and demonstrate even 
weaker intervallic ties than 3-degree phrases. The bottom degree of the 4-degree mode has 62% greater 
standard deviation of frequency values, 40% greater absolute registral range of frequency variation 
(ARV value) and 70% increase in the size of the registral zone of standard deviation - widening from a 
size of a 2nd (melodic consonance) in the 3-degree mode to a 3rd (melodic dissonance) in a 4-degree 
mode.  
Even greater weakening we observe for the 2°. In the 4-degree mode, the second degree has 71% 
greater standard deviation of its frequency values, 58% greater absolute registral range of frequency 
variation (ARV value) and 75% increase in the size of the registral zone of standard deviation.  

Less affected is the 3°. In the 4-degree mode, it features nearly double standard deviation of frequency 
values, 36% greater absolute registral range of frequency variation (ARV value) and 48% increase in 
the size of the registral zone of standard deviation.  
The mismatch between sharpening or flattening the mean frequency value and the subsequent melodic 
motion up or down from that degree is significantly greater in the 4-degree mode than in the 3-degree 
mode. Thus, the directional correspondence is present only in 4 out of 17 instances of the 1° (24%), 5 
out of 17 instances of the 2° (29%), 5 out of 17 instances of the 3° (29%), and 6 out of 12 instances of 
the 4° (50%). To remind, the comparative figures for the 1°, 2° and 3° of the 3-degree mode made up 
respectively 39%, 37% and 46%. Noteworthy, the greatest correspondence between both modes is 
found in the range of the new, fourth, degree - added at the very top of the ambitus of the vocalization 
in all occurrences of the 4-degree mode.  
The duration values reveal weaker gravity of the 4-degree mode. The mean durational value for the 1° 
is 20% lower for the 4-degree mode than for the 3-degree mode, while its standard deviation is 31% 
less. The mean duration value for the 2° is 12% higher for the 4-degree mode than for the 3-degree 
mode, while its standard deviation is 25% greater. The mean duration value for the 3° is 33% higher 
for the 4-degree mode than for the 3-degree mode, while its standard deviation is 44% greater. What 
this distribution of duration values tells us is that the 1° in 4-degree phrases loses much of its gravity 
and turns into more of a supporting tone. Greater commitment to this role must be responsible for the 
reduced standard deviation in its duration, which remains consistently low in support of greater fluidity 
in melodic passing to the other degrees. Both, the 2° and 3° increase their gravity as well as their 
standard deviation in duration: greater swings between their short and long durations reflect their 
increased usage as both, leaning points and supporting auxiliary tones.   

The distribution of phrasal functions confirms gravitational weakening of the bottom degree. In the 4-
degree mode, it loses 44% of its trough and 33% of its initiation functionality comparing to the 3-
degree mode. Fewer troughs take away accentuation, smoothening the melodic motion. Fewer 
initiations take away the modal referential power, making this degree more of supplementary.  

However, the 2° does not benefit from this weakening. It loses the referential power of initiations, too. 
If in the 3-degree mode, it represented all functions, here it retains only cadential and peak functions, 
and the share of peak function drops from 8% to 6%. The prevailing function becomes cadential (12%) 
as opposed to the prevalence of initiating function (13%) in the 3-degree mode. Since initiation 
outweighs cadence in its contribution to stability in TO of the indefinite-pitch music, the 2° of the 4-
degree mode suffers reduction in stability.  
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The true beneficiary of weakening of the bottom degrees is the 3°. In the 3-degree mode, it was 
characterized by its overwhelming peak functionality (67%). In the 4-degree mode, its peak function 
shrinks to mere 6%, and instead, initiation takes a lead over other functions (18%). Both, cadential and 
initiating functions carry the strongest gravitational weight in the music based on infinite pitch. So, the 
3° receives a gravitational edge - much more prominent in the 4-degree scheme in comparison to the 3-
degree mode. 

This conclusion is supported by the articulation changes induced by the 4-degree mode. The mean 
articulation rating of the 1° here is 29% lower than that in the 3-degree mode, while its standard 
deviation is 31% lower. For the 2°, we see a 15% reduction in mean articulation rating, combined with 
a 24% reduction in its standard deviation. For the 3°, the contrary tendency is in place – a 34% 
increase in the mean articulation rating, combined with a whooping 275% increase in its standard 
deviation. This picture reverses the articulatory relations between the 1°, 2° and 3° in a 3-degree mode, 
where the lowest articulation rate and its standard deviation were found for the upper degree, in total 
opposite of the low degree metrics.  

Evidently, the transition to a 4-degree scheme has caused the 1° to increase the share of melismatic 
implementation, thereby decreasing the diversity in syllabification and weakening the contribution of 
this degree to articulation by making the lower segments of melodic motion considerably more fluent. 
Similar change occurs for the 2°. However, the 3°, in contrary, becomes much more diverse in 
syllabification, increasing the share of monosyllabism. As a result, the 3° becomes the most articulated 
of all 4 degrees – and the 4° being second most articulated. 

It seems that the addition of the 4° channels the melodic impetus towards the upper registers, where the 
third register overweighs the lower registers. This “tiding up” tendency is most noticeable in the 
phrasal functions. We already could see how the 1° in a 4-degree setting lost much of its stable 
functionality, while the 3° gained it – and the 4° plays a big role in this. It supports the leaning position 
of the 3° by acquiring the peak functionality (that constitutes 67% of its function), becoming clearly 
the most unstable degree in a mode.  

Another proof for this comes from the distribution of closures: the 4° contains by far the greatest 
number of closures – 75% (comparing to 35% of the 3°, 29% of the 2° and 35% of the 1°). More 
closures transpire into more bouncing of the melodic line away from the 4° down to the 3°, since the 
complementary function constitutes 76% of all the occurrences of the 4°, and ƒ-opp occurs in it only 
once.   
Intonational functionality remains quite close between the 3- and 4-degree modes. The complementary 
function overwhelmingly prevails for all degrees, and the overall distribution of functions remains 
quite similar: the 1° and the 3° retain exactly the same number of functions, and the 2° of the 3-degree 
mode carries 2 functions versus 3 functions of the 2° in the 4-degree mode. However, the array of 
functions for a particular degree is considerably changed. Four functions of the 1° in the 4-degree 
setting are much closer in their durational values than that in the 3-degree setting. The anchoring 
function comes equal to the complementary one in regard to the frequency of its occurrence. At the 
same time, the relative share of complementary function drops from 52% for the 1° of the 3-degree 
mode to 31% of the 1° of the 4-degree mode. This illustrates the increase in melodic dissonance for the 
1°, most evident in the presence of 3 ƒ-ext occurrences for the 4-degree phrases.  
In the 4-degree setting, the 2° also becomes more dissonant. It receives the ƒ-opp function that was 
absent for the 2° in the 3-degree setting. Now ƒ-opp takes over the ƒ-anc function – while the ƒ-com 
function remains at the same level of dominance (68% for the 3-degree and 67% for the 4-degree 
modes). This clearly indicates the overall reduction in stability of the 2°.  
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In contrary, the 3° cuts the share of the opposite function, while retaining the dominance of the 
complementary function (44% for the 3-degree mode and 48% for the 4-degree mode). If for 3 
degrees, ƒ-opp took 37% of all occurrences of the 3°, for 4-degree phrases ƒ-opp’s share shrunk to bare 
4%. Although the ƒ-anc function also slightly dropped from 19% in the 3-degree mode to 13% in the 
4-degree mode, overall the 3° in the 4-degree mode has definitely increased its melodic consonance. 
Hence, greater peaking phrasal functionality of the 4° finds nice resolution in the 3°. 

We see that the 1° and the 4° have shorter mean duration and its standard deviation, while the 3° boasts 
the longest mean duration (54% higher than the 4°, 21% higher than the 2° and 57% higher than the 
1°) and the highest standard deviation (131% higher than the 4°, 55% higher than the 2° and 148% 
higher than the 1°). The third degree definitely leads in the department of stability and rhythmic 
diversity, indicative of its greater capacity to contrast tension and resolution of all the degrees in the 
entire mode.  

However, I have to repeat that in the music that is based on the indefinite intervallic typology, the tonal 
resolution is not equated with cadence: the melody is not supposed to end necessarily on the stable 
tone. It can be cut off in any which way, smooth or abrupt, stable or unstable. Stability is set not by the 
end of a phrase but by its beginning.  

This important and interesting point agrees with the observations of music historians who underline 
that the typology of the initiation tones was no less important for the Western music theory than the 
typology of the cadential tones (Powers and Wiering 2001). The determinant role of phrasal initiations 
can be observed in the tables of tonal summary by comparing the blank cells in the “Dir.” column with 
the blanks in the “Int. ƒ” column for each of the degrees. Thus, in Table 11 for the 3-degree mode, the 
1° showed 5 initiations and 6 terminations, the 2° – 5 initiations and 2 terminations, and the 3° – no 
initiations and 2 terminations. The disposition was very clear: the 1° was most stable, the 2° was quite 
close to it, whereas the 3° was unstable.  

In table 13, we find greater controversy: the 1° has 2 initiations and 6 terminations, the 2° – no 
initiations and 1 termination, the 3° – 3 initiations and no terminations, and the 4° – 1 initiation and no 
terminations. Here we observe the mismatch between terminations and initiations, which reveals a 
greater importance of initiations for the overall stability of a degree. In agreement with what most of 
the previous analysis of this vocalization has already demonstrated, the 3° executes the most stable 
melodic function in the 4-degree mode, whereas the 1° is less stable here – despite it featuring the 
greatest number of terminations. 
Now let’s examine the modal intonations, if there is any correspondence between their distribution in a 
mode and the tonal characteristics of its degrees. 

Table 14. The matrix of modal intonations in the 4-degree phrases. The blue color indicates 
the unison intonations (ƒ-com). The upper row represents the departure tones, whereas the 
utmost left column – the destination tones. 

  1° 2° 3° 4° 

1° 4 8 0 3 

2° 7 3 6 2 

3° 1 5 2 6 

4° 0 1 9 1 
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The most important intonations are 3°-4°, 2°-1°, 1°-2°, and 4°-3° – in this order of reduction in 
importance. Most of them we have already identified and described. Thus, 3°-4° is the typical initiation 
intonation that connects the opening tone in the middle register with the peak tone in an arch 
inclination. It seems that this intonation, once formed in a 3-degree mode, makes its way into a 4-
degree mode, being transposed a register higher to reach the peak tone that is used as the reference 
pitch level for this intonation. The intonation of 2°-1°, too, must be prototyped from the cadential 
intonation of the arch inclination type in the 3-degree mode. The intonation of 4°-3° is the climax 
intonation that leads the unstable upper degree to find its resolution in the stable third degree.  

Four characteristic modal intonations of this mode easily break into registral pairs – coupling the 1° 
and the 2° together in distinction from the pair of the 3° and the 4°. Both pairs feature hierarchic 
complementarity of melodic functions. The constituent members of each pair melodically complement 
each other. Their complementarity is bi-directional: 1°-2° is about as common as 2°-1°, so as 3°-4° in 
comparison to 4°-3°. Like in the 3-degree mode, where characteristic modal intonations were equally 
bi-directional (2°-3°, 3°-2°, 1°-2° and 2°-1°), these modal intonations are governed by the idea of tonal 
equilibration. But what makes the 4-degree mode special is that ƒ-com in it acquires the class status. 
Not only ƒ-com characterizes the relation of two adjacent degrees, it also characterizes the relation of 
both pairs – they complement each other. 

The distinctions between 3- and 4-degree modes, and their interaction within the melody 

Both settings, 3- and 4-degree, are governed by the idea of balancing the melodic motion: ascending 
intonation finds its counterpart in the descending intonation between the same degrees. The only, yet 
principal, difference is that in the 3-degree mode the balancing pairs are conjunct (1°-2° and 2°-3° 
share an overlapping degree), whereas in the 4-degree mode the balancing pairs are disjunct (1°-2° and 
3°-4° do not overlap). This crucial distinction has far-reaching consequences.  

The disjunct nature of the 4-degree mode stresses the tonal contrasts between both pairs of degrees. 
The lower pair supports the upper pair with the capacity to elongate the rise and fall of an intonation 
(as in motifs “c” and “d”), as well as with the capacity to build the “micro-wave” melodic motion to 
support the 3° as its crest (as in phrase-3). Such use exhibits the upper pair of degrees as more 
expressive due to the greater salience of the peak point of the wave. The upper pair acquires the 
climactic function in phrases: marking the reversal of direction in an arch inclination in a much more 
dramatic way than in a 3-degree phrase.  
The greater dynamic potential of the passing melodic motion from the 1° to the 4° and back to the 1° is 
most pronounced in phrase-2, where it is responsible for quite dramatic effect. The passing capacity in 
a 3-degree mode is less melodically impressive (phrase-7) because of the absence of the climactic 
function in the melodic relation between its middle and upper degrees. Their intonation of 2°-3° is not 
differentiated well enough from that of 1°-2° due to the presence of the conjunct degree.   

The 4-degree setting opens the possibility for emphasizing the passing function 1°-4° through 
complementing the intonation of 3°-4° by the intonation of 1°-2°. Yet another expressive resource is to 
resolve the excited melodic motion within the “active” high pair of degrees into the relaxed motion 
within the “passive” low pair (as it happens in phrase-5: 3°-4°-3°-4°-3° versus 1°-2°-1°-2°-1°).  

Dividing the mode into 2 pairs of degrees introduces hierarchic organization that was absent in a 3-
degree mode. Now each of the pairs can have its “regional” registral leaning tone. For the upper pair, 
this is undoubtfully the 3°. For the lower pair, the situation is less clear. The durational aspect and the 
smaller ARV together mark the 2° as a stronger degree than the 1°. However, much more prominent 
phrasal functions and diverse intonational functions, with smaller share of complementarity make the 
1° more melodically salient. The ƒ-anc that would serve as a good measure of gravitational strength in 
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ekmelic and emmelic modes is of little help here, due to the premelic influence that holds ƒ-anc as 
more of a pitch-bending variation tool rather than a peculiar melodic intonation based on repetition of 
the “same” pitch.  
Therefore, the lead of the 1° in the ƒ-anc department cannot be interpreted as a proof of greater 
anchoring power in this case. The best way of characterizing the hierarchic relation within the 1°-2° 
pair seems to be calling it “ambivalent”: under certain circumstances, the greater melodic salience 
gives priority to the 1°, whereas under other circumstances, the longer duration values mark leaning on 
the 2°. Then, such ambivalence of the relations between the low degrees, in itself, contrasts with the 
well-markedness of the relations between the upper degrees. 
So, the characteristic intonations of the 4-degree mode demonstrate that, overall, it presents a scheme 
of TO that is better suited for generation of tonal tension, thereby contrasting a more balanced and 
homogenous 3-degree mode.  

However, the relation between the 3- and 4-degree modes in regard to implementation of balanced 
wave-like melodic motion is complicated by the presence of intonations 4°-1°, 4°-2° and 1°-3°. They 
all originate from the ƒ-opp functionality, promoted by the zigzag inclination, however all are capable 
of taking shape of ƒ-ext. The idea behind them is to present a new form of contrast in melodic motion, 
unavailable for a 3-degree mode - the contrast between the stepwise passing motion (motifs “c” and 
“d”) and the sudden leap (motif “e”). This contrast manifests yet another important contribution of the 
4-degree setting: its hierarchic tonal structure (I, II <-> III, IV) generates hierarchic morphological 
division. Tonal subordination of the 4° to the 3° makes one characteristic modal intonation (3°-4°) to 
become subordinated to another (4°-3°), which, in turn, causes the subordination of all motifs that are 
based on 3°-4° to those motifs that are based on 4°-3°.  

Tonal hierarchy ends up generating morphological hierarchy. 
Once one intonation is subordinated to another intonation, they both easily bind together into a 
compound entity. The humming vocalization that we analyzed provided examples of such 
morphological compounds. Thus, the “passing” motifs (“c” and “d”) are intonationally compound – 
they join 2 or even more intonations in a single motif that is designed to fill up the space between two 
stable anchors. In contrast, the “leaping” motif (“e”) is by definition elementary, employing a single 
intonation-motif.  
The contrast between the compound and elementary motifs generates yet another form of hierarchic 
organization – the contrast-based syntactic structural organization of melody. The 3-degree mode did 
feature some compound motifs (“a,” “c” and “f”) but they did not present formative contrast to 
elementary motifs (e.g., “b”). Rather, both kinds of motifs comfortably snapped together to form 
smooth fluent waves of melodic motion (phrase-1) – very different from the disrupted smooth motion, 
such as in phrase-16. The dissonant effect of melodic disruption becomes possible as a result of the 
hierarchic organization of a 4-degree mode. In essence, motif-snapping that we observe here is no 
different than snapping of antecedent and consequent sentences together to comprise a so-called 
“period form” in the music theory of Western classical music. 

The most melodically productive degree in the 4-degree setting is the 2°. Its 17 occurrences give rise to 
32 intonations. To compare, 17 instances of the 1° give rise to 23 intonations, 17 instances of the 3° 
give rise to 29 intonations and 12 instances of the 4° give rise to 22 intonations. Interestingly, the 4° 
closely follows the 2° in its intonational “productiveness” (respectively 1.88 and 1.83 of the degree-to-
intonation ratio) – both degrees are the upper ones in their respective pairs. Again, we see another sign 
of hierarchic organization that influences melody: the grouping of the degrees causes the upper degrees 
of different pairs to compete in their capacity to form intonations. The 4° is functionally distinguished 
from the 2° by greater instability.  
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All things considered, we can conclude that both modes, the 3-degree and the 4-degree, generally 
subscribe to the model of arch inclination and are based on the intonational complementarity that 
characterizes the wave shape. Very much like the intonations of the 3-degree mode, those of the 4-
degree mode remain well balanced: 25 descending intonations versus 23 ascending. Both modes 
employ two functions, opposite and extreme, to generate a contrast to the prevalent complementary 
function in those places where greater emphasis on the climactic (in zigzag inclination) or the peak 
intonations (in wave inclination) is necessary. However, due to its disjoint coupling structure, the 4-
degree mode introduces hierarchic subordination of degrees, often generating hierarchic morphology 
within melodic motifs and phrases.  
Subordination of degrees and intonations results in the increase of the share of melodic dissonance and 
in the extent of general contrast between phrases. The framework of 4 degrees promotes the passing 
melodic motion, taking form of a consonant opposition to the dissonant leaping. The dialectics of this 
opposition, with its tension/resolution relation between the “leaping” and “passing” motion, is 
responsible for deeper integration of all degrees, molding them into a tetrachord. The emergence of 
tetrachordal integration characterizes the transition from indefinite pitch organization (ekmelic) to 
definite pitch (emmelic). This progression can be found in both, the ontogenesis of TO that occurs 
throughout early childhood, and in the phylogenesis of the emmelic oligotonal mode from the ekmelic 
typology, which occurs in indigenous folk music of those ethnicities that retain the lifestyle of 
hunters/gatherers in geographically isolated and scarcely populated areas. The combined use of 
ekmelic and emmelic oligotonal modes characterizes the music of Yakuts, Evenki, Nenets, Chukchi 
and other Northeastern ethnoses (Alekseyev 1973; Dobzhanskaya 2014; Niemi 2009; Sheikin 2018; 
Alekseyev 1986; Sheikin 2002; 1996).   

The hierarchic features that we have uncovered in TO of 4-degree phrases in this humming 
vocalization might characterize the beginning of the transitional process of transformation of TO from 
timbral contrasts/similarities to registral degrees’ contrasts/similarities in the general timeline of the 
evolution of tonal organization.26 The implementation of the 3-degree and the 4-degree modes in this 
vocalization provides a glimpse of the phylogenetic transition from ekmelic to emmelic organization. 
A new emerging oligotonal method of tonal subordination/coordination most likely initially did not 
encompass the entirety of a musical work. Instead, it affected only some of musical phrases, chunking 
them together based on the extent of desired tonal tension and relaxation at a given moment.  

In essence, the TO that we observed in our analysis is the ongoing cycle of modulations between two 
modal inclinations, where different occurrences of these inclinations became fused together by the 
inertia of melodic motion and by the functional similarity of phrases.  
It could be said that the compound manner of generating motifs from intonations, and phrases from 
motifs, proceeds to yet another hierarchic level of introducing series of phrases. Such series are quite 
audible in this humming vocalization: phrases 1-6 present the first sequence; phrases 7-9 contrast it 
with the new, second, sequence; phrases 10-13 mark the third sequence, based on the return to the 
material of the first sequence; and phrases 14-17 generate the fourth sequence that elaborates the 

 
26  For more information on the chronology of this evolution see the summary of it: 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/301296021_ViII_Summary_of_Schemes_of_Tonal_Organizations and 
the graphic representation of it in the form of a chart in the following poster: 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/348564870_Approximate_chronology_of_principal_stages_in_the_ev
olution_of_tonal_organization_of_music  
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previous material. Each of these sequences in itself adopts an arch shape as a cross-phrasal integrative 
melodic contour.  

The first sequence hits its peak at phrase-2, followed by the elongated fall (phrases 3-6). The second 
sequence builds the peak towards the end of phrase-7, capitalizing on the energetic resources of the 
newly introduced zigzag inclination. The third sequence recapitulates to restore the contour of the first 
sequence, so that its initiating phrase No.10 leads to the peak of phrase-11, followed by the elongated 
fall (phrases 12-13). The fourth sequence, like the second sequence, starts right from the peaking 
phrase (No.14), gradually descending throughout phrases 15-17. Evidently, the succession of these 4 
sequences also abides by the principles of tension/resolution – but applies them on the wider scale: 
sequence No. 2 increases tension in comparison to sequence No.1, while sequence No.3 resolves this 
tension by restoring the initial state of affairs in melodic motion. 
The contrast between the 3-degree and the 4-degree settings plays into the inter-phrasal connectivity 
within each of the phrasal series.  
In the first sequence, phrase-2 marks the inter-phrasal peak by switching from the 3-degree operation 
to the 4-degree operation. The latter is retained towards the end of this sequence (notwithstanding two 
incomplete phrases, Nos. 4 and 6). The second sequence renews the thematic material while switching 
back to the 3-degree model. The recapitulation of the first sequence starts with the same 3-degree 
setting, but switches to the 4-degree operation at the peaking phrase (i.e., the second phrase in both 
sequences, No.1 and its recapitulation, No.3). However, in the third sequence, the mode returns to the 
3-degree operation after hitting the peak. The fourth sequence starts gentler with the 3-degree 
framework, but introduces disruption in the invading 4-degree phrase No. 16. Its sudden melodic 
disturbance becomes resolved in the extra-smooth phrase No. 17.  

As we see, switching from the 3-degree operation to the 4-degree operation in each of the occasions 
generates a pronounced impetus due to the increase in tension, whereas the return back to the 3-degree 
model corresponds to general relaxation.  
The inter-phrasal interaction of melodic functions is determined by the intonational makeup of 3- and 
4-degree modes, between which the melody keeps alternating. The look at the kinematic graphs of 
each of the modes reveals their differences (see Fig. 13 below). 

 
Figure 13. The kinematic graph of the modal organization. (A) the 3-degree mode. (B) the 
4-degree mode. The green arrow represents ƒ-com, the yellow arrow – ƒ-opp and the red one – 
ƒ-ext, where an arrowhead points respectively at those degrees that house that intonational 
function. The italic number indicates the number of instances for each of the intonations. The 
size of black circles indicates the relative stability of a degree. 
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The 3-degree mode (Fig.13-A) is perfectly balanced in every respect. Its ascending and descending 
complementary intonations are nearly symmetrical, whereas the opposite intonations between the 
marginal degrees are completely symmetrical. The base of the modal triangle outweighs the sides of 
the upper degrees in its capacity to provide gravitational support (the 1°-3° axis is more stable than the 
1°-2° and 2°-3° axes), because the 3° generally outweighs the 2°.  
The 4-degree mode (Fig.13-B) is not nearly as balanced as the 3-degree mode, with most of its weight 
placed at the upper part of the ambitus, on the 3°. While the bottom pair of degrees here is relatively 
well balanced in their use of melodic intonations (7 ascending versus 8 descending), the upper pair 
displays greater tendency of the 3° to push up towards the 4° (reflected by the 9:6 ratio). This 
ascending impetus, in turn, directs the melodic motion to find ways to release tension via alternative 
routes – by falling down on either of 3 lower degrees. Such diverse descending capacity is unique to 
the 4°. The 3° never falls down towards the 1°. Instead, the 3° primarily pushes up. However, the 1° 
does ascend to the 3° - albeit just once. Overall, the upper degree of the 4-degree mode clearly 
becomes the source of intonational variety. This degree is much more unstable, and thereby 
“asymmetrical,” comparing to the upper degree of the 3-degree mode.  
It comes as no surprise that switching to the 4-degree operation every time induces tonal tension that 
then is alleviated by the return to the 3-degree mode. Such alternations bind both modes together 
across phrases, causing their merger into compound phrasal units. The process of interaction of these 2 
modes that we observe here must be representative of the process of inter-phrasal integration that takes 
the phrase-based premelic mode and transforms it into the formula-based ekmelic mode. In 
ontogenesis, for most normally developing children, this transition occurs between 2 and 3 years of 
age. In children who are exposed in their environment to active music making through vocals, this 
process can be significantly accelerated (Kirnarskaya et al. 2003). 

The Frustum Projection of TO 

Ekmelic modes are characterized by permanence of a melodic functionality for each of the degrees 
throughout the entire music work. Ekmelic music generally affords modulation, through which 
functionality of a specific registral degree in one mode can potentially be changed in another mode that 
follows the first one and inherits its registral positions. However, such modulation would not occur on 
the phrasal basis. The presence of a gravitational shift between the 3- and 4-degree models tells that 
their degrees do not conserve their functions throughout the entire music work (i.e., the II degree in a 
3-degree mode is not the same as the II degree in a 4-degree mode). A transition from the 3- to the 4-
degree operation is not a mere addition of an extra degree on top of the ambitus. At every instance of a 
modulation from the 3- to the 4-degree framework, and back, the entire set of degrees becomes 
modified. Each set of degrees constitutes an organic whole, so that a modification of a part of it affects 
the rest of the parts. Therefore, it is important to be able to see a musical mode represented graphically 
in such way that would capture the most essential qualities of that mode’s organization. 
To visually relate the gravitational properties of both modes, we shall use the conical frustum 3D 
projection. Conical frustum provides a very intuitive representation of stability and instability: tall 
objects and those objects whose upper surface is larger than the base surface are tipped easily, and 
therefore are “unstable.” Then, mapping the lower radius of a cone to the total duration of all the 
occurrences of a particular degree within the melody, the upper radius - to the number of occurrences 
of that degree, and the frustum’s height - to the range of deviations for that degree – all of these 
correspondences would match the everyday experience that we have from handling physical objects in 
our environment, supporting an intuitive association between the instability of an object in space and 
the instability of a degree within a musical mode.  
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• The greater is the deviation from the mean tuning value, the greater is the instability of a 
corresponding modal degree (represented by frustum’s height).  

• The less frequently a particular degree is engaged within a melody, the less stable it is in a 
musical mode (represented by frustum’s upper radius).  

• The shorter is the average duration of a specific degree in comparison to the other degrees, the 
more unstable that degree is (represented by frustum’s lower radius).  

So, in case of the 4-degree mode, tonally unstable upper degree would be represented by the conical 
frustum with its top bigger than its bottom – quite reminiscent of physical instability of objects. In case 
if the degree’s tuning presents a great range between the sharpest and the flattest occurrences of that 
degree within the entire melody, its frustum would be taller than the tonic (that as a rule features the 
smallest frequency deviation). In this way, the frustum representation clearly illustrates relative 
stability and instability of a degree in a mode. 

Going back to modal analysis of our example of humming vocalization, its both modes (3- and 4-
degree) can be represented by a frustum view where the extent of the tilt (slant height) of the top part 
that is larger than the base part will indicate the gradation of instability: 

 
Here s stands for the slant height, representative of the stability/instability of a degree. 
h expresses the share of the intervallic range of the standard deviation of a mean frequency 
value for a given degree (SDV value from the tonal summary table) in relation to the total 
ambitus of the melody (considered from its lowest to its highest frequency value). 

R1 expresses the share of mean durational value for a given degree in relation to the entire 
duration of all tones in the melody, expressed as a percentage. 

R2 expresses the share of use of that degree in the entire number of tones in the melody, 
expressed as a percentage.  

Since all these 3 factors of instability are expressed as percentages of the properties of the entire 
melody, they can be incrementally related to each other in their representation of all degrees within a 
musical mode. In this way, not only that we can get a fair picture of the distribution of gravity within a 
mode, but we can quickly and comfortably compare one mode to another mode. The distribution of 
durational values, number of occurrences and deviation in tuning within each mode draw its unique 
gravitational map, allowing the viewer to corroborate this map with the map of another mode.  

The fourth important parameter that can be encoded in the frustum rendition is the mean intonational 
values for each of the degrees. This is of special importance for the indefinite pitch modes, but it might 
come of value for the analysis of diatonic modes as well. Even in melodies of Western tonality, it is 
not uncommon to find quite narrow frequency range and narrow specialization of a certain degree 
(e.g., a “leading tone”). Specific melodic functionality can be encoded through color through the most 
natural correspondence. Each of the principal intonational functions can be assigned to the designated 
color in a CMYK or RGB color model. In CMYK: 

• Cyan (C) – can represent ƒ-anc; 
• Yellow (Y) – can represent ƒ-com;  

These two melodic functions are by far the most common, so the representation of their combinations 
as C and Y is going to produce lighter greenish colors, easy to distinguish even in fine gradations. 
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Also, their lightness provides a comfortable association to melodic consonance (light and pleasantness 
both are regarded positive). 

• Magenta (M) - can represent ƒ-opp;  
Intonational opposition is a rarer melodic function, so the higher share of M that generates a brown tint 
(harder to distinguish in gradations) will occur infrequently. The darker color will suit the 
representation of melodic dissonance (negative association). 

• Key (K - i.e., black) – can represent ƒ-ext. 
The extreme (polarized) intonational function is the rarest melodic function. So, the capacity of black 
to make color gradations hard to distinguish because of their darkness is going to be the least of a 
problem for visual detection of tonal gradients in frustrum respresentation. 
Alternatively, if the ƒ-ext function turns out to be entirely absent in a melody, the RGB model will 
present a simpler way of characterizing the functionality of degrees. This approach is more suitable for 
representation of those modes (Ex.2), where ƒ-ext is used on very few occasions in a way similar to ƒ-
opp, as a form of reducing tonal cohesion between the adjacent tones. In this capacity, ƒ-opp and ƒ-ext 
can be lumped together to be indicated by red color. Such color assignment will stick to the same 
convention that I have been implementing in color coding of tonal functions in the graphic figures 
throughout this book. In RGB, the conventions are going to be as follows: 

• Red – will represent ƒ-opp and ƒ-ext as the expression of melodic dissonance and tension 
(relative constrain in melodic motion or tones challenging each other) that requires an extra 
effort to overcome it a challenge or a resistance; 

• Green – will represent ƒ-com as the expression of melodic consonance and neutrality (relative 
ease in melodic motion); 

• Blue – will represent ƒ-anc as the expression of melodic consonance and relaxation (relative 
passivity of melodic motion displayed as melodic halts). 

In order to convert the intonational grading into the RGB values, we shall take the durational value for 
each of the intonational functions of a particular degree (listed in the column “Max. Int.” of the tonal 
summary tables, i.e., 2, 11, 13) and sum all of them up to find out the total duration of all the 
intonational functions together. For some degrees this figure will be the same as Total Duration of all 
occurrences of that degree. For others, it will not be the same, because of the use of a specific degree to 
initiate phrases or to follow intra-phrasal pauses. The total duration of all the intonational functions 
will stand for 100%. Then the share of ƒ-com, of ƒ-anc and of the sum of ƒ-opp with ƒ-ext will be 
estimated separately in relation to that 100%. In case if a particular function is missing for a particular 
degree, it will be estimated as 0.  
Once the share of each function is defined, the corresponding share of each of the RGB values can be 
established by equating 255 to 100% (for example, 48% of ƒ-opp would correspond to 122 points of R, 
26% of ƒ-com – to 66 points of G, and 26% of ƒ-anc – to 66 points of B – altogether, producing the 
hex value of 7A4242).    
Let’s compare the frustum projections for both modes of Example 2 (Figure 12, A-B). I generated 
them in Google SketchUp by converting the percentage values from the tonal summary Tables 11 and 
13 into centimeters, using the “Architectural Design – cm” template (e.g., 63% of the ARV value for 
the I degree in a 3-degree mode is represented as 63 cm height of the conical frustum “I,” 33% of the 
overall durational value for I degree is represented as 33 cm base radius of that frustum, and 31% of 
the share of occurrences of I degree in a melody – as 31 cm top radius). Then I color-coded the 
intonational content of each of the degrees. 
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Figure 14. Gravitational map of the modes in vocalization from the Audio Example 2.  

(A) the 3-degree mode. (B) the 4-degree mode. Height of a cone/cylinder represents the 
standard deviation from the mean frequency value of a degree, lower radius – its overall 
duration value, upper radius – its frequency of occurrence, and color coding – the relative share 
of intonational functions. The overall prevalence of green color reflects the dominance of ƒ-
com function in the melody. Darker coloration represents greater melodic dissonance. Graphic 
representation of both modes is proportionally comparable in its vertical axis (representative of 
the extent of general concision in tuning) and its horizontal axis (representing the ambitus size 
of a mode). Thus, the 4-degree mode occupies wider ambitus than the 3-degree mode. 

We see that all degrees look like cylinders, which manifests a close correspondence between the 
frequency of these degrees’ occurrence and their overall duration. There is little differentiation 
between all degrees in this respect. In the 3-degree mode, only the 2º stands out by its greater 
duration/frequency of occurrence comparing to the marginal degrees. In the 4-degree mode, only the 4º 
stands out by its smaller duration/frequency of occurrence comparing to the lower degrees. There, the 
3º looks decidedly more stable due to the greater size of its base, whereas the 4º looks the most 
unstable.  
Colorwise, the 1º stands out with its brown color due to the prominence of the dissonant intonations 
that incorporate this degree. This, and smaller size, favor the 2º as a leaning point for the melodic 
motion within the lower pair. For the 3-degree mode, a similar dissonant role, albeit to a less extent, 
receives its 3º. Despite being taller, its 1º is slightly more stable due to its larger base.  
This visual presentation brings to light the reason why both modes are combinable on the inter-phrasal 
level in this humming vocalization. Each mode, taken on its own, provides little distinction between its 
degrees. Practically, this transpires into poor intelligibility - the modal intonations become too similar 
and make phrasal structure unclear and monotonous (the more so, the longer the streak of running the 
melody in the same mode carries on). Switching between both modes makes their degrees more 
contrasting and more intelligible. 
The look at both maps immediately reveals the nature of contrast between both modes: (A) has a 
marked centripetal degree, whereas (B) does not; (A) looks symmetrical, whereas (B) does not; (A) has 
marginal degrees similar in shape, while (B)’s marginal degrees are the most contrasting; (A) has its 
upper degree as the most melodically dissonant, whereas (B) has the lower degree as even more 
dissonant; (A)’s degrees cannot be broken in smaller groups, whereas (B) breaks into pairs; (A) is 
shorter in ambitus and does not engage the utmost high register, while (B) does engage it due to its 
wider ambitus. Evidently, the alternating between both modes allows the listener to find tonal contrasts 
that facilitate his orientation in a melodic line.  
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More specifically, the succession of (B) after (A) makes the impression of opening up of the highest 
register and featuring the most unstable degree in it, while getting rid of the consonant support of the 
low degree. Therefore, the appearance of (B) after (A) comes off as a general increase in melodic 
activity, tension and prominence of the upmost register. Conversely, the appearance of (A) after (B) 
stands as an increase in homogeneity and stability of the low register. Every succession of (B) and (A) 
forms the cycle of tonal tension and relaxation, binding the melodic phrases into a coherent chain.  

The compound effect of ongoing switching between two premelic modes, each of which is clearly 
based on timbral organization of registers and vocables, is instrumental for the genesis of the ekmelic 
typology. Ekmelic mode is based mostly on the frequency manipulation as such (as opposed to timbre) 
– albeit, while keeping the intervallic relations between ekmelic degrees indefinite. In sharp contrast to 
the amorphous melodic structure of premelic TO, constructed of the maze of discrete autonomous 
motifs, ekmelic TO promotes formulaic melodic structure that compensates for the vagueness of 
indefinite intervallic typology by the rigid repetitiveness of the same melodic formula. 
To grasp the essence of this difference between premelic and ekmelic typologies, let us have a look at 
how the gravitational map of “Sae-Dyige” from the previous analysis of Example-1 (Fig.14-C) would 
compare to (A) and (B) of the humming vocalization of Example-2.   

 
Figure 14 (C). Gravitational map of the ekmelic mode in “Sae-Dyige” (summary of its 
high and low versions). The gaps between 3 frustums represent the registral gaps between the 
corresponding degrees. The scaling in this image is proportional to Figures 14A and 14B. 

First of all, we immediately see that the degrees here do not overlap in ambitus but are separated from 
each other by gaps – which is especially sizeable between the 1º and 2º.  
Second, all degrees strongly contrast in color: the 1º is the most dissonant in its intonational functional 
content, the 3º is the most stable, very high in the ƒ-anc functionality, and the 2º presents the greenest 
color possible (pure green) – due to its exclusive ƒ-com functionality.  

Third, all degrees contrast in their stability, as follows from their contrasts in shape. The most unstable 
is the 2º, reflected by its height and smallness of its base. The most stable is the 3º.  

Fourth, the placement of the big gap between the 1º and 2º indicates their dissociation – in contrast to 
the strong ties between the upper pair of degrees.  

By these four counts, the “Sae-Dyige” mode features much higher specialization of degrees, indicative 
of stronger tonal integration on a systemic level, as compared to a rather loose distinction between the 
degrees of both modes of the humming vocalization (where the most ambiguous is its 3-degree mode).  
It is the greater functional, registral and phrasal specialization of the ekmelic degrees that makes 
formulaic melodic structure possible for “Sae-Dyige.” Both modes of Example-2 are simply incapable 
to support formulaic structure.  
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Summary of the modal ekmelic analysis 

Our analysis revealed that the humming vocalization of Example-2, in fact, should be regarded as 
music. We started from the phonemic analysis of the vocables, identifying two of them, “ʊm” and 
“nʲam,” as carrying formative influence on the organization of frequencies in that vocalization (Fig.6-
8). Together, these vocables constituted more than half of the syllables used as lyrics for the entire 
vocalization and retained a consistent musical functionality. Thus, “ʊm” was characterized by starting 
in the lower register and ascending towards a high register. It also was characterized by its placement 
at the opening of musical phrases, exhibiting a propensity to activate melodic motion. In contrast, 
“nʲam” was primarily used in descending motion from the high register down, with a propensity to 
terminate a musical phrase. This vocable also contrasted “ʊm” by inducing series of repetitions, 
indicative of its rhythmicity. The combination of rhythmicity with relaxation of the melodic 
declination projected the impression of pleasurable rocking or lulling, typically associated with 
entertaining activities.  
The contrast between rhythmic, yet descending and cadential “nʲam”, and arrhythmic ascending and 
initiating “ʊm” was achieved primarily by musical rather than verbal means. 
Breathing cycle provided yet another factor that determined the musicality of tonal organization (TO) 
here. Almost every instance of taking a breath was found to immediately precede an ascending 
intonation from the mid registral position up to the high registral position – no matter which phoneme 
was used in vocables. Adherence to this typology indicated that phrases were initiated based on a 
musical principle rather than a phonological one.  

The initiation intonation demonstrated not only the coherence in directionality, but the coherence in 
tuning as well: 258 cents standard deviation for its opening tone and 282 cents for its second tone 
(under the size of an interval of minor 3rd). The mean intervallic size of the initiation intonation (275.7 
– 302.9 Hz) was 163 cents - a neutral 2nd, which is the strong melodic consonance. This suggests that 
the singer defined the 2nd tone in the initiation intonation by following not a verbal method of 
phonological contrast but a musical method of achieving greater melodiousness between two adjacent 
frequency values – to open a phrase and thereby set its referential pitch point.  
The comparison of the tuning of the initiating intonation to the tuning of the cadential intonation that 
terminated musical phrases (Table 8) showed that the cadential intonation also contributed to TO by 
maintaining the tonal uniformity in forming a descending melodic motion in the low register. 
However, the concision of tuning in the cadential intonation was considerably less than that in the 
initiation intonation: 49% less concise for the frequency value of the last tone of a phrase, featuring a 
45% greater deviation of the intervallic size of the cadential intonation.  
Evidently, the singer had quite less idea of how to end a phrase than of how to initiate it. Nevertheless, 
a greater registral consistency in launching the cadential intonation indicated that there was indeed 
some form of concordance taking place between the initiation and cadential points of all phrases: the 
last tone of the initiating intonation occupied a higher registral position than that of the last tone of the 
cadential intonation in all phrases except Nos. 7 and 8.  

Closer inspection of the directionality in each of the phrases revealed that the prevailing form of 
correspondence between the initiation and cadence was the arch contour. Its presence in 11 out of 17 
phrases testified that it executed a role of a modal inclination by assigning frequency ranges for each 
of the tones in a musical phrase – thereby defining a musical mode.  

The alternative modal inclination was the zigzag contour. It contrasted the overall smooth descending 
profile of an arch by generating regular melodic motion with constant flip of directions. If arch 
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inclination was prototyped upon the expiration phase in the breathing cycle (clearest in phrase 2), 
zigzag inclination was prototyped upon the inspiration phase, characterized by increasing tension 
towards the end of a phrase (clearest in phrase 7). However, each rendition of these two inclination 
types contained slight variations in the distribution of energy due to such factors as steepness of the 
initiation, its exact registral position, and its relation to the ending of a phrase, which proceeded in 
feminine or masculine style, depending whether the stress was placed on the very last tone in a phrase 
or on a tone before it.  
Comparing the frequency values of the initiating, peak, and cadential tones of the arch phrases (Table 
9) – arch’s most salient points of reference - demonstrated the coherence of their frequency values. The 
range of deviation from the mean frequency value for the cadential leaning tone across all phrases was 
383 cents (a neutral 3rd). Quite close to it came the 377 cent deviation range for the peak tone. The 
initiation tone exhibited the smallest range – 329 cents. Its greater stability in tuning reflected its 
greater tonal stability within a musical mode.  
The next question was to find out what was responsible for the greater frequency deviation of the tones 
at the phrasal ends. Was it due to the greater phrasal length?   
The examination of the tuning shifts between different occurrences of the cadential tone across arch 
phrases in relation to the overall length of a phrase (Table 9) showed no correlation. Evidently, the 
singer did not infer the pitch level for phrasal ends from the pitch level of phrasal beginnings – 
otherwise, the longer the phrase went, the more the singer would have lost track of the initial pitch 
reference. This suggested that the frequency value of the cadential tone was defined in absolute terms 
in relation to the vocal ambitus – rather than in relative terms in reference to the frequency values of 
initiation or peak tones.  

This conclusion was further supported by the distribution of intonational functions between 3 
characteristic modal tones of the wave inclination: initiation, peak and cadential tones. The initiation 
tone formed the complementary (ƒ-com) relation with the peak tone most directly in those phrases 
where these tones were actually connected. In other phrases they formed remote registral intonational 
relations.  
Since the pitch that opens a phrase and the pitch that marks its highest point are the most salient 
referents for a wave melodic contour, they should be remembered the best and held in short term 
memory throughout singing of a phrase, provided it lasts for no longer than 6 sec (as we do have in this 
vocalization). Caching the pitch level for the initial tone would effectively make it form an intonational 
relation with the next salient point, a peak tone, even in cases where both tones are not directly 
connected. The intonational function will bridge both tones over few tones that might separate them.  
Now, if we are talking about such intonational relation between the remote initiating and peak tones 
not in a single phrase, but in all phrases, we would consider registral intonational relations: distant 
relations formed between the characteristic registral position of an initiating tone and that of a peak 
tone – averaged between all of their occurrences.  
The sketch of such registral intonational relations (Fig.9-A) revealed that the initiation tone and peak 
tone of the arch phrases formed the complementary (ƒ-com) functional relation. The mean size of it 
was 229 cents – a slightly enlarged major 2nd – still, a melodic consonance that could not cause 
melodic fissure in a moderately fast music.  
The registral intonational relation between the peak and cadential tones across all the arch phrases 
formed the opposite (ƒ-opp) functional relation with the mean intervallic value of 384 cents – almost a 
major 3rd. This was a more dissonant melodic interval, capable of causing melodic fissure in slower 
tempo. Certainly, this ƒ-opp relation marked only a possibility for actual melodic motion, since it could 
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proceed from peak down to cadence by the passing route through an extra degree that would provide a 
smooth stepwise connection, thereby avoiding the ƒ-opp leap.  

However, the intonational function of a registral intonational relation is still very important for TO for 
two reasons: because it secures uniformity of distribution of tonal tension between the characteristic 
modal tones within every rendition of the same modal inclination, and because of the likelihood of 
caching the frequency value of the peak tone in short term memory and relating it to the sound of the 
cadential tone – thereby mentally connecting both tones. 
Even greater registral consistency was found for the characteristic modal tones (trough and peak) of 
the zigzag phrases (Table 10). Their peak tones featured 147 cents standard deviation (neutral 2nd), 
while trough tones – 200 cents (major 2nd). Just like for the arch inclination, there was no correlation 
between the length of a zigzag phrase and the extent of frequency deviation at its end. Evidently, 
zigzag inclination was rendered by the singer in reference to specific registral positions in the vocal 
ambitus.  
Both inclinations, arch and zigzag, featured about the same number of pitches per phrase, and both 
were governed by the registral functional relation (Fig.9-B) between the upper characteristic modal 
tone (arch initiating and zigzag peak) and the lower tone (arch cadential and zigzag trough). This led us 
to conclude that each of these registral modal tones constituted an ekmelic modal degree – a “pitch 
class,” albeit indefinite in pitch - defined zonally through the registral range.  

We were able to characterize the high degree by its melodic function as well as by its dedicated 
registral zone.  

The zigzag peak tones were similar to the arch initiation tones in setting a reference for the pitch level 
at the most active point of a phrase: right after taking a breath in an arch phrase, and as a “ceiling” 
level for the bounces of the melodic spikes in a zigzag phrase. Accordingly, 293 Hz of the mean zigzag 
peak value came remarkably close to 291 Hz of the mean frequency of the arch initiation tone.  

More often, the use of peak tones within a zigzag phrase must have been responsible for its thrice 
greater consistency of tuning than the arch peaks. So, the high degree were definable by the range of 
280-306 Hz (intersection of the ranges of the arch initiation and zigzag peak tones).  
The low degree also could be characterized by its melodic function and register. The arch cadential 
tone and the zigzag trough tones resembled each other by their provision of leaning point at the bottom 
of the ambitus. Their resemblance corresponded to the closeness of their mean values: 259 Hz for the 
zigzag trough, and 267 Hz for the wave cadential tone. The greater frequency of occurrence of trough 
tones in zigzag must have been the reason for twice greater consistency of tuning than the arch 
cadential tones. In the same vein, the standard deviation of the ending tone for each of the zigzag 
phrases was much smaller than that at the end of the arch phrases. Registrally, the low degree could be 
defined by the range of 244-274 Hz. 
The function of activating melodic motion applied to both, zigzag peak and arch initiation tones, 
integrating both of them in a single mode. Similarly, the function of providing the support to melodic 
motion in a form of leaning points unified the zigzag troughs and arch cadential tones. This confirmed 
that we indeed had a mechanism of cross-phrasal TO in this music, which relied on the ekmelic 
method of zonal registral definition of degrees within the ambitus.  

However, the resultant mode did not take control over the entirety of all tones in vocalization. Namely, 
we observed that in arch phrases there was consistently an extra degree, comprised by the arch peak 
tone, above the high degree, constituting the highest degree, whereas in zigzag phrases this degree was 
always absent (Fig.9). But then, in some zigzag phrases (e.g., No.7), there were 3-step zigzags present, 
suggesting a degree below the high degree. Since degrees in this music were found to be defined in 
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reference to the absolute value of registral position in the vocal ambitus, the possibility for isolated 
degrees to appear and disappear on per-phrase basis had to be excluded.  

This posed the next question: what were the other degrees that supported each of the so-far identified 
cross-phrasal degrees and what kind of TO did they follow?  

To answer this, we identified the functional relations between the tones of musical intonations within 
each of the phrases (ƒ-anc, ƒ-com, ƒ-opp or ƒ-ext), while inferring the exact margins of the registral 
zones for each phrase. In the process of that, we took into account the patterns of intonations, as 
defined by their repetition, modification or contrast and their exact position in a frequency contour. We 
marked each disclosed pattern by a lowercase letter (a, b), and assigned a number after a letter (a1, b1) 
if this pattern was reproduced with modification. We drew a bracket under the graphic representation 
of the melodic line to mark the boundaries between patterns of intonations. This enabled us to conduct 
a motivic analysis (Fig.10-12) in order to find out which exact melodic material was used to generate 
each of melodic phrases.  
Not all motifs were clear in their boundaries and identity. Some motifs were connected through elision 
– usually in case of a long tone that lied between two contrasting motifs. Some motifs were expanded 
for greater melodic smoothness, some others were contracted for greater liveliness or for an 
interruption effect. Sometimes it was not clear, if a particular configuration of intonations presented 
one type of motif or another (“a” or “b”), especially considering the possibility of their expansion or 
contraction. The ultimate decision had to be made based on the melodic functionality of a motif-in-
question as manifested in those contexts where this functionality was clear – and thereafter estimating 
if such functionality was indeed appropriate in an equivocal place, where we were in doubt. Another 
helpful strategy was to corroborate the margins of ambiguous motifs with the margins of sung 
syllables. Stylistic coherence in supporting a particular articulation style (legato, staccato) came as the 
third aid in establishing the boundaries between motifs.  

Motivic analysis, generally, is the most demanding part of modal analysis: successful problem solving 
requires competence in melodic intonations, motifs and phrases that are common for a given style and 
genre of musicking, demands astute observation, and patience to negotiate the optimal solution in a 
situation with multiple choices, sometimes not obvious at a first glance. However, unclear places are 
usually few, and can be resolved in a manner of a crossword puzzle. It is possible that some motifs will 
remain ambiguous in their identity, but this should be viewed as unavoidable imperfection, allowing 
for multiple interpretations on part of different analysts. As long as such motifs constitute a small 
portion of music, its modal structure can be effectively inferred on statistic basis, corroborated with the 
context of the melodic line. 
Based on the configuration of the identified motifs, we could define the melodic material of each of the 
musical phrases with the help of uppercase letters. The phrases that were made from the same motif 
types (“a,” “a1,” “a2”) were defined in contradistinction to the phrases made of different motifs (“A” 
that consisted of “a” and “b” as opposed to “B” that consisted of “c”, “d”, and “e”). Just like motifs, 
phrases either repeated (A – A), reproduced the same material with modification (A – A1) or presented 
contrast (A – B). They also contracted (A-) or expanded (A+) their melodic material. Occasionally, 
they merged into a hybrid (A+B). However, identifying phrases was not as challenging as establishing 
the boundaries of motifs, since phrases were more clearly cut by pauses or reproductions of the 
previously encountered motivic pattern.  

After completing the motivic and phrasal melodic analysis, we ended up with a chart that mapped the 
organization of melodic material across registers, qualifying the function of each phrasal intonation. 
This revealed that those phrases that engage the registral zones above the arch initiation tone or below 
the zigzag trough zone had 4-degree structure (Phrases 2, 3, 5, 11, and 16). We had to conceptualize an 
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extra degree rather than to keep scaling the confirmed 3 degrees down or up the ambitus because of the 
interplay of the registral position with intonational and phrasal functionality.  

Thus, Phrase 2 featured the initiating, peak, and cadential functions due to its arch contour. This 
effectively tied the respective tones to different dedicated registers. However, the discrete ascending 
steps between the initiating and peak tones testified for the complementary (ƒ-com) relations between 
them. Their similarity in duration and intervallic distance, as well as clear mutual function of 
culmination towards the peak, precluded us from regarding one or more of these intonations as 
“defective” narrow ƒ-opp or wide ƒ-anc. Therefore, the attack phase of the frequency envelope 
exposed 4 degrees.  
The decay phase of the envelop also revealed the chain of discrete descending steps, proceeding all the 
way down to the very bottom of the ambitus. Although the frequency levels of the middle degrees for 
the attack phase did not perfectly match those of the decay phase (364 Hz of the ascending 3° versus 
343 Hz of the descending 3°, and 333 Hz of the ascending 2° versus 320 Hz descending 2°), their 
discrepancy was justified by the natural tendency to sharpen an unstable tone in order to come closer to 
the stable tone above it, and to flatten the tone that leads to the stable tone below. The culmination to 
the peak pushed the registers maximally up, whereas declination to the cadence dropped them down.  

In the ekmelic organization, it is not the melodic stability of a particular tone, but a melodic relation 
that has power to exaggerate intonations, causes what Alekseyev termed “centrifugal” gravitational 
tendency of ekmelic melody, easily pushing higher or lower tones to the extremes of the ambitus to 
accompany the singer’s excitement or relaxation (Alekseyev 1976, 162).  

In correspondence with Alekseyev’s observation we observed the discrepancy of 103 cents between 
the ascending and descending versions of the 2°, and even smaller 69 cents for the 3° – quite 
comparable in size to the typical flat or sharp alterations in diatonic music. The discrepancy between 
the ascending and descending versions of the 1° was much greater (312-250 Hz, i.e., 384 c), but it 
involved the change in melodic function: the termination of Phrase-2 featured timbral contrast – unlike 
the initiation of that phrase. The last two pitches of Phrase-2 could have been regarded as a 
khasmatonal leap to a foreign register. However, since such timbral contrast was used only once in the 
entire vocalization, there was no reason to consider hybridization of ekmelic and khasmatonal features. 
Instead, that timbral contrast seemed to constitute a mere minute variation in the cadential style 
(terminating a phrase with the dirty “roll-off”).   

The interplay between the 3- and 4-degree organization was found to act as means of tonal 
organization for the phrases that employed the same modal inclination. Thus, switching from 3 to 4 
degrees (as between Phrases-1 and -2) generated tonal tension to make melodic motion more dynamic. 
Conversely, switching from 4 degrees back to 3 degrees (between Phrases-11 and -12) provided 
relaxation of tension to make melodic motion appear more static.  
Not all phrases subscribed to this opposition of 3- and 4-degree models. Four phrases used only 2 
degrees. Three of these phrases appeared interrupted as a result of some accidental decision of the 
singer to stop a phrase before its modal inclination would be revealed – just after producing 3 pitches. I 
considered these phrases to inherit the TO of the previous “completed” phrases rather than to regard 
them as the third alternative form of TO. The only continuous 2-degree phrase (No. 9) presented a 
scaled down version of the 3-degree phrase (No.8) rather than a new contrasting method of TO. This 
left us with only 2 models, 3- and 4-degree based, to represent the ekmelic TO of the entire 
vocalization.  
The motivic analysis brought to light that the melodic phrases were merging into a sort of “melodic 
paragraphs”, determined by the alternation of the 3- and 4-degree models of TO. Phrase-1 opened the 
vocalization, setting the relaxed and balanced state with its undulating motif “a” and descending “b”, 
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based on auxiliary melodic motion between 3 degrees. Phrase-2 intensified the melodic motion by 
engaging higher and lower registers, introducing the strongly directional motifs “c” and “d”, based on 
consecutive passing melodic motion in one direction (respectively, ascending and descending) with the 
help of all 4 degrees. The spike of animation in Phrase-2 generated enough energy to charge 3 
following phrases, which all retained the registral positions as set by phrase-2, and presented a gradual 
declination of the phrasal waves, where each consecutive wave went lower than the preceding wave. 
This entire section (Phrases 2-6) was based on the 4-degree model.  
Then phrase-7 marked the return to the 3-degree model, but applied it to the new zigzag inclination 
that came to change the arch inclination that was used earlier. The first zigzag phrase started at the 
same energetic level as the last phrase of the sinking declination of 4-degree waves (Phrase-6), but 
engaged more active ascending motifs “c” and “f”, growing more tense towards the phrasal end (in 
contrast to the previous arch phrases). The next two phrases reproduced the zigzag inclination, binding 
phrases 7-9 into one section.  
Phrase-10 marked the recapitulation, very much equivalent to phrase-1: restoring the arch inclination, 
mid register and the balanced motif “a” along with its sidekick motif of descending “b.” And just like 
Phrase-2 came to stimulate Phrase-1 by switching to the 4-degree model, Phrase-11, too, upgraded to a 
4-degree model to reactivate the upper register and make the wave steeper. The lasting declination of 
an array of phrases that took place earlier (phrases 2-6) also found recapitulation. However, this time, 
the calming down of the succeeding phrases occurred in 2 stages (Phrases 11-13 and 14-17) rather than 
at once (how it was with Phrases 2-6).  

Phrase-12 immediately switched back to 3 degrees, combining this change with the change in 
inclination – back to zigzag.  

Phrase-14 reactivated the melodic line again, although not as much as Phrase-11, and retaining the 3-
degree organization.  

Phrase-15 went on calming down the melodic waves in a new overall declining section, where Phrase-
16 presented a little obstruction to relaxation with its 4-degree structure, housing the contrast between 
the ascending steps of the “c” motif and the descending ƒ-ext leaps all the way down to the lowest 
register. Phrase-17 resolved this exacerbation of tension. 

Altogether, we discovered that alternations of 3- and 4-degree models, combined with the alternations 
of wave and zigzag inclinations, generated 4 pronounced sections in melodic motion:  

1) Phrases 1-6  (A – B – B1+A1 – B2+A2) formed a “super”-wave shape, where phrase-1 took the 
function of the initiation, phrase-2 – the peak, and phrase-5 the cadence; 

2) Phrases 7-9 (C – C1+ – D) formed another “super”-wave, where the peak came at the end of 
the same phrase-7 that served as initiation, and phrase-9 – as the cadence; 

3) Phrases 10-13 (A3 – B3 – D2) formed a recapitulation of the original “super”-wave, with 
phrase-10 acting as initiation, phrase-11 – as peak, and phrase-12 – as cadence; 

4) Phrases 14-17 (B4 – B5 – C2 – B6) created a descending inclination, starting right from the 
peak and finding cadential resolution in phrase-17. 

The hierarchic formative influence of the arch inclination within a melodic phrase as well as between 
few adjacent phrases provided a proof of tonal integration within the entire vocalization. Another proof 
came from the registral consistency of two registers throughout the entire vocalization: the registral 
boundary between 279 and 289 Hz was sustained across all phrases. The phrases based on the same 
melodic material displayed even closer correspondence of registers across phrases: all “A” phrases 
shared one registral boundary at 300 Hz and another within the 271-276 Hz range, all “C” phrases 
shared one registral boundary at 281-282 Hz and another at 264-271 Hz.  
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In order to find out the gravitational organization of the 3- and 4-degree models, identified in the 
vocalization, we looked into the articulation rating for each of the established degrees, their phrasal 
and intonational functions, closures, frequency deviation and directionality. This data was plotted in 
Table 11 and Table 13 in addition to frequency and duration for each of the occurrences of a particular 
degree.  
Table 11 demonstrated that the distribution of melodic closures, in conjunction with mean duration and 
standard deviation from it, indicated that the low degree exercised the functionality of a leaning tone 
for 3-degree-based melodic phrases. By correlating registral separation and distribution of intonational 
functions between the degrees, we found out that ƒ-opp functionality was the strongest for the upper 
degree (counting by its share of occurrences and duration values), while being entirely absent for the 
middle degree. Clear separation of those registral zones that were reserved for the 1º and the 3º, in 
contrast to the presence of the overlapped zones for 1º/2º and 2º/3º, indicated that melodic opposition 
of two degrees: 1º and 3º - was the characteristic trait of the 3-degree mode. In it, the 2º executed the 
complementary function in relation to the opposing marginal degrees. Of them, the 1º displayed lower 
complementarity of intonations and lower share of melodic closures, indicating that the 3º was used 
more often to challenge the stability of the 1º. This was responsible for making melodic motion bounce 
down, once it hit the peak – all the way down to the 2º – forming a melodic resolution of tension. 
Hence, the 3º acted as an agent to generate melodic dissonance in melody.  

This conclusion was supported by the overall distribution of phrasal functions: the 2º had the smallest 
share of phrasal functionality (24%), the 3º had the greatest share of using the unstable peak tone 
(67%), whereas the 1º had the greatest share of engaging the more stable trough tone (50%), as well as 
the stable initiation (11%) and cadential (7%) tones. Also, the 1º had the greatest variety of 
intonational functions (4) in contrast to the middle degree (2) and the upper degree (3), indicating that 
it was limited to the function of melodic opposition to a lesser extent than the 3º (probably, due to the 
capacity of the 1º to provide a leaning point). This distinction was most evident in the distribution of 
the articulations: for the 1º, the articulation rating was much higher (2.57) than for the 3º (1.58), and 
was supported by higher standard deviation (respectively, 1.72 versus 0.49).  
We discovered that each of the degrees specialized in a particular type of melodic motion. The 3º was 
mostly involved in melismatic motion, which made it perceptually weaker. On the other hand, the 1º 
was engaged in heavier monosyllabic melodic motion, which diversified its syllabification, making it 
perceptually stand out in comparison to the 3º.      
All in all, the 1º of the 3-degree mode played the role of a “leaning” degree – it systemically provided 
resolution for melodic tension, most noticeable at the ending points of motifs, phrases and melody in 
general, but also sensible as an increased stability at phrasal and motivic openings. Although far from 
the centripetal strength of the “tonic” in a diatonic key, this leaning capacity was sufficient for 
distinguishing this degree from the other degrees. The gravitational capacity of the 1º was undermined 
by the strong registral overlapping and high frequency deviation of all 3 degrees, which promoted 
“centrifugal” exaggerations of melodic intonations by the momentum force of a melodic impulse.  

Table 13 revealed that the 4-degree mode was organized by different tonal principles than the 3-degree 
mode: most notably, its 1º lost much of its “leaning” strength, comparing to the 3-degree mode. This 
tendency was expressed in its higher frequency deviation (62%), lower durational value (20%) with 
lower duration deviation (31%), reduction in articulation rating (29%) and significant loss of trough 
and initiation functionality (respectively, 44% and 33%). Of all the degrees, the least changed was the 
2º. For both modes, it retained its weak gravitational capacity: for the 4-degree mode it only slightly 
increased its mean durational value (12%) and duration deviation (25%), while losing its initiating and 
trough functions, increasing its frequency deviation (71%) and reducing its articulation rating (15%). 
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The 3º in the 4-degree setting became “stronger” in a number of respects, except tuning (it achieved 
the 45% increase in frequency deviation) - it gained in a number of metric factors: durational value 
(33%), duration deviation (44%), emergence of stable initiating function (18%), while significant 
reduction in unstable peak function (96%), and pronounced increase in articulation rating (34%), 
combined with enormous (275%) gain in its standard deviation. These changes testified that the center 
of gravity in the 4-degree mode moved away from the 1º to the 3º. The latter increased its share of 
monosyllabic melodic motion, while the former became more melismatic, decreasing the diversity in 
syllabification and weakening the overall articulation (in a sense of fragmenting the melodic flow) by 
making the lower segments of melodic motion more fluent.  
Altogether, the 3º stood as the most articulated degree in the 4-degree mode – in conjunction with its 
greatest melodic consonance. Noteworthy was the distribution of the complementary function between 
all the degrees. While the 1º lost 40% of its complementarity, comparing to the 1º of the 3-degree 
mode; the 2º retained its complementarity, but received the dissonant ƒ-opp functionality in place of 
the consonant ƒ-anc. The 3º also retained its complementarity while cutting the share of the opposite 
function. Hence, greater peaking phrasal functionality of the 4º found nice resolution in the 3º. 
At this point we could conclude that the addition of the 4º caused the general energetic shift towards 
the upper registers, most noticeable in the phrasal functions. The peak functionality in the mode raised 
all the way up to the 4º, reaching 67%. The inherent instability of the arch peak marked the 3º as the 
resolution degree for the 4-degree mode. Yet another proof of this assignment was the significant lead 
of the 4º in the number of closures (75% comparing to 35% of the 3º, 29% of the 2º and 35% of the 1º) 
– combined with its 76% lead in the share of the complementary functionality amongst all occurrences 
of the 4º. Although complementary function prevailed in all degrees of the 4-degree mode, the share of 
other functions differed between its degrees, marking the 3º as the least melodically dissonant. 
Together with its longest duration value (54% higher than the 4º, 21% higher than the 2º and 57% 
higher than the 1º) the highest standard deviation (131% higher than the 4º, 55% higher than the 2º and 
148% higher than the 1º) made the 3º preside in regards to stability and rhythmic diversity.  

However, the intonational lead of the 3º in the 4-degree mode was little weaker than the lead of the 1º 
in the 3-degree mode: 28 instances of the former produced 42 intonations (Table 12), i.e. 59%, while 
17 instances of the latter gave rise to 29 intonations, i.e. 67% - making a 13.6% increase. This 
quantitative difference was accompanied with the qualitative difference in distribution of phrasal 
functions. In the 3-degree mode, the distribution of all phrasal functions unequivocally marked the 1º 
as the most stable, the 3º as the most unstable, and the 2º as generally neutral, supplementary for the 1º 
and the 3º. In the 4-degree mode, the overall picture became controversial, with the 1º having 2 
initiations and 6 terminations, the 2º – no initiations and 1 termination, the 3º – 3 initiations and no 
terminations, and the 4º – 1 initiation and no terminations. The apparent phrasal dominance of the 1º 
came in contradiction with the rest of the modal analysis conducted above.  

The comparison of the distribution patterns for all modal intonations in the 3-degree mode versus the 
4-degree mode (Figure 11) explained this controversy. The 3-degree mode supported symmetric bi-
directional distribution between all its degrees: in the upper range melodic dyads of 2º-3º and 3º-2º 
were quite balanced (respectively, 14 and 11 intonations), so as the dyads in the lower range, 1º-2º and 
2º-1º (respectively, 12 and 13 intonations). Conversely, the 4-degree mode was decidedly asymmetric 
in totally excluding certain intonations (e.g., 1º-4º or 3º-1º) or featuring only one instance of 1º-3º and 
of 4º-1º. Not all of the dyads of the 4-degree mode were bi-directionally balanced: while 1º-2º and 2º-
3º showed very close match between the ascending and descending intonations (7/8 and 5/6), the dyad 
3º-4º contrasted them in its prevalence of the ascending direction (9/6). Also, the dyad 3º-4º was 
melodically more productive than 2º-3º in respect to the ascending intonations (9/6 versus 5/6). As a 
result, the lower pair of the 4-degree mode formed the antithetic contrasting relation to the upper pair: 
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balanced 1º/2º versus unbalanced 3º/4º. This subdivision marked the 4º as unstable, and (to a less 
extent) the 3º as a stable degree.  

Dividing the mode into 2 pairs of degrees introduced hierarchic organization that was absent in the 3-
degree mode. Each of the pairs obtained their “regional” registral leaning tone: strongly marked 
supremacy of the 3º for the upper pair, and slightly marked advantage of the 2º for the lower pair. This 
modal contrast between both pairs, as well as between the degrees within each of the pairs, was shown 
to be the product of the general prevalence of the disjunct connection of both degree pairs within the 4-
degree mode – in contrast to the exclusive conjunct connection of the 3-degree mode.  

In both modes, pairing of degrees came as a direct result of implementing the ƒ-com intonations, which 
turned out to be the most common for all degrees (mean 55% for the 3-degree mode and 56% for the 4-
degree mode). What made the biggest difference between both modes was that ƒ-com intonation was 
more characteristic to the coupling of 1º/2º and of 3º/4º than that of 2º/3º in the 4-degree mode. This 
promoted the disjunction of the upper pair, pushed by the lift of gravity towards the upper register and 
well-marked resolution of the 4º-3º intonation. The correlation between the number of occurrences for 
each degree and the number of intonations that involved that degree proved this point: the 2º and the 4º 
featured the highest degree-to-intonation ratio (respectively 1.83 and 1.88 - as opposed to 1.35 for the 
1º and the 1.7 for 2º), testifying of their tonal dominance in their respective pairs.   
It is the hierarchic organization of the 4-degree mode that enables asymmetric uni-directional 
intonations (4º-1º, 4º-2º and 1º-3º), induced by the zigzag inclination. The very idea of on-going 
alternation between peaks and troughs reflects the melodic opposition, and therefore, general 
dissonance promoted by zigzags. This dissonance can take form of ƒ-opp (where both tones are equally 
stressed) or, possibly, ƒ-ext (in case if timbral or registral contrast would place greater emphasis on 
only one of the two opposing tones).  
Furthermore, hierarchic organization makes it possible to differentiate between the degrees that feature 
different gravitational values within the degree pairs. Thus, the intonation of 4º-2º connects the 
unstable upper pair degree with the stable lower pair degree, whereas 1º-3º connects the unstable lower 
pair degree with the stable upper pair degree. Such crisscross connections are simply not possible 
within the 3-degree mode and play into the greater capacity for melodic dissonance by the 4-degree 
mode. Its dissonance is the strongest at the morphological level of phrases. That is why many 4-degree 
phrases demonstrate the discrepancy between the phrasal and intonational functionality of their 
degrees: the hierarchic differentiation within the higher and lower levels of hierarchy does not always 
match. 

Yet another extremely important consequence of the presence of hierarchy amongst the degrees in the 
4-degree mode was the hierarchic morphological division within its thematic material. The 3-degree 
mode did not generate hierarchic morphology in its melody even where compound motifs were used. 
Thus, the elementary motif “b” (single intonation) coexisted with the compound motif “a” (chaining of 
3 intonations “a”) in the 3-degree mode without generating any tonal contrast – the alternation between 
“a” and “b” was not accompanied by marked fluctuations in tension or relaxation (i.e., “b” and “b1” 
were used after “a” in Phrase-1 to activate the connection between the initiation and peak tones, 
whereas “b2” and “b3” were used after “a1” – to deactivate melodic motion between the peak and 
cadential tones).  
In contrary, in the 4-degree mode, the elementary motif “b” was used to generate tonal contrast to the 
compound motifs “f” and “d,” which in turn were used to contrast each other (i.e., in Phrase-5, the 
spike of “f1” fueled the connection between the initiation and peak tones; or, the passing descending 
motion of “d2” soothed the decline towards the cadential tone; and the succession of the elementary 
“b10” and “b11” sustained the registral level until the cadential tone, supporting the static phrasal 
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function). The hierarchic relations between all 4 degrees enabled the genesis of modal contrast via 
assigning the compound and elementary motifs to execute specific melodic functions. The 
subordination of degrees and intonations resulted in greater motivic contrast, greater share of melodic 
dissonance and more gradations in dissonance in phrases constructed within the 4-degree framework. 

Transitions from 3- to 4-degree organization and back formed something that could be termed intra-
modulation within the ekmelic mode of the entire humming vocalization. Technically speaking, 
musical modulation is a change from one musical mode to another that occurs within the same musical 
composition. Almost all researchers, even those who do not have a musical education, know this. 
However, less known is the notion that changes from one mode to another can occur within the same 
key. A common example of this is frequent alternations between the “natural” and “melodic” minor 
modes within a minor key, found in many compositions of Western classical music from Vivaldi’s 
finale of “L'inverno” from “Le Quattro Stagioni” to the introduction from Tchaikovsky’s “Capriccio 
Italienne.” This is not limited to Western classical music. The distinction between the concepts of 
musical “key” and “mode” existed already in the Ancient Greek music theory and was adopted by the 
music theories of music cultures that stemmed from the Hellenistic diaspora in Antiquity (Aleksey 
Nikolsky 2016).   

Such change from one mode to another within the same higher-order framework of TO occurs on 
systemic level: it involves not just one degree, but the entire set of degrees together with their relations, 
which affects multiple aspects of musical expression. From this point of view, both, the 3-degree and 
the 4-degree schemes of TO that we identified in this humming vocalization can be regarded as quite 
autonomous modes each in their own right. However, it is their on-going alternation that characterizes 
the TO of this vocalization: its tones become bound together through the gravitational shift from the 
low leaning tone of the 3-degree “submode” to the high leaning tone of the 4-degree “submode,” 
marked by the entrance of the highest register with its unstable 4º that calls for resolution through the 
descending motion to any of the lower degrees (Fig.13). In this capacity, the 4º is unique, providing 
melodic diversity unattainable for the 3-degree model. The descending momentum 4º-3º supports the 
smooth natural transition back to the 3-degree “submode,” following the declination inertia – all the 
way down to the 1º leaning tone. The ongoing cycling between both submodes generates a chain of 
changes in tension/relaxation that musically integrates the phrases.  
Therefore, the most accurate way of identifying the entire mode of this humming vocalization would 
be as the alternating 3-4 degree ekmelic mode. It charges melodic motion with energy to generate 
melodic current in a way essentially similar to the electrical alternating current (AC) – by back and 
forth “pumping” impulses.   
The alternating 3-4 degree mode that we identified in this vocalization might be a common form of TO 
for the transition period in phylogenetic evolution of music from its premelic timbre-oriented stage to 
first frequency-oriented forms of ekmelic music. The emergence of the 3-degree ekmelic mode, such 
as the one that we observed in “Sae Dyige,” might have come as a result of simplification of the 
alternating 3-4 degree mode by throwing away the IV degree. Crystallization of a melodic formula 
sustained throughout the entire music work would make the formative modal power of the IV degree 
unnecessary to support the melodic motion. The centrifugal impulses generated by dissonant leaping 
intonations (ƒ-opp and ƒ-ext) can charge melody with necessary energy.  
The thematic material used within this humming vocalization presents a rather motley picture, where 
the mosaic of motifs that are replaced and reconnected in a variety of ways, depending on the chosen 
vocable and its position in a breathing cycle, which shapes the phrases in a nearly accidental manner. 
Indeed, in spontaneous improvisation, the singer appears to experience the bouts of excitement and 
relaxation that prompt her choice of motifs (and phonemes) to fill a melodic contour of the modal 
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inclination that feels to be right for her current emotional state. She picks those inclinations that suit 
the desired level of melodic animation. Each intonation remains rather free at its destination point: 
thus, an ascending intonation can shoot higher at the moment the singer becomes more excited, or the 
descending intonation can drop lower, when the singer is more relaxed.  

In the ekmelic melody, the centrifugal momentum makes all degrees so dispersed in their frequency 
values that their registral positions often move apart and can substantially overlap, blurring the 
separation of registers within the overall ambitus of a melody. In the 3-degree setting, the 1º and the 2º 
overlap by 240 c in their absolute range values, and the 2º and the 3º – by 249 c. In the 4-degree 
setting, the overlapping zone doubles in size: 454 c between the 1º and the 2º, 422 c between the 2º and 
the 3º, and 448 c between the 3º and the 4º. These are significant discrepancies, untypical for registral 
organization of any form of frequency-based music. Their presence testifies about the premelic roots of 
the ekmelic organization – the common prosodic foundation shared by the earliest phylogenetic and 
ontogenetic forms of musicking and verbal speech.  
The difference between the formulaic 3-degree mode of “Sae Dyige” and the alternating 3-4 degree 
mode of humming vocalization is highlighted in conical frustum representations of all three modes 
(Fig.14 A-C).  

The “Sae Dyige” formula features a registral gap of 32 c that separates the 2º from the 3º, and a much 
greater gap of 259 c separating the 1º and the 2º.  

Another point of difference is that the degrees (1º and 3º) that support the leaning points for melodic 
phrases feature 4-7 times lower frequency deviation. To compare, the 1º of “Sae-Dyige” deviates by 
mere 48 c - versus 210 c of the 1º of the 3-degree submode of the humming vocalization, and even 
greater 331 c of the 3º of its 4-degree submode (its leaning degree).  

The third point of difference is manifested by the extent of maintaining the equilibrium between 
sharpening and flattening of a degree and its general propensity for the melodic motion up or down. In 
“Sae Dyige” such equilibrium is broken: 4 out of 16 intonations (25% of the entire melody) mismatch 
by more than 20 cents. In the 3-degree submode, 35 out of 81 intonations (43%) are unbalanced. And 
in the 4-degree submode, the disbalance increases to 33 out of 56 intonations (59%). Moreover, the 
sizes of deviations reach the maximum of 52 c for the “Sae Dyige” mode, 175 c for the 3-degree 
submode, and 316 c for the 4-degree submode.  
Finally, the fourth point of difference is captured by color-coding in the conical frustum 3D view: each 
ekmelic degree in “Sae Dyige” possesses its own distinct color, reflecting a single prevailing 
intonational function. In contrast, for both submodes of the humming vocalization, only one 
“dissonant” unstable degree is distinctly marked from other degrees. The other degrees are all 
homogenously complementary in their functionality.   

These four points of difference highlight the legacy of premelic TO that makes the humming 
vocalization resemble verbal speech. Nevertheless, our analysis has revealed the presence of musical 
TO, albeit affecting only the portions of the vocalization.  
On a positive note, the analytic procedure proposed here has demonstrated its capacity to handle even 
the most challenging types of vocalizations, entirely based on the indefinite intervallic typology. 
Despite all the difficulties, it was possible to infer the modal inclinations, their characteristic modal 
tones, their respective registers, and corresponding modal degrees. Furthermore, it was possible to 
identify two musical sub-modes and the method of their alternation. All of this was achieved by purely 
analytical means – without resorting to any people-related information that interest Western 
ethnomusicologists (the whereabouts of the performance, its goals, musical behavior, etc.).  
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The possibility of uncovering the principles of TO in monodic audio by analytic means opens the doors 
to a wide array of applications that could immensely expand our knowledge of vocal communication in 
general – beyond what is known as “music” in today’s world. Not only the unconventional styles of 
musicking of some esoteric musical cultures could be interpreted and understood – the entire course of 
musical development throughout childhood can be comparatively analyzed across different cultures to 
establish exactly which features constitute universals of TO, at which point in the ontogenetic 
development the culture-specific principles of TO kick in, and to which extent they can affect the 
biologically ingrained features of TO. Even more so, the audio recordings of non-human animals could 
be analyzed to find out how unique TO of music is for humans, and to find out which animal species 
come closer to the domain of human music. 
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